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Abstract
Modern day embedded systems are becoming increasingly complex and network-

oriented. At the same time, they support a large part of our society’s safety and
security-critical infrastructure. As such, the need for highly reliable and depend-
able systems consequently arises. Microkernel-based virtualization has proven to
be a valid solution to guarantee functionality encapsulation and fault-containment,
providing an adequate environment for mixed-critically systems, while relying on
a minimal trusted computing base (TCB). However, these systems often follow a
para-virtualized approach, requiring a high engineering effort for the porting and
hosting of guest OSes. Hardware-assisted virtualization technologies have been
widely used to mitigate these obstacles. ARM’s TrustZone technology stands out
given its wide presence in low to mid-range processors used in embedded systems.
Furthermore, since microkernel-based systems promote the separation of function-
ality into separate services, there is a strong synergy between this architecture and
model-driven development such as component-based software engineering (CBSE).
This master’s thesis proposes an infrastructure for the design of such systems cen-
tered around a microkernel-based hypervisor complemented with an automated
design environment.

The developed kernel, µRTZVisor, is a restructuring of RTZVisor, a TrustZone-
based, in-house developed monolithic hypervisor, following an object-oriented ap-
proach and the MISRA coding guidelines. µRTZVisor follows a microkernel-like
architecture, maintaining its predecessor’s ability of executing coarse-grained par-
titions in a quasi full-virtualized environment, while providing support for small
user-mode tasks, intended to execute system services as extensions of the hy-
pervisor. Also, it provides much more functionality, real-time capabilities and
configuration flexibility. This includes the addition of a capability-based access-
control and hypercall system, and a flexible IPC infrastructure tightly-coupled
with the scheduling mechanism ensuring fast and efficient partition interaction.
Results show the implementation incurs in a minimal overhead and guarantees
deterministic interrupt latencies, while keeping a minimal TCB.

TZDL is a semantically-enriched DSL purposed to model systems built on top
of µRTZVisor. It follows the service-component architecture (SCA) and acts both
as an ADL and a IDL by generating the final system project and configuration
as well as simplified partition communication glue-code abstracting the low-level
hypercall API. This generative approach eases the development process not only
by providing an already validated part of the code base, but also by allowing
the developer to reason on higher-level concepts of the component model. Fur-
thermore, the DSL code itself provides valuable documentation. We believe the
synergy between the secure-by-design approach of µRTZVisor’s microkernel ar-
chitecture and the automated design environment provided by TZDL, results in
highly trustworthy and maintainable systems.
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Resumo
Os sistemas embebidos modernos estão a tornar-se cada vez mais complexos

e interconnectados. Ao mesmo tempo, estes suportam grande parte da infra-
estrutura crítica da nossa sociedade. Isto aumenta a necessidade e procura por
sistemas altamente fiáveis e seguros. A virtualização baseada em microkernels já
deu provas de garantir um ambiente adequeado para sistemas críticos, enquanto
mantendo uma base confiável de computação mínima. No entanto, tipicamente,
estes sistemas seguem uma abordagem para-virtualizada, exigindo um grande es-
forço de engenharia para migrar e hospedar novos sistemas operativos. Tecnolo-
gias de virtualização com suporte de hardware têm sido largamente utilizadas
para ultrapassar estes obstáculos. Além disso, dada a sua modularidade, há uma
grande sinergia entre esta arquitectura e o desevolvimento guiado por modelos
como é o caso da engenharia de software baseada em componentes. Esta dis-
sertação de mestrado propõe uma infra-estrutura direcionada ao desenvolvimento
destes sistemas centrada num hipervisor baseado numa arquitectura microkernel
e complementado por um sistema de desenvolvimento automatizado.

O kernel desenvolvido nesta dissertação, µRTZVisor, é uma reestruturação do
RTZVisor, um hipervisor monolítico baseado em TrustZone, seguindo o paradigma
de orientação ao objeto e os standards de codificação MISRA. O µRTZVisor segue
uma arquitecture inspirada em microkernels, mantendo a capacidade do seu pre-
decessor em executar partições num ambiente quase totalmente virtualizado. Ao
mesmo tempo, suporta pequenas tarefas em modo de utilizador, destinadas à exe-
cução de serviços do sistema como extensões do hipervisor. Também providencia
um maior grau de funcionalidade, garantias de tempo-real e flexibilidade de config-
uração. Estas extensões incluem um sistema de controlo de acesso e de chamadas
ao sistema baseado em capabilities, assim como uma infra-estrutura de comuni-
cação fortemente interligada com o mecanismo de escalonamento, garantindo uma
rápida e eficiente interação entre partições. Os resultados mostram que a im-
plementação incorre num overhead mínimo, garantindo latências de interrupção
determinísticas, enquanto mantendo uma base confiável de computação mínima,
comparada com a de outras solução similares.

A TZDL é uma linguagem de domínio específico enriquecida por tecnologias
semânticas pensada para modelar sistemas construídos sobre o µRTZVisor e que
segue uma arquitectura serviço-componente. Esta linguagem funciona tanto como
uma linaguagem de descrição de arquitecturas como de descrição de interfaces.
A TZDL gera o projecto do sistema final, as suas configuções e ainda um código
de comunicação simplificado que abstrai o programador do API de baixo nível do
hipervisor. Esta abordagem generativa, facilita o processo de desenvolvimento não
apenas devido ao facto de gerar uma parte significativa de código já validado, mas
também ao permitir que o programador raciocine usando os conceitos de mais alto
nível do modelo de componentes. Acreditamos que a sinergia entre a abordagem
de um desenvolvimento fundamentalmente seguro providenciado pela arquitectura
microkernel do µRTZVisor e o ambiente de desenvolvimente automatizado apoiado
pela TZDL, resulta num sistema final mais confiável e sustentável.
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1. Introduction

This thesis was developed alongside and in cooperation with a number of other
master’s thesis at the Embedded System Research Group (ESRG), part of the AL-
GORITMI center of University of Minho. All of them orbit around an in-house
developed hypervisor kernel infrastructure, concentrating on different aspects re-
lated to security and automation of system design and configuration. While this
thesis is centered on the core hypervisor architecture, others focus on secure and
efficient inter-partition communication (IPC) mechanisms, access control mech-
anisms, a secure boot process, data and control flow integrity (DFI and CFI)
and, finally, an ontology-driven domain-specific language (DSL), named SeML for
Semantically-Enriched Modeling Language. SeML is used by all other project’s
members to model and automate the design and configuration of each of their
systems, being its use a major theme of this dissertation.

1.1 Motivation and Contextualization
The ubiquity of embedded systems in our daily lives is making these devices

a fundamental and central component in our society. Traditionally, embedded
systems, typically characterized by hardware resource constraints and real-time
requirements, were of single purpose, showing simple functionality and interfaces
and little to no need for communication channels or compatibility with other
devices. Therefore, they exhibited minimal software complexity. Nowadays, how-
ever, embedded system functionality is ever-growing and these are increasingly
taking on the characteristics of general-purpose systems. They are evolving to-
wards an intricate collection of subsystems, executing at various criticality levels,
communicating and cooperating among them. Due to this growing complexity
and modular nature of embedded systems, coupled with a need for legacy system
support and heterogeneous operating system (OS) application programming inter-
face (API) environments, virtualization technology emerges as a natural solution
[Hei08, Kai09, AH10].

The main purpose of virtualization is to enable the execution of multiple guest
operating systems or bare-metal applications concurrently on the same hardware
platform while guaranteeing spatial and temporal isolation between them. This
technology is well established in the server and desktop domains, providing benefits
such as service consolidation, load balancing and power management. While in
server applications each virtualized partition acts as an independent entity, as
aforementioned, current day embedded systems show a number of functionalities
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

spread throughout various cooperating subsystems. Without virtualization these
systems would commonly be distributed across multiple physically interconnected
hardware platforms. The first benefit of applying virtualization to the embedded
domain is that, in principle, it allows for the consolidation of subsystems in one
platform relatively straightforwardly, by providing a partition, i.e., a decoupled,
simulated view of the underlying hardware as a virtual machine (VM), for each of
these systems to run on. This, in turn, brings a smaller form factor, a reduced bill
of materials (BOM) and smoother porting efforts for legacy systems, expediting
development and verification cycles. All of these advantages minimize overall costs
and consequently improve profit margins [PTM, KK12].

Due to their vast range of applications in commerce, critical infrastructure (fi-
nancial systems, industrial control, transportation, electric grid, etc.), biomedical
field, consumer electronics and many others, there is an increasing reliance on
embedded devices which often have access to sensitive data and many times per-
form security and safety-critical operations. Here, virtualization is already applied
extensively due to the previously stated consolidation benefits, hence, often these
systems are of mixed-criticality, combining critical and non-critical functionality
[KK12, Hei11, WHO+17, PTM, RM14]. With the rising and pervasive connectiv-
ity of this devices in the modern IoT era, this critical data or systems can be easily
compromised by remote, sophisticated attackers [MJNH16]. For example, in the
automotive industry, network-connected infotainment applications often co-exist
alongside safety-critical control systems. Researchers have shown how a car’s crit-
ical systems (brakes, engine throttling, steering, and so on) could be maliciously
tampered with by exploiting vulnerabilities in the non-critical infotainment sys-
tem [MV15] or in a diagnostics port [KCR+10]. Thus, two of the main challenges
faced by modern embedded systems are those of security and safety. With the
exception of a few communication endpoints, subsystems must be thoroughly iso-
lated so that they cannot compromise each other. Virtualization is of help in this
matter, but only to a certain extent. The temporal and spatial partitioning (TSP)
provided by the virtualization layer, called Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or
hypervisor, guarantees fault-containment, i.e., that a compromised or buggy guest
cannot affect others running on a different VM. This allows for the encapsulation
and isolation of critical functionality into a VM, different from those exposed to
the user or network input. However, a failure or breach of the VMM itself could
potentially compromise or bring down the whole system. Because of this, this
software layer, the only one with maximum level of privilege and full access to all
system resources, i.e., the Trusted Computing Base (TCB), should be as small as
possible to minimize the frequency of bugs and vulnerabilities and, thus, be truly
trustworthy [HPHS04, HEK+07, Kai09].

Despite all of the advantages of embedded virtualization, this strongly-isolated
virtual machine model does not fit some of the requirements of embedded systems.
Due to their modular and inter-cooperative nature, the strict confinement of par-
titions interferes with some of the main requirements of embedded systems. The
first problem put forth by embedded virtualized environments relates to the fact
that, frequently, real-time and general-purpose operating systems (RTOSes and
GPOSes) run side-by-side. The VMM schedules OS partitions as black-boxes and
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each OS schedules its tasks according to their own policies. Therefore RTOSes
by themselves cannot guarantee determinism nor the feasibility of their tasks’
deadlines. The real-time requirements of embedded systems cannot be addressed
with the de-centralized, two-level hierarchical scheduling model that is inherent
in virtualization. For the same reason, energy and power management cannot
be performed efficiently. At the same time, that isolation is a benefit, it arises
as an obstacle since embedded subsystems need to communicate. Here, embed-
ded virtualization disrupts from traditional virtualization given the need for low-
overhead, high-bandwidth and secure communication channels bridging guest par-
titions, coupled with lightweight access control mechanisms to those same channels
[Hei08, Kai09, MJNH16].

Moreover, possibly the biggest underlying issue exposed by the increasing com-
plexity of embedded systems is the management of this same complexity which,
in itself, is a major threat to overall system security, safety and dependability. As
previously stated, it is imperative for the complete system to sit on a minimal size
TCB. Also, it affects development and verification cycles, hurting time-to-market
and, consequently, revenue. Addressing this mushrooming software complexity
challenge requires following a secure-by-design, modular and generative approach
to system design and implementation [Hei08, KLGH07, HEK+07]. Although clas-
sic virtualization partly addresses this issue, by enabling the encapsulation of sub-
systems, its benefits are limited. The isolation provided by the VM abstraction
is far too coarse-grained and heavyweight to provide high levels of flexibility and
modularity. Here the application of techniques such as component-based software-
engineering (CBSE) and model-driven engineering (MDE) show promising results
in mitigating these problems by raising the level of abstraction from low-level
imperative languages and concepts to high-level modeling ones that reduce the
distance between design and implementation while, at the same time, provid-
ing structure and semantic meaning to reusable code modules. The advantage is
threefold. Firstly, improved design flexibility by easy selection, substitution, in-
terconnection and configuration of components. Secondly, the designer can focus
on high-level domain concepts and requirements, defining the system using those
terms. Lastly, both design flexibility and high-level abstraction lead to faster de-
velopment, verifications and validation cycles, which can be achieved if each used
component was in advance tested and validated [KLGH07, LW08, Crn05a, KK12].
Recent research on the combination of MDE with semantic technologies has given
rise to the ontology-driven software development (ODSD) paradigm, which ex-
presses models using ontologies and takes advantage of the existing infrastruc-
ture for model validation through consistency checking and knowledge extraction
through reasoning [BL08].

Following all of the issues discussed above, a number of challenges and needs
are identified in current day embedded systems, specifically in embedded virtual-
ization:

1. Mechanisms for strong spatial an temporal partitioning and isolation, guar-
anteeing fault containment.
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2. Support for legacy embedded OSes and applications, enabling easy consoli-
dation.

3. A small and closed TCB, tested and verified to the maximum extent possible.

4. Flexible, fine-grained, system-wide security and access control mechanisms.

5. Real-time scheduling and interrupt handling capabilities, maintaining deter-
ministic and bound responsiveness for time-critical subsystems.

6. High-bandwidth and secure communication and synchronization mechanisms
among partitions.

7. Model-based framework for high-level assisted configuration and binding of
components coupled with automatic deployment.

Given the strong emphasis on safety, security and real-time, the majority of
the afore-identified requirements can be framed in the context of the Common Cri-
teria (CC) and the Multiple Independent Levels of Security (MILS) architecture.
CC is an international standard that aims at permitting comparability between
the results of independent security evaluations by providing requirements for secu-
rity functionality of products and assurance measures for the security evaluation
of these products [LSS+09, KK12]. Under CC, products are evaluated against
protection profiles that specify the security policies or protections that a product
claims to implement as well as the processes developers must follow to ensure that
the functional requirements are properly realized. These are tagged with one of
seven security levels, also called EAL (Evaluated Assurance Level). Higher secu-
rity levels require the use of formal methods, mathematical models and proofs at
the design stage, while lower levels only impose functional or structural testing
and methodical development processes. MILS [Bee05, AFOTH06] is a security
architecture based on a separation kernel that divides the system into partitions
(e.g. virtual machines) and allows only carefully controlled communications be-
tween them. This allows one partition to provide a service to another with minimal
intervention from the kernel. The separation kernel targets a small TCB which
coupled with the divide-and-conquer approach of decentralizing security policies
through the different partitions permits to achieve smoother and more modular
verification and consequent certification efforts. There are four concrete properties
that must be met by such a security kernel and guaranteed by always invoked,
evaluable and tamperproof mechanisms:

• Data Isolation. One partition cannot access resources in other partitions.
This includes sanitization of all shared system resources.

• Information Flow Control. The authorized communication channels between
partitions must be explicitly defined.

• Fault-Containment. A fault in one partition cannot impact other partitions.
Also, when a partition fails, the kernel must remain unaffected.
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• Temporal Separation. Ensures that applications within partitions execute
for the specified duration at specified instants in the system schedule.

An almost direct mapping between the security kernel properties and some of
the identified embedded system virtualization requirements can be made. Hence,
CC protection profiles based on the MILS architecture and the separation kernel
can be implemented using an embedded hypervisor that fulfills these requirements,
contributing, at least partially, to the certification efforts of a target of evaluation
(TOE) built upon that hypervisor.

1.2 Objectives
Starting from the previously stated requirements and based on an analysis of

the current state of art detailed in chapter 2, a number of more detailed objectives
were formulated for the kernel hypervisor developed in this thesis. Given that a
from-scratch design and implementation would be overkill, we applied our ideas
to the in-house developed RTZVisor (Section 3.1). This monolithic embedded
hypervisor takes advantage of the ARM TrustZone security hardware extensions
to provide guest OSes a close to full-virtualized environment. Although it shows
to be secure by implementing a minimal, privileged, separation kernel with no
hypercalls or communication facilities, this thinness and rigidity hurt overall func-
tionality and flexibility. Hence, RTZVisor already fulfills many of requirements
previously stated, despite showing limited configuration and extendability options,
and, consequently, no automated mechanisms for applying them. Also, its real-
time capabilities are limited and too guest OS dependent. Applying the main
concerns of system security and complexity management to all levels of system
design and implementation, the following concrete objectives were defined for this
thesis, filling the aforementioned gaps of RTZVisor:

1. Refactor RTZVisor from C to C++. This object-oriented programming lan-
guage provides all the capabilities of low-level C, but it is fundamentally more
modular, promoting separation of concerns. Also, C++ is inherently more
secure than C by providing features such as stronger static type checking
and linkage. Given that the use of coding standards is becoming imperative
in modern security and safety-critical systems to reduce the number of pro-
gramming errors and achieve certification, this refactoring is coupled with
the appliance of the MISRA C++ coding standards to the developed kernel
source-code [KK12, DLS+, DSHB13, Gre07].

2. Restructure RTZVisor to a microkernel-like architecture. The literature
strongly suggests that this architecture is inherently more secure by ap-
plying the principles of minimality and the least privilege [HE16a, Kai09,
HBG+06, HPHS04]. Als, the concept of the microkernel is similar to the
separation kernel, fulfilling its role in a MILS architecture. Moreover, a mi-
crokernel seems to be a great foundation to implement a component-based
system [KLGH07]. This overall goal can be decomposed into a number of
smaller objectives:
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• To achieve the benefits of this architecture, implement finer-grained
partition support than that offered currently by RTZVisor, while main-
taining the full-virtualized VM abstraction already provided.

• Due to the heavy dependence of the microkernel architecture on com-
munication, an efficient and flexible IPC infrastructure should be at the
core of the kernel infrastructure.

• Implementation of a lightweight access-control mechanism to resources
and kernel services. This will be achieved by implementing object capa-
bilities, suggested by the literature as a highly secure and flexible access-
control mechanism [LW09, SSF99, MT86, KEH+09]. Capabilities also
promote least privilege, component-based architectures [KK12].

• To guarantee real-time functionality, develop a scheduling algorithm
that differentiates time-driven and event-driven partitions and mini-
mizes interrupt-latency.

3. Finally, to tackle the goals of configuration flexibility and complexity man-
agement, an automated approach to system design and generation is needed.
This should be materialized by the development of a semantically-enriched
component-based system allowing for the definition of the various compo-
nents running on top of the hypervisor and their interconnections, properties,
and requirements, triggering at the same time the configuration of the kernel
itself according to the latter. The scaffold for this framework sits in three
main elements:

• A meta-model of the developed kernel devised through a terminological
ontology extending the upper ontology defined by the SeML infrastruc-
ture.

• A DSL tailored to hypervisor configuration. Its constructs directly map
to the concepts of the aforementioned meta-model and allow instanti-
ation of the target system model generating an assertion ontology and
a set of SeML artifacts.

• A number of plug-ins that in conjunction with SeML, which validates
the instantiated model and infers properties of the system based on the
latter and a set of requirements, generate the final system’s source code
and proceed to its automated building and deployment.

It is important to state the fact that the above-stated goals are not all to be
directly accomplished by the work carried out within this thesis. Namely, the com-
munication infrastructure was carried out by a parallel thesis but in tandem and
close proximity with this one. This applies also to the capability-based access con-
trol mechanism. Despite this fact, the overall design of the kernel was carried out
in close cooperation with the developer of the previously mentioned subsystems,
given that IPC is central to the microkernel architecture and the access-control
system applies not only to communication primitives but to all kernel resources.
Given such a tight-coupling, these are still considered as final goals of this thesis.
Thus, while this thesis addresses the properties of data and temporal isolation of
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the MILS security kernel, its companion tries to guarantee the property of infor-
mation control flow. Note, however, that we would only strive to achieve level
EAL4 (methodically designed, tested, and reviewed) certification since no kind of
formal verification took place in the design of the kernel.

Also, two other theses are closely linked to this one. First, one that deals
with the secure boot process and is responsible to generate the final encrypted
boot image of the hypervisor and all of its partitions, and a bootloader. Second,
one that allows to define a model for the workflow of the build system. The
proposed workflow leverages and manages a number of tools that must be run on
the generated code to guarantee a number of requirements such as the compliance
with coding standards and automatically deploy the system.

All the individual works carried out in these cooperating thesis, define an onto-
logical model for their systems based on the same SeML upper ontology, providing
a semantic base for the concepts of all the different models and consequently al-
lowing their interconnection and unification. The final system code and associated
workflow from build to deployment are generated and executed in a single compi-
lation and execution of an integrated SeML-assisted project.

It is also worth to mention that the design and implementation of the kernel
infrastructure developed within this thesis will not take into account the porta-
bility of the developed solution and it will be tailored specifically to Xilinx Zynq
platforms, namely, the Zynq-7010 through the use of a Zybo development board as
the research platform. The choice for the platform pertains only to the fact that,
at the moment design started, this was the only platform supported by RTZVisor.
Also, the development of a multi-core solution is out-of-scope of this thesis, despite
the fact that the used platform offers a dual-core architecture.

1.3 Document Structure
The remaining of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 overviews the

basic concepts and ideas of virtualization technology as well as matters related to
real-time and access-control in embedded systems. It then proceeds by surveying
existing hypervisors and their design principles in this domain. The chapter ends
with a brief introduction to the ideas embodied by the MDE, ODSD and CBSE
paradigms. Chapter 3 provides a description of prior groundwork in both the
virtualization and modeling domains which stand as the bedrock for the work
developed in this thesis. These include the RTZVisor hypervisor and the SeML
framework. Chapter 4 addresses the design and implementation of µRTZVisor,
decomposing it in various subsystems. This section ends with a presentation of
results regarding the achieved size, performance and real-time behavior. Chapter 5
describes TZDL, the TZVisor Description Language, which is a component-based
modeling DSL targeted at describing µRTZVisor based systems built on top of
the SeML infrastructure. Finally, Chapter 6 provides a summary of this thesis
and draws conclusions regarding open issues of both µRTZVisor and TZDL and,
from this, outlines a roadmap for future improvements and research.





2. Fundamental Concepts
and Related Work

In this chapter, firstly, the basic theoretical framework and concepts of virtual-
ization are laid out. Then, the main motivations and applications for virtualization
are described. Next, the main concepts of model-driven engineering are overviewed
emphasizing ontology-based and component-based models. Throughout this ex-
posure we also survey the state of art in embedded virtualization, focusing on
microkernel-based systems, and component-based modeling solutions.

2.1 Virtualization
A fundamental characteristic of computer systems is their division into several

abstraction layers, each with well defined interfaces. These are arranged in a
hierarchy, with lower level layers implemented in hardware and higher level ones
in software. The lowest levels of this stack relate to the operating system and
hardware platforms providing the ABI and ISA interfaces on which applications
depend to run. When one of these layers is virtualized its interface and all resources
visible through it are mapped onto the interface and resources of a real system
actually implementing it [SN05]. Consequently, the real system is transformed
so that it appears as an emulated, different machine, or even a set of multiple
machines, as much as possible a replicate of the original one.

These virtual machines (VMs) may be classified as process virtual machines
when the OS ABI interface is virtualized or system virtual machines if the actual
underlying hardware is virtualized [Hei07]. A widespread example of a process
VM is the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) which found its way into a wide variety
of desktop and web applications. The JVM essentially emulates the behavior of
a hypothetical machine. Only system VMs are of relevance to this thesis. In this
context, virtualization refers to the technology that enables the concurrent execu-
tion of multiple guests, i.e., the software that runs in the virtualized environment,
by partitioning a single physical machine, into multiple virtual machines, which
are isolated duplicates of the real machine. The software layer that provides the
VM environment is called the Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or hypervisor.
Throughout the text, these two terms are used interchangeably. The hypervisor
usually runs with full privileges while guest OSes are pushed to lower privilege
layers. Hence, the hypervisor has complete control of the underlying hardware
platform. The basic software stack for system virtualization is depicted in Figure

9
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Figure 2.1: System virtualization stack.

2.1. In their seminal paper which laid the foundations for modern virtualization,
Popek and Goldberg [PG74] identified the three essential properties of virtual
machines:

1. Equivalence: the provided virtualized environment should be essentially
identical to the original or emulated machine. This enables agnosticism of
the guest OS source code, minimizing costs of porting guest software to the
VM. Ideally native OSes are directly used in VMs without any modification.

2. Resource Control: the VMM must be in complete control of all system
resources being impossible for an arbitrary guest to alter resources affected to
other guests. The machines are thoroughly temporally and logically isolated.

3. Efficiency: guest software must show only slight deterioration relative to
their native performance. This hints at the necessity for small VMM with
low overhead mechanisms.

The fulfillment of these properties provides a decoupling of guests from the
real hardware with minimal porting efforts, while, at the same time, guaranteeing
an acceptable performance and mutual isolation among guests, rendering virtual-
ization a truly useful and viable technology.

2.1.1 Motivation and Applications
Virtualization technology emerged in the 60’s and was initially developed for

the main purpose of CPU time-sharing. Multiples users could share a single
machine to run different OSes or their own single-user OS in a secure, isolated
fashion, improving hardware utilization. Virtualization got out of focus of the
research community for nearly three decades given the widespread availability
of multitasking and multi-user OSes. From the mid-90’s onward, virtualization
has experienced a renaissance, mainly in the desktop and server domains, due
to resource-management and isolation deficiencies of most modern OSes [Kau14].
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The main benefits provided by virtualization, besides the obvious one of pro-
viding multiple concurrent VM environments while multiplexing the underlying
resources, are isolation and encapsulating. The former guarantees that each VM
environment is self-contained and it is not possible for software running on con-
current VMs to observe or modify its data or execution. The latter enables a kind
of freezing of machine state, which can be resumed execution at a different time or
even on a different host machine (migration). In the desktop domain virtualization
is typically used for [SN05]:

• Mixed-OS environments: by installing several VMs on a single hardware
platform, a user can use the various API/ABI environments, and conse-
quently, specific application binaries of each one. This also enables the use
of legacy applications under outdated OSes.

• System software development: system software often is developed in one
machine while running important applications. In this situation, it could
be very costly if a bug in the code under development were to bring down
the entire system which can be avoided by encapsulating the development
environment on a virtual machine.

• Multi-platform application development: development of multi-platform soft-
ware can be achieved by using multiple virtual machines on the same hard-
ware platform. This is both more convenient and more cost-effective than
having multiple sets of hardware, one for each OS.

In server domain applications the properties of isolation and encapsulation are
deeply explored providing the following benefits [SBM+16, GGS+14]:

• Service consolidation: servers using individual machines are converted into
multiple individual VMs onto the same real hardware.

• Load-balancing: by creating new virtual machines on demand on low-utilization
servers and even migrating live VMs on-the-fly across server clusters for im-
proved quality of service.

• Power and Energy efficiency: the two aforementioned factors enable energy
saving and highly efficient power management, by exploiting live migration
to shut down low-load host machines.

Currently, embedded system development is also shifting towards this paradigm,
driven by a mix of arguments put forward by desktop and server applications and
modern embedded specific requirements. First, the attractiveness of consolidation
of subsystems, typically distributed over multiple physically connected hardware
platforms in one single substrate enables a smaller form factor and smaller bill
of materials [Hei11, GGS+14]. This is coupled with the capability for the co-
existence of multiple heterogeneous OS APIs, namely those of commodity OSes
for user interactive applications and those of real-time capable OSes, while at the
same time supporting legacy bare-metal applications [Hei08, ISM09, Kai08]. All of
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this minimizes development and manufacturing costs, improving time-to-market
and profit margins. However, given the mixed-criticality nature of embedded sys-
tems, the previously stated benefits quiver in the face of the major advantage of
virtualization which is security and safety. High criticality subsystems must be
completely isolated from non-critical ones. This need for spatial, temporal and
functionality partitioning targeting fault containment is more easily enforced by
a hypervisor than by a typical OS or RTOS, by running each subsystem on a
different VM [Hei08, Kai08]. This is especially important given the current per-
vasiveness of network-connected devices, which can be compromised by external
attackers [Hei08, KK12, AH10].

Despite the differences among several embedded industries, all share an increas-
ing interest in exploring virtualization mainly for isolation and system consolida-
tion. For example, in consumer electronics, due to current smartphone ubiquity
and IoT proliferation, virtualization is being used to isolate the network stack from
other commodity applications or graphical user interfaces (GUI) software, as well
as for segregating sensitive data (e.g. companies relying on mobile phones isolate
enterprise from personal data) [Hei11, ABK09]. In modern Industrial Control Sys-
tems (ICSs), there is an increasing trend for integrating Information Technology
(IT) with Operation Technology (OT). In this context, ICSs need to guarantee
functionality isolation, while protecting their integrity against unauthorized modi-
fication and restricting access to production-related data [SWW15, DXHL14]. The
aerospace and the automotive industries are also dependent on virtualization solu-
tions due to the amount of needed control units which, prior to virtualization appli-
cation, would require a set of dedicated microcontrollers, and which are currently
being consolidated in one single platform. In the case of aerospace systems, virtu-
alization allows this consolidation to guarantee the Time and Space Partitioning
(TSP) required for the reference Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) architectures
[JJY+12]. As for the automotive industry, it also allows for safe the coexistence of
safety-critical subsystems with real-time requirements and untrusted ones such as
infotainment applications [RM14]. Finally, in the development of medical devices,
which are becoming increasingly miniaturized, virtualization is being applied to
consolidate their subsystems and isolate their critical life-supporting functionality
from communication or interface software used for their control and configuration,
many times operated by the patient himself. These systems are often composed of
large software stacks and heavy OSes containing hidden bugs and that, therefore,
cannot be trusted [Hei11].

2.1.2 Classical Software Techniques
The technical requirements for accomplishing the three properties of virtual-

ization start by the need for the target processor to provide several modes, i.e,. a
hierarchy of privilege levels that enable software running at different levels to have
different access rights to system resources. Typically, the OS kernel runs in the
highest privilege mode (in this sense, kernel mode), whereas the applications run
in unprivileged user mode. The existence of a higher privilege mode is essential to
guarantee the second property of virtual machines. The traversal between these
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user and kernel modes occurs through traps also known as processor exceptions.
These are synchronous events that turn control over to privileged software by
changing the processor mode and setting the current program counter (PC) to a
well-known entry point (similarly to an external interrupt). In [PG74], Popek and
Goldberg also defined the conditions for classical virtualizability. They started by
classifying the instructions in an ISA according to their behavior when executed
in different processor modes:

1. Privileged: these are instructions that trap if the machine is in user mode
and do not if the machine is in kernel mode.

2. Sensitive: instructions that are critical for correct virtualization. These are
further subdivided in:

(a) Control-sensitive: those that change the configuration of resources in
the system.

(b) Behavior-sensitive: those whose outcome depends on the current con-
figuration of the system.

3. Innocuous: all instructions which are not sensitive, therefore do not change
the context of hardware resources, nor depend on the processor mode for
execution (e.g. arithmetic and logic instructions).

An architecture is classically virtualizable if all sensitive instructions in the
ISA are also privileged. All sensitive instructions which are not privileged, are
considered critical instructions. This allows for an implementation to guarantee
the resource control property by running the hypervisor at a higher privilege level
than guests. When a guest executes a sensitive instruction, control is turned
over to the hypervisor which takes the appropriate action, by first decoding and
interpreting the trap originating instruction, and then emulating the instruction
and updating the VM state accordingly. This is known as trap-and-emulate [SN05,
XPN15b] and is depicted in Figure 2.2.

Guest OS code in VM
(user mode)

Privileged Instruction
Next Instruction
...
...
...

VMM code
(kernel mode)

Instruction Decoding

Instruction Interpreting and 
Emulation Routine

Trap

Figure 2.2: Trap-And-Emulate. Adapted from [SN05].

The efficiency property requires for the majority of the instructions in the
ISA to be innocuous, and therefore these can be directly executed by the hard-
ware: any form of emulation or interpretation replaces a single VM instruction
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by several instructions of the underlying host hardware. This requires that the
virtual hardware is mostly identical to the physical hardware on which the VMM
is hosted.

Many times processors only provide two privilege levels, also known as protec-
tions rings in a ring model. However, an extra, more privileged mode is needed
for the hypervisor to run on, so that OSes can be protected from their applica-
tions, and the hypervisor from guest OSes. When this extra mode is not available
implementations often recur to a technique named ring decompression or ring de-
privileging [UNR+05, Chi08] (Figure 2.3). This approach places hypervisor in ker-
nel mode, pushing both OS kernel and user code to unprivileged mode. Through
trap-and-emulate, the latter is subdivided, creating an extra virtual privilege level.
When a trap due to a sensitive instruction occurs, the hypervisor checks the cur-
rent state of the VM. If the VM is in kernel mode, the hypervisor takes the required
action, if not it emulates a trap in the VM by changing its state and forwarding
the exception to the guest OS. Using the ring compression and trap-and-emulate
techniques, any crossing of modes or execution of sensitive instructions will have
to go through the hypervisor, incurring a high-performance cost and breaking the
third property of virtual machines [SN05].

Apps

OS VMM

OS

Apps

Figure 2.3: Ring deprivileging.

Up to this point, we were only addressing processor virtualization, a pivotal,
but not uniquely crucial aspect of hypervisors. A machine is also constituted by
its memory system and peripherals which are inherently coupled with exception
and interrupt mechanisms. Next, we briefly describe commonly used techniques
to build these components of the virtual machine to guarantee its three properties.

Memory Virtualization

Memory virtualization that strives to support full-blown modern guest OSes,
which use virtual memory, requires two-level address translation mechanisms [SN05,
Mar07]. As illustrated in Figure 2.4a, the first level translation managed by the
guest OS maps guest virtual to guest physical addresses, and the second level
pages, managed by the hypervisor, map guest physical to host physical addresses.

An architecture might provide hardware translation performed by the memory
management unit (MMU) on a pre-defined page table format, or only a software
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Figure 2.4: Memory Virtualization.

managed translation lookaside buffer (TLB), being the page tables and its traver-
sal a responsibility of supervising software. The vast majority of mainstream
architectures, such as ARM or x86, will provide an architected page table and
MMU infrastructure. Here the classical solution is the employment of shadow
pages tables [SN05, PKR+13]. In this technique, guest access to page table struc-
tures (e.g. page table pointer) must be intercepted by the VMM which updates
a shadow page table for that VM, which is effectively the one used by the MMU
(Figure 2.4b). The entries in these shadow page tables essentially eliminate one
level of indirection by directly mapping guest virtual to host physical addresses.
Thus, in addition to the need for instructions dealing with memory management
related registers to be privileged, the hypervisor must write-protect the area of
memory holding the guest page table, which might not be trivial. In a TLB-only
architecture such as MIPS, the hypervisor maintains a per-guest copy of the vir-
tual TLB. In this case, the fact that TLB access instructions are privileged suffices
to employ this technique correctly.

Peripheral and Interrupt Virtualization

When discussing peripheral virtualization first it is needed to take into ac-
count if input/output (IO) is memory-mapped (MMIO) or port-mapped (PMIO)
[PKR+13]. In MMIO device registers are mapped into the same address space as
memory and peripheral access is accomplished by typical load/store instructions.
Peripheral access can be controlled by the aforementioned memory virtualization
techniques. When speaking of PMIO communication with devices is carried out
using dedicated IO instructions which become control-sensitive instructions and
hence must be privileged to achieve the resource control property of virtual ma-
chines.
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Peripheral and interrupt virtualization follows two main approaches. They
can be either assigned or dedicated to one specific guest or shared among mul-
tiple guests by emulating its behavior in software [FO06, Chi08, Mar07]. The
former is the simplest and more efficient solution. This allows for the guest’s
direct access or pass-through to peripheral register, without any traps to the hy-
pervisor, simplifying the VMM by removing much of the complexity required to
securely and efficiently handle IO requests. Typically, if a device is assigned to a
single guest, the associated interrupt is also assigned to it. When the interrupt
occurs, the hypervisor receives the interrupt and identifies it as belonging to the
guest, forwarding it to the virtual machine, emulating hardware behavior by ma-
nipulating VM state. This encompasses the need to trap instructions that deal
with interrupt controller registers since the guest cannot be given full access to
the interrupt controller which would allow it to control all interrupts, including
the hypervisor’s timer interrupt. These instructions must be privileged in case of
PMIO, or, if the controller is memory-mapped, this area must be write-protected,
effectively virtualizing the interrupt controller peripheral itself. This approach
can cause problems because some operating systems frequently mask and unmask
interrupts. Intercepting every guest attempt to do so could significantly affect sys-
tem performance. This kind of peripheral virtualization also raises the absolute
need for hardware support, namely an IOMMU [Chi08, FO06], when features as
direct memory access (DMA) are used.

A second approach allows for the sharing of a peripheral between multiple
guests by emulating the target peripheral in software. This is typically used for
sharing a timer between guest OSes, needed to manage scheduled threads over a
time slice scheme. Virtualized IO incurs in significantly high overhead since all
accesses to the device must be trapped and its behavior emulated while maintain-
ing shadow structures of its state for each guest using it, creating a virtual device
that the guest interacts with [SN05, Chi08]. Depending on the type of device,
they might be completely shared or partitioned by the hypervisor (e.g. hard disk)
[SN05]. However, many times, the behavior of a device might not be virtualizable,
depending on the access model for its registers and the behavior triggered by these
accesses. Furthermore, they might be stateful, externally dependent devices whose
state cannot be saved and restored only from the point of view of the processor.
Finally, in this model, it becomes a complex matter to assign an interrupt to a
specific guest, which must be done according to the semantics of the event that
triggered it.

2.1.3 Dynamic Binary Translation
Although out-of-scope of this thesis, another purely software-based technique

used for virtualization called dynamic binary translation, for short, DBT, is worth
mentioning. This technique can be used for non-virtualizable ISAs, even enabling
the emulation of architectures other than that of the host machine. DBT is a
form of ISA interpretation in which blocks of source instructions are converted on-
the-fly to target instructions that perform equivalent functions on the underlying
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hardware [SN05, FO06]. However, when the VM’s ISA is the same as the host
machine’s, only the critical instructions need to be replaced [PKR+13].

A major drawback of DBT is the heavy workload and complex and large TCB
that it requires for code interpretation and translation [SN05]. However, to mit-
igate this overhead, once a block of instructions is translated, the translated in-
structions can be cached and repeatedly executed much faster than they can be
interpreted. This brings, however, an excessive use of memory resources for large
guests to run efficiently.

2.1.4 Hardware-Supported Virtualization
The techniques previously described are too inefficient due to their high-frequency

mode crossing nature. These depend heavily on expensive processor exception
mechanisms. On pipelined processors, an exception drains the pipeline, result-
ing in significant latencies in execution. A similar delay typically happens when
returning to user mode. Exceptions (and exception returns) are branches that
are usually not predictable by a processor’s branch-prediction unit, resulting in
additional flushing of the pipeline. This is further aggravated due to the needed
context save and restore operations executed upon each hypervisor entry and exit.
To overcome this kind of overhead and minimize VMM complexity many proces-
sor design and manufacturing companies have presented virtualization hardware
support extensions for their architectures, many of them, originally not classi-
cal virtualizable. This include not only server and desktop architectures such
as Intel’s VT-x [UNR+05, SK10], but also embedded ones such as ARM’s VE
[VH11, DN14, ARMa] or Imagination Technologies’ MIPS VZ [ZMH15, Ima]. In
this section, we focus on the latter.

All of this extensions start by adding additional higher privilege processor mode
for the hypervisor to run on. However, two different approaches are taken. While
ARM chooses to add another privileged layer, called hypervisor mode (PL2), below
the already existing PL0 and PL1, in MIPS existing privilege levels are replicated,
all with a higher privilege than the original ones. These orthogonal execution
environments are dubbed guest and root modes. In this model, guest software can
freely use all the layers that they are originally intended for. This is possible, not
only due to additional modes, but also because a number of system configuration
registers are replicated and banked between the two modes, removing the need for
trapping when guests read and write them. These include registers in ARM’s CP15
and MIPS’ C0 co-processors which are also extended to add additional registers
for virtual features configuration. They also implement other useful features.
Among them are ARM’s capability of configuring whether or not certain sensitive
instructions trap to hypervisor mode, or MIPS’ shadow general-purpose registers
which speed up context-switching time.

Another major feature introduced by both architectures is the two-level trans-
lation hardware support. In ARM the MMU is already prepared to first translate
guest-virtual to guest-physical addresses by using guest-managed page tables fol-
lowed by the guest-physical to host-physical translation mapped by hypervisor
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page tables. Since MIPS comprises an architected TLB and, therefore, transla-
tion is software based, two TLB interfaces are available, one for guests, the other
for the hypervisor. Also, all of the translation and cache facilities are tagged
with the virtual machine or guest ID to remove the need to flush them on each
context-switch.

Both virtualization extensions provide support for interrupt virtualization.
They provide virtualized, direct-access to configuration registers. The hardware
handles all management of interrupt state for each guest. In MIPS, interrupts
can be individually configured to be handled by the hypervisor, or directly by the
attributed guest, while in ARM, emulation by the hypervisor is always needed.
The hypervisor acts as a virtual distributor for all triggered interrupts by injecting
virtual interrupt in the assigned guest VM. Given the fact that peripherals are im-
plementation and platform dependent, these extensions provide little support for
peripheral virtualization, although providing facilities for virtual timers, essential
for guest OSes.

These hardware assists prove to be crucial for providing efficient and highly
equivalent virtual machines while maintaining strong isolation among guests and
with minimal VMM complexity. Despite being absent from many low-end and
mid-range processors in the past, there is a growing trend to incorporate this kind
of hardware in lower cost units, given that, due to the resource scarcity of em-
bedded systems, they are key to the adoption of virtualization in this domain.
Also worth mentioning are the ARM TrustZone hardware extensions. Although
aimed at security and not virtualization, this technology provides similar features
to those aforementioned by replicating much of the critical hardware and provid-
ing an extra privileged mode. Therefore they have also been explored to enable
embedded virtualization, since its deployment is more widely spread and present
in low-end and mid-range microprocessors used in embedded devices.
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2.1.5 Para-Virtualization
Until this section we have been using the general term virtualization to refer to

the pure, classical technology, also known as full-virtualization [HRL+08, Kai09]
The trap-and-emulate, virtualization hardware-extensions and DBT methods im-
plicitly target the final goal of presenting to guests an, as much as possible, exact
replica of the underlying hardware platform. In full-virtualization, guests are
hosted unmodified and are unaware of their virtualization. This is crucial for the
deployment of single binaries, when using proprietary OSes for which the source
code is not available. Nevertheless, full-virtualization techniques have strict re-
quirements, such as those of classical virtualizability or the need for hardware-
support. They will also show poor performance and high complexity due to the
high-frequency of mode crosses and need for software to impersonate hardware in
trap-and-emulate and DBT.

Oppositely to full-virtualization, we find para-virtualization [KK12, Kai09,
Hei07], an impure form of virtualization which requires the modification of guest
code to explicitly invoke the hypervisor for the execution of critical instructions or
coarser-grained operations with higher level semantics. The basic idea is similar to
DBT’s but the substitution is done statically, normally manually, at source-code
level, before compilation, greatly reducing overhead. The hypervisor presents
guests with a high-level ABI accessible through hypercalls (analogous to applica-
tion system calls) which are, essentially, synchronous voluntary exceptions that
trap to the hypervisor, coupled with an argument identifying the reason for the
trap. They can replace sequences of many sensitive instructions by a single hy-
percall, reducing the number of switches between modes and the overhead of in-
struction decoding and hardware emulation, therefore reducing VMM complexity
[BDF+03, HRL+08]. Para-virtualization can be an option for non-virtualizable ar-
chitectures with no hardware virtualization support, although possibly defeating
the property of resource control and jeopardizing isolation [Kau14].

Given the high engineering effort of manually modifying each guest source-
code, pre-virtualization also named "binary code rewriting" [Hei07, SK10], is also
used. In this automated technique, architecture specific scripts are designed to
scan the assembly guest code in order to replace critical instructions. The replace-
ment might be an hypercall instruction or, if possible, a jump to a user-executable,
read-only, piece of code that emulates the needed action. This can be done after
or during the assembling process, or even, at load time. However, the lack of a
standardized VMM interface for VMs, the need to keep up with OS versions and,
of course, the obligation for the availability of OS source code, greatly improve
the costs of porting guests to a para-virtualized environment [PKR+13, SK10].

Despite all of its disadvantages, para-virtualization proves to be highly benefi-
cial in embedded systems design, since it goes further by providing guests with the
knowledge that they are running in a virtual machine [SGB+16, CRM+09]. This
enables, for example, cooperating guests to emit hypercalls to use OS-like IPC
message passing and synchronization mechanisms which are of much higher band-
width than the typical methods of virtual network-based communication used
in full-virtualization. Also, since source-code must be available, and given the
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static nature of embedded systems, guests can be compiled to run using only pre-
determined segments of memory, removing the need for two-level address trans-
lation. Access to device drivers, peripherals or even virtual peripherals (i.e., pe-
ripherals that do not directly map to a physical, hardware peripheral) can also be
accomplished through hypercalls, easing the burden of shared IO emulation. Para-
virtualization techniques have also been used to flatten the hierarchical scheduling
structure inherent to virtualization (see Section 2.1.7), by having guests inform
the hypervisor of their tasks deadlines, improving determinism and providing real-
time guarantees [LWVH12, GZ12]. Also, the straightforward application of this
technique does not require special processor features that may increase the final
product cost. Overall, para-virtualization provides better performance, function-
ality and flexibility but accompanied with a high engineering cost.

2.1.6 Architectures
Before delving into the details and intricacies of hypervisor architectures a brief

note on their topologies [KK12, SGB+16, Gar15] is worth mentioning. Hypervisor
topologies can be essentially classified into three types as illustrated in Figure 2.6:

• Type-1 or bare-metal hypervisors run directly over the hardware in a higher
privileged mode than its guests. They have complete control over hardware
resources and arbitrate access to hardware resources among multiple guest
OSs. This is referred to as native virtualization.

• Type-2 or hosted hypervisors do not directly control hardware since they
run as inside a typical process of a host OS.

• Type-1.5 or collocated hypervisors are a compromise between type-1 and
type-2. Part of the hypervisor runs bare-metal, while a special, privileged
VM runs hosted extensions.

Up to this point we have been, of course, referring to type-1 hypervisors. Note
that, because they can be no more secure than their underlying general-purpose
host OS, type-2 hypervisors are not suitable for critical applications in embedded
devices. The former topology will continue to be implicit throughout the text
since this model fits embedded requirements much better and shows a lot less
performance overhead.

Next, we detail the predominant hypervisor architectures. These are essentially
operating system architectures but applied to VMMs since these can be viewed as
a kind of OS that provides the abstraction of the underlying machine itself instead
of a higher-level one. They mainly differ in size and degree of functionality, having
a great impact on the level of para-virtualization needed. We study these concepts
always through the lens of embedded design, reasoning the pros and cons of the
described architectures as applied to current embedded virtualization challenges.

2.1.6.1 Monolithic

Monolithic architectures are the classical approach to supervisor software.
They contain a myriad of system software modules linked together as a single
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image, which share a common address space and execute in the most privileged
mode [KK12, THB06]. Besides the essential modules required to manage CPU
multiplexing, memory isolation, peripheral sharing and other core functionality
providing the virtual machine abstraction, monolithic hypervisor kernels include
subsystems such as file systems, networking stacks and device drivers, which in-
teract with virtual devices and are often replicated by guest OSes (Figure 2.7).
Monolithic kernels typically employ a layered or modular system structure. For ex-
ample, file access will be handled by the kernel, which passes it through the virtual
file system, the file system itself, buffer cache and disk driver layers. However, this
apparent structure is merely an implementational concept and, from a high-level
perspective, a monolithic kernel is an amorphous mass given that its subsystems
can communicate directly by means of procedure calls and global data structures.
Therefore, in monolithic systems, component boundaries are only a formality, not
enforced by strong isolation mechanisms. This enables rapid and efficient interac-
tion between subsystems, which brings good performance and global visibility of
whole system state [WB07]. Since, originally, the main concern of OS and hyper-
visor design was performance, the monolithic architecture is predominant in both
domains.

The advantage of good performance is coupled with the disadvantage of a
large code base or TCB since all code runs with complete access to all system
resource and must, therefore, be trustworthy. In widely used commodity operating
systems, such as Windows or Linux, these might reach millions of lines of code
(LOC) [KK12, HBG+06]. The problem with such a colossal system is the implied
number of lurking bugs and vulnerabilities. Resulting faults within one subsystem
can easily propagate to others with potentially fatal consequences for the whole
system. This issue is aggravated since new functionality such as third-party, error-
riddled, file systems or device drivers is often integrated within the kernel. This
large size of monolithic kernels is coupled with a high complexity making them
hard to fully understand. Without a global understanding of the kernel, even
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the most experienced programmers can easily introduce faults by not being aware
of some peculiar side-effect of their actions. When employing a para-virtualized
approach the increased number of hypercalls associated with providing all kinds of
services within the kernel also expands the attack surface of the system. Therefore
monolithic systems cannot be considered secure and trustworthy by their very
nature [L+10, HRL+08, HBT06].

Since scheduling algorithms assume global system data availability, a mono-
lithic design may appear naturally suited to assure real-time capabilities. However,
this is not the case because every subsystem may interfere with them [WB07,
HRL+08]. For example, third-party drivers can disrupt time-critical scheduling
by disabling interrupts at arbitrary points in time for an arbitrary amount of
time. This is a major drawback for the use of monolithic hypervisors in embed-
ded systems. Another issue relates to the traditional VM communication model
employed. Monolithic hypervisor kernels use virtual networks as IPC, which are
running standard network protocols [ISM09, HL10]. Virtual machines access the
virtual network interfaces as if they are actually accessing real networks. Also,
monolithic hypervisors typically prefer to export virtual device interfaces that
emulate the actual peripheral drivers instead of para-virtualized interfaces, con-
tributing to the overall system complexity and the replication of communication
stack code in each guest and in the hypervisor.

2.1.6.2 Microkernel

Microkernel operating systems emerged as a response to the problems inherent
to the size of monolithic kernels described in the previous section and the insight
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that these issues would only accrue due to newly added functionality. The cen-
tral idea is to reduce the amount of privileged code to fundamental, low-level,
policy-void mechanisms, and implement actual system services, such as device
drivers, and policies in user-level servers [Lie96, HL10], as depicted in Figure 2.8.
In this context, there are no real differences between system servers and applica-
tions, since all run in user mode. User applications access system servers through
IPC mechanisms, typically message passing, which become performance-critical
[HHL+97, Lie93]. The microkernel is supposed to be general enough to support
the construction of arbitrary systems on top. However, a microkernel is not lim-
ited to securing and multiplexing resources, but actually, it abstracts from them,
providing a well-defined API for userland to access these resources in a controlled
and secure fashion. This is essentially accomplished by applying the core principles
of the least privilege and of minimality to kernel design. The former guarantees
that any piece of code only has access and modifying rights over the resources
that it absolutely needs to perform its function. The latter was coined by Jochen
Liedtke, that stated [Lie95]:

"A concept is tolerated inside the kernel only if moving it outside the kernel, i.e.
permitting competing implementations, would prevent the implementation of the

system’s required functionality."

Following these principles, he identified threads, address spaces, and IPC as
the three essential abstraction mechanisms that are absolutely needed to be pro-
vided in the kernel. The expression "competing implementations" suggests the
idea that multiple instances for a specific functionality, such as multiple file sys-
tems or system APIs, might be running side-by-side in competing servers and a
user application can choose the one that best fits its requirements. This concept is
extended even to scheduling and memory management facilities. User-level sched-
ulers are implemented as high priority tasks, which donate their execution quotas
to other threads according to different policies, using mechanisms embedded in the
microkernel’s IPC infrastructure. Memory management in microkernels is many
times performed by user-level servers called pagers, which receive page-faults rel-
ative to associated threads via IPC. These employ memory policies by granting
and mapping their own pages to their client threads’, over which they possess
modifying rights. Threads can further grant them to others, creating hierarchical
tree structures of page mappings [HE03, Kli15]. However, schedulers and pagers
are many times implemented within the kernel due to performance reasons or be-
cause they tend to force unnecessary complexity on user level code, which ends
up becoming also part of the TCB [HWF+05, HE16b]. Other components such as
device drivers and interrupt handlers, which receive interrupts also by IPC means,
are successfully implemented at user-level, despite presenting some problems such
as the lack of guarantees for critical sections to be executed atomically when the
interaction with the underlying peripheral requires so [HHL+97, Kai09].

In microkernels, IPC is on the critical path of the majority of service invo-
cation, which typically unfolds following a remote procedure call (RPC) pattern.
Therefore, IPC has been, for many years, the Achilles heel of the architecture
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because of the loss in performance due to the extra context switches and message-
passing overhead, making it the focus of microkernel research [HE16b]. The need
for low-overhead, high-bandwidth IPC has been realized in the last two decades,
firstly due to faster microprocessors and new and more efficient communication
mechanisms refined by a strong research community, initially instigated by Jochen
Liedtke and he’s L4 kernel.

Microkernels seem to be a natural fit for virtualization [HHL+97, HBB+98].
However, when directly applied, they raise the need for heavy para-virtualization.
This is because microkernel-based VMMs typically host OSes as personalities,
which are essentially user-level servers providing the target OS interfaces and
functionality. Having multiple OS personalities running alongside achieves the
objective of virtualization. A personality can be implemented by concentrating
the OS in a single server, or spreading its functionality through multiple syn-
chronized and cooperating ones. Personalities create user processes, by creating
microkernel threads and address spaces and specifying themselves as their pager
(the personality pager is provided by default by the microkernel) and retaining
control rights over their threads. Despite the fact that, in reality, threads ar man-
aged by the microkernel, in this way, personalities are in complete control over
their child processes, acting also as their scheduler, since they can pause and re-
sume their threads at will. These processes continue to interact with their host
server through system calls, but by a mechanism dubbed system call redirection
coupled with RPC-style communication over the IPC mechanisms. System call
redirection refers to dynamic and static system libraries being modified to directly
use IPC primitives to access their server instead os system call. Also, the system
call can be caught by the microkernel and redirected in a trampoline manner to
the thread’s parent, which is effectively the OS personality, thereby maintaining
complete binary compatibility with existing applications. Page faults, interrupts
and other exceptions are also handled in the same way i.e. by passing them to the
user-level OS server via IPC. This, of course, encompasses adapting the OS to the
microkernel’s resource interface, making it completely privileged, which incurs in
high engineering and development costs.

The para-virtualization effort raised by microkernel virtualization is coupled
however with a number of benefits. The first is that of portability since if the
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microkernel is ported to different architectures, the OS personalities are also
[HUL06, Lie96]. Secondly, the fact that all threads in the system are known by
the kernel, flattens the hierarchical scheduling structure of virtualization enabling
a global scheduling policy, ultimately facilitating the implementation of real-time
capabilities [Hei08, LWVH12]. Finally, the utmost benefit of a microkernel is
security [Hei05, HBG+06, Kai09]. The microkernel takes the fault-containment
concept already embodied in virtualization to another level by providing a finer-
grained level of isolation and encapsulation, which are enabled by a small amount
of code running in kernel mode. Although some servers can still be considered
part of the TCB by providing essential services to other servers or client applica-
tions, a microkernel’s TCB is typically minimal and will, therefore, contain fewer
bugs, fewer vulnerabilities and can be more easily tested and even formally verified.
Also, the use of such fine-grained components, such as drivers, enables higher mod-
ularity and flexibility by the ease with that components can be added, removed,
replaced and shared by guests. It also eases the development process since, by
constructing the system as a collection of user-mode processes, the functionality
of each module can be clearly determined, making the entire system much easier
to understand and simpler to implement.

The debate opposing monolithic to microkernel architectures has been ener-
getic for both OS and VMM kernel design [HWF+05, HUL06, KK12], in spite
of the majority recognizing at the at least theoretical superiority of microkernels
from a design standpoint. Regarding VMMs and virtualization, the similarities of
both the architectures are obvious. The need for para-virtualization in microker-
nels is identified as the main drawback by those against it. However, microkernel
supporters highlight the advantages of para-virtualization from a performance and
energy efficiency standpoint and recall that para-virtualization, however less in-
trusively, is increasing in monolithic systems as well as the placement of typically
privileged components such as device drivers at user level. Exporting critical
functionality, such as thread and memory management, from the kernel is seen by
monolithic hypervisor advocates as expensive and redundant since it requires for
the replication of thread data-structures at both guest and host levels. Also, if
critical servers fail, their clients are dragged-down which effectively produces mul-
tiple TCBs partitioned for each application. The lack of portability of a monolithic
full-virtualized VMM and the lack of efficient communication are pointed as major
problems given its closeness to the underlying architecture. Finally, the high level
of IPC transactions still seems to be the harshest critique to microkernel-based
systems. This cannot only impact performance, but the entanglement of complex
communication networks within the system can harm overall security.

The main difference between the two is, however, their size that becomes a
major advantage of microkernels which seem to be best suited for embedded sys-
tems. Their small TCB coupled with high degree of generality, modularity and
flexibility seems to tackle the afore-identified challenges of security and complexity
management of current day embedded design.
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2.1.6.3 Other Relevant Architectures

There are a number of other kernel architectures used in virtualization and
security settings. Given all of the advantages of the microkernel architecture, many
approximate or derive from it. Three of the more prominent ones are described
next.

Microvisor

Microvisor is a termed coined in [HL10] which essentially describes a micro-
kernel developed taking virtualization in mind, combining characteristics of both
microkernels and monolithic VMMs. In this sense, the primitives and abstractions
it exports to user-level servers are closer to those existent in hardware [ISM09]. For
example, to implement address spaces it implements a virtual MMU abstraction,
with a virtual TLB, which are used by OS personalities to manage their processes
memory instead of the typical address spaces that simply act as containers for
mappings in microkernels. Also, the IO abstraction consists of memory-mapped
virtual device registers and virtual interrupts. The latter are used for partition
communication which is exclusively asynchronous, to further approximate the be-
havior of a real machine.

Separation Kernel

Microkernel and separation kernel technologies have a great deal in common to
the point that the terms are used interchangeably in commercial settings [Kee17].
In [Rus81], Rushby stated that the main role of a separation kernel is to "create
an environment which is indistinguishable from that provided by a physically
distributed system: it must appear as if each regime is a separate, isolated machine
and that information can only flow from one machine to another along known
external communication lines". In fact, the main difference between a separation
kernel and a microkernel is the fact that no centralized runtime system exists,
instead, there are a number of operating systems, each one fully independent from
the other, executing in a bare-metal fashion, and none of which can fully control
the physical host. This approach effectively approximates it to the definition of a
"microkernelized" type-1 hypervisor.

Exokernel

Exokernels take the minimality principle to an extreme, nourishing the idea
that any kernel abstraction restricts flexibility and performance [EK+95]. This
architecture differs from the microkernel in the sense that exokernels completely
avoid and eliminate high-level abstractions, directly multiplexing the hardware in
a secure manner and exporting a small number of simple primitives for applications
to freely implement abstractions that best satisfy their requirements. Higher-level
abstractions are implemented in so-called library operating systems which can be
selected or implemented directly by the application developer. The main goal of
the exokernel designer is to completely separate protection from management.
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2.1.7 Real-Time Considerations
Due to embedded systems stringent timing and performance constraints, em-

bedded virtualization must address real-time issues [GZ12]. It is essential for the
VMM to operate with minimal overhead and provide strong latency and band-
width guarantees. Due to this reason, Popek and Goldberg, which postulated that
a classical, full-virtualized VM should replicate exactly the behavior of the under-
lying physical machine, explicitly excluded temporal behavior from their model
since the proposed trap-and-emulate approach incurs high overhead, leading to
unpredictable and nondeterministic execution times [Kai09]. Hence, there is a
mismatch between embedded-systems requirements and the VM model. Virtual
machines must not only be separated spatially but also temporally. In this regard,
virtual machines can be classified as hard, soft or non-real-time [Kai08, XWLG11].
The first relates to critical VMs for which even the slightest violation of a dead-
line results in the failure of the whole systems and might lead to grave material,
financial or even human loss. Soft real-time specifies subsystems for which it is
generally desired the completion of a given task within a deadline, but failing to do
so does not constitute a failure, only a loss of quality of service. The last refers to
VMs that do not have timing requirements at all. However, these expect an even
share of resource to perform their needed computations. The problem deepens as
multiple subsystems are integrated across VMs, each one with its bandwidth re-
quirements and deadlines [Kai08, LWVH12]. The real-time properties of real-time
VMs will depend on the number of partitions and the amount of resources each
VM is using which might result in resource contention [TTF+14].

Many embedded virtualization environments achieve a complete temporal iso-
lation through the use of time-division multiple access (TDMA) or proportional
share scheduling. In this scheme, each VM is assigned a fixed length time quantum
in which it may execute. The VMM cycles through these time slots according to
a fixed schedule. This approximates the ideal pure parallel scenario as the quanta
are made smaller, which unfortunately leads to high context-switch costs, degrad-
ing overall performance [BNEP14, Kai09, KBG10]. Virtual machines, by their
nature, are scheduled by the hypervisor as black boxes, with the guest OS re-
sponsible for scheduling activities within the VM, giving rise to the well known
two-level hierarchical scheduling problem [Hei08, AH10, MPG+11]. This opacity is
beneficial for system modularity, but can sometimes be an impediment to optimal
real-time performance. Hence, this behavior should be strongly avoided in embed-
ded systems. Although hierarchical scheduling analysis is a well-known technique,
it requires for schedulers at both levels to be modeled accordingly and, conse-
quently, for eventual modifications in the guest OS [YKP+11, CAA09, LWVH12].
In this way, techniques have been proposed to mitigate this problem in the context
of embedded virtualization. One approach consists in the flattening of the hierar-
chical structure by implementing task-grained scheduling at the VMM, where the
latter has visibility of the internal tasks of each VM [GZ12, LWVH12, MZH14].
This might require for the guest OS to inform the VMM about its internal tasks
via hypercalls in a para-virtualized manner, or for the VMM itself to infer the task
information transparently from the VM internal state, which leads to a low-level
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of guest OS agnosticism and therefore great efforts to port each guest OS. A por-
trayal of such an approach as taken by [MZH14, ZMH15] which does not support
RTOSes, instead, provides the abstraction of a real-time VM which has the ability
to create and map special real-time tasks directly onto the hypervisor scheduler,
dispatched in an EDF manner alongside non-real-time VMs.

In [Kai08] a priority-based schedule scheme is proposed, which categorizes real-
time VMs either as time-driven or event-driven in a TDMA schedule. Time-driven
guests are characterized by the strong need for bandwidth guarantees while event-
driven ones have the prime requirement of rapid resuming on reaction to external
events. While the former are attributed static time domains with fixed width
time windows activated at predetermined points in time, the latter are activated
by sporadic events. However, these categories are disjoint and the model does
not contemplate the fact that a given VM may possess characteristics of both.
In this model, non-real-time VMs execute only when no real-time VM is active,
nevertheless taking into account the fact that a minimum amount of time should be
reserved for their execution so that starvation never occurs. Event-driven and non-
real-time partitions execute in an always active time domain, which may preempt
the currently active static domain when one partition of high priority becomes
active. When no other domain is active, non-real-time, background partitions
execute in this domain.

Another major problem inherent to embedded virtualization refers to inter-
rupt latency both of the hypervisor and of real-time VMs. As for the hypervi-
sor, the fact that its kernel follows a process or interrupt/event execution model
[Pat98, BSH12] will have a major impact on both host and guest interrupt laten-
cies. A simpler, non-preemptable (i.e., executing with interrupts masked) event-
based kernel will increase overall interrupt latency since they only react to in-
terrupts when a guest is resumed. A solution would be to support preemption
points or continuations, which, in its turn, will increase the kernel complexity and
consequently the system’s TCB. Also, the real-time capability of a virtualization
solution with heavily depend on guest priority scheduling for access to drivers and
interrupts. When a completely two-level TDMA scheduling approach is taken, a
worst-case latency of the complete scheduling cycle is expected [BNEP14, KBG10],
since the active or resumed guest might not be the handler of the triggered inter-
rupt. The aforementioned model takes this problem into account by classifying
VMs which receive interrupts as event-driven, making them capable of preempt-
ing lower priority other active partitions. Other approaches have been proposed.
For example, in [BNEP14], worst-case interrupt latencies are decreased by relax-
ing temporal isolation requirements, hence allowing execution of interrupt bottom
handlers within foreign TDMA quanta. They guarantee the minimal needed tem-
poral requirements by enforcing an upper bound on the interference such inter-
rupts have on preempted partitions through appropriate monitoring mechanisms.
In [MH+15], a similar approach, dubbed fast interrupt delivery policy is proposed.
Fast interrupt delivery is achieved by always preempting the currently active guest
when an interrupt is triggered and resuming the handler guest. However, they ei-
ther limit the execution of the handler guest to the rest of the currently active
quantum or immediately reset the quantum of the handler guest which is skipped
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on its next execution slot to guarantee minimal temporal independence. They con-
clude this method improves interrupt latencies for event-driven guests, by showing
that a network-connected guest drops fewer packets when this scheme is applied.

2.2 Note On Access-Control and IPC
Although not implemented in this thesis, it is important to clarify some other

concepts related to kernel design and the associated design choice ramifications.
Specifically, those related to access-control and IPC mechanisms.

Access control is defined as the mechanisms that implement security policies
defining which users or partitions may access each specific system resource or
facility and which type of access is permitted for each instance. These mechanisms
are essential in critical systems that strive to implement the principle of the least
authority. Access control can be broadly classified as discretionary (DAC) or
mandatory (MAC) [SB12, KK12]. While DAC allows for access permissions to
a given resource to be altered by a user with privileges over that resource, MAC
is centralized, completely mandated by the system and permissions cannot be
modified by no user. Only MAC can provide the strong guarantees needed by
critical embedded systems. An important property of an access control system is
the degree of offered granularity. Ideally, access control should be as fine-grained
as possible allowing to devise complex security policies without increasing too
much the TCB of the system implementing it. Capability-based access control
[LW09, SSF99] emerges as a lightweight MAC mechanism that allows for very
fined grained control. A capability is a kind of token which essentially comprises
a reference to a system resource plus a set of permissions that the owner of the
capability has over the referenced object. They are explicitly granted to each
partition according to a security policy, thus, capabilities must be unforgeable,
tamperproof and non-transferable. However, some capabilities systems allow for
partitions to share the capabilities through IPC mechanisms which gives it the
properties of DAC. A capability acts as both the mechanism for the access right
as well as the access itself. A partition may manipulate an object by invoking
a capability, i.e., request the system to perform some operation over the object
passing the capability as an argument. Before performing the requested action,
the system will always check the associated capability right permissions.

Capabilities are extensively used, mainly in microkernel-based systems, and ap-
plied especially to the existing communication structures in a kernel. By wrapping
communication primitives in a capability-based access control system, security
policies can be enforced by moderating communication relationships, i.e., by stati-
cally distributing communication capabilities a system manager can specify exactly
the existing communication channels between partitions. Still regarding security
in IPC, namely message passing, one must consider the implications of two dia-
metrical opposing approaches: synchronous and asynchronous [HE16a, HBG+08].
While the latter allows for an executing thread to resume immediately after a
send or receive operation, being blocking or not optional, synchronous communi-
cation follows a rendezvous-style where both threads must necessarily block until
the transaction is complete. A synchronous design contributes to a significant
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performance advantage since it allows the direct copy of the payload between
the source and target address spaces, while an asynchronous procedure encom-
passes double-copy due to a need of buffering the data in the kernel. Furthermore,
synchronous communication is less flexible and puts forth a number of disadvan-
tages [HBG+08, Sha03], namely the asymmetric trust problem, which results in
possible deadlocks and denial-of-service (DOS) attacks. Thus, some designs opt
for offering purely asynchronous communication primitives which allow for other
communication primitives such as notifications.

2.3 Embedded Hypervisors and Microkernels
Many hypervisors exist which target the embedded domain having both secu-

rity and real-time capabilities in mind and following a microkernel architecture.
They stem from both academic and commercial settings. The latter include sys-
tems such as Green Hills’ Integrity, Wind River’s VxWorks or QNX’s or Virtual-
Logix’s hypervisor, which are proprietary and closed-source and for which existing
literature consists of biased promotional leaflets, white papers and alike. In this
section, we briefly survey the former, i.e. hypervisors developed in academia or,
at least, hypervisors for which a significant amount of information is found in
literature about its design and internal structure.

2.3.1 KVM
The Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) is an extension of the Linux kernel,

deployed as a kernel module, that enables it to act as a hypervisor, providing a
full-virtualized environment to its guests. Initially developed for the x86 architec-
ture, KVM was later ported to ARM (KVM/ARM) [DN14, DN13] while taking
advantage of the ARM hardware virtualization extensions. This port was moti-
vated by the tremendous growth of ARM-based embedded devices coupled with
the upward push of ARM CPUs into traditional server and desktop systems.

Standard OS mechanisms in the Linux kernel would have to be substantially
modified to run in hypervisor mode. For this reason, KVM implements a split-
mode virtualization technique where part of the hypervisor, the lowvisor, runs in
hypervisor mode, and another part, the highvisor, in kernel mode. While the lowvi-
sor provides the low-level mode and context-switching mechanisms, the highvisor
handles virtualization operations such as second level translation and instruction
emulation. Such an approach brings many advantages, a few of which are enu-
merated next. First, reuse of existing components of the Linux kernel such as
CPU scheduling, memory management or device drivers coupled with an already
existing wide Linux hardware support to the ARM family. Second, improved hy-
pervisor performance since running the entire kernel in hypervisor mode would
adversely affect it. Due to that fact, this mode only uses one level of translation
and cannot have direct access to VM address spaces. Access to VM memory would
require the kernel to explicitly map user space data into kernel address space and
subsequently perform necessary cache and TLB maintenance operations, which
would result in poor native performance on ARM. Also, KVM is integrated into
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the mainline Linux kernel ensuring its wide adoption as the virtualization plat-
form of choice for ARM. Nevertheless, these advantages come at a price of overall
performance degradation. Switch from the hypervisor to guests, or from guests
to their applications incurs a double trap cost. A trap to the hypervisor while
running the VM will first trap to the lowvisor running in hypervisor mode. The
lowvisor will then cause another trap to run the highvisor. Similarly, going from
the hypervisor to a VM when running the highvisor requires trapping from kernel
mode to hypervisor mode, and then switching to the VM.

KVM was originally designed for general-purpose computing. Therefore, it
does not comply with embedded requirements like a small footprint and real-
time guarantees. From a security standpoint, it lacks the desired property of a
minimalistic approach since the full monolithic Linux kernel runs in privileged
mode which makes it part of the overall system’s TCB [PDSEK15]. Additionally,
it relies on the Linux scheduler which limits real-time response for virtualized
RTOSes [MJH16]. However, some solutions were proposed to endow KVM with
real-time capabilities based on the assumption that any real-time improvements
to the Linux kernel directly translate into real-time improvements to the KVM
VMM [GZ12, TTF+14].

2.3.2 Xen
The Xen hypervisor [BDF+03, Chi08] is a type-1.5, microkernelized hypervi-

sor, originally developed for x86 platforms. Xen makes extensive use of para-
virtualization in order to achieve good performance. At the same time, it extends
VM interfaces with virtual resources and providing several mechanisms to inter-
partition communication, which entails modifications at the guest OS level, but
not of its applications, especially to perform IO requests.

The microkernel denomination comes from the fact that the Xen architecture
encompasses a special, privileged VM ,called Dom0, which is created at boot
time, executing a Linux OS which hosts the management services responsible for
creating, starting, stopping, and destroying other domains, i.e., other VMs, which
take the name of DomU (user domains). Also, Dom0 is endowed with full access
to hardware, providing back-end drivers for the rest of the VMs whose front-ends
communicate with Dom0 via IPC. For this purpose, Xen provides a mechanism to
establish shared memory regions, based on grant and revoke operations operating
in a per-VM address-space grant-table, and event channels, a lightweight event
delivery mechanism containing single bit of information used also to virtualize
interrupts as is typical of microkernels. However, this model has implications for
security, since it enables a Dom0 administrator to take full control of all other VMs
running on the same host. It is therefore impossible for the users of a guest OS
to fully trust in the confidentiality and integrity of its virtual machine. Further,
while this approach facilitates driver support by reusing the drivers provided by
the Linux kernel in Dom0, it also increases the TCB of other VMs which depend
on them.

The port of Xen to ARM, called Xen-on-ARM [Seo10], encompasses a sig-
nificant simplification effort from its x86 version, taking advantage of ARM VE,
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where the Xen kernel runs completely in hypervisor mode, to make it useful in em-
bedded environments. EmbeddedXEN [Ros12] proposes a dual-guest technique,
one of them executing as Dom0, where the second executes also with full privi-
leges, instead of the limited authority in classic virtual machine systems. In this
approach, guest OSes can be para-virtualized with fewer modifications and even
lower overheads, but based on the unfortunate assumption that they can be fully
trusted, which threatens system security. EmbeddedXEN design comprises a mod-
ified hypercall interface that does not require a context switch as guests jump to
predefined points in hypervisor code for all privileged instructions. Moreover, a
linear mapping of main memory for page tables assumes guest OSes and hyper-
visor trust each other as must reside in same address space. Also in this light,
extensive research has been carried out to support real-time embedded systems on
Xen. In [GZ12] a number of Xen-based real-time solutions are detailed from which
we highlight RT-Xen [XWLG11] where a compositional scheduling architecture is
proposed based on the implementation of several periodic servers with different
policies on the handling of idle budget during execution.

2.3.3 Hellfire/prplHypervisor
The Hellfire Hypervisor [ZMH15, AH11, SGB+16] is a small type-1 hypervisor

specially designed for real-time embedded devices, targeting the MIPS architec-
ture, namely those supporting VZ, the MIPS hardware extensions virtualization
module. It was later renamed prplHypervisor as part of a security framework
maintained by the prplFoundation [prp17, MJNH16], which is an open-source,
community-driven, non-profit foundation focused on the MIPS architecture.

Hellfire implements microkernel-based paravirtualization to achieve a mixed
execution environment. Non-realtime VMs can execute completely unmodified
but those with real-time requirements (real-time VMs) must emit hypercalls to
map their tasks onto the hypervisor scheduler. These tasks are then scheduled
alongside other VMs directly by the hypervisor. In this sense, it proposes a model
of best-effort (BE) and real-time (RT) virtual CPUs. RT-VCPUs are kept in
a per CPU queue and scheduled according to an EDF policy. BE-VCPU are
kept in a global queue and are scheduled according to a best-effort policy. Thus,
BE-VCPUs can be executed at any idle CPU providing load balancing among
the CPUs. However, aiming to guarantee temporal isolation the RT-VCPUs are
pinned to a single CPU. GPOSes are mapped to one or more BE-VCPUs while
real-time tasks are mapped directly to RT-VCPUs.

Hellfire also provides inter-VM communication both by memory management
and message passing. However, no synchronization mechanisms such as semaphores
are provided and messages passing is completely asynchronous requiring double
copying and queuing inside the kernel. Also, VMs refer to each other by their ID
and no restrictions are imposed in message format or size.

Since VZ provides an interrupt pass-through mechanism, the hypervisor allows
for assigned interrupts to be directly routed to a VM without hypervisor inter-
vention. This is used, for example, for the OS timer interrupt. However, they
also propose a model for sharing interrupts among VMs. These virtual interrupts
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are intercepted by the hypervisor and then injected into the target VM. However
para-virtualization overheads show-up given that a guest OS must always notify
the kernel that it finished servicing an interrupt via a hypercall which also happens
when accessing peripheral devices.

2.3.4 Xtratum
XtratuM [MRCM09, CRM10] is a type-1 hypervisor specifically designed for

safety-critical real-time embedded systems, namely focusing on design constraints
given by avionic and aerospace guidelines and specifications, such as ARINC
653. It was designed for LEON, but currently also supports the ARM archi-
tecture. To achieve its main goal it adopts of a number of design choices based
on para-virtualization targeting a minimalistic implementation to meet real-time
constraints as efficiently as possible. These include a completely non-preemptable
kernel, static data structures predefined at build time, constant-time and fast
hypercalls, a fixed cyclic schedule following a TDMA approach and complete in-
terrupt isolation meaning only the currently active VMs interrupts are enabled
and interrupts belonging to a different VM are deferred until its execution.

Virtualization encompasses not only CPU, memory and interrupts, but, some
specific peripherals. As for physical peripherals, if there is one required by a sin-
gle partition, it is directly assigned in a pass-through manner. When a peripheral
needs to be shared between guests, XtratuM implements a device driver responsi-
ble to serialize the access and the guest OS must be modified in order to implement
hypercalls to the device driver, as is the case of virtual timers and clocks based
on a one-shot one microsecond resolution hardware timer operated by the hyper-
visor. Xtratum also provides IPC both between guests and between guests and
the hypervisor. The implemented message passing model follows the ARINC 653
standard providing two transfer modes: sampling and queuing. All configura-
tions including communication channels, VM memory requirements, scheduling
partitioning, peripheral assignment, health monitoring events and reactions are
assigned statically through an XML-based configuration file. This file represents
a pre-compilation contract between the integrator and the partition developers,
allowing for the aforementioned static data structures with no dynamic memory
allocation. Finally, given its strong safety focus, Xtratum also features health
monitoring (HM) and tracing facilities that detect and react to anomalous events
or states while logging this information for debug or posterior analysis purposes.

2.3.5 L4 Microkernels
Microkernels were not always a viable solution, due to the architecture’s re-

liance on IPC, which constituted a bottleneck on system performance. The L4
microkernel, developed by Jochen Liedtke, appeared to break the stigma sur-
rounding microkernels, proving their utility when efficient IPC mechanisms are at
the center of kernel design. L4 is the root of a family tree of microkernels (Figure
2.9) that have a proven record of efficient performance and reliability, by following
the core idea of kernel minimality and policy-void mechanisms. In this section,
we briefly survey some members of this family that served as the main source
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of inspiration for the ideas used in the implementation of the hypervisor kernel
addressed in this thesis, emphasizing those aimed at embedded systems and/or
virtualization support.

Figure 2.9: The L4 family tree. Black arrows indicate code, green
arrows ABI inheritance. From [HE16a].

2.3.5.1 seL4

seL4 [KEH+09, HEK+07] is a third-generation microkernel implemented from
scratch and based on the concepts of L4. Although not targeting virtualization
specifically, this microkernel is worth mentioning since its design is fully ori-
ented towards embedded security being the world’s first formally-verified general-
purpose operating system kernel through a machine-checked proof that the C im-
plementation adheres to a formal specification of the kernel’s behavior. The size
and structure of seL4’s code base and the fact that the kernel executes with inter-
rupts disabled have also been key ingredients to achieve this goal. These proofs
guarantee that seL4 will never crash or perform an unsafe operation. Following
a security leaning architecture, sel4 is centered around a capability-access control
model since all kernel objects or services are accessed by invoking capabilities,
with no default inherent authority conferred to processes.

The general-purpose design of seL4 means that the verified kernel can be
adapted to support a broad class of use cases, including use as a pure separation
kernel, a minimal real-time OS, a hypervisor supporting multiple Linux instances,
among others. Whilst these strong functional guarantees are sufficient for many
systems, critical real-time systems also require temporal guarantees to achieve
safety. This requires an analysis of the temporal behavior of seL4. Work on seL4
has already tackled this problem by providing a complete and sound worst-case ex-
ecution time (WCET) analysis of interrupt response time [BSH12]. To achieve this,
preemption points are introduced at strategic points, but not sparingly as they
may substantially increase the code complexity and the proof burden. [SKH17]
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went further, providing a WCET analysis framework also supported by functional
correctness to enable high-assurance, automatic determination of internal loop
bounds and infeasible paths.

2.3.5.2 OKL4

OKL4 [HL10, Hei09] is the pioneering kernel of the microvisor architecture
(Section 2.1.6.3), tailored to meet the requirements of virtualization for embed-
ded systems. Hence, it aims to meet the efficiency of the best hypervisor and
the generality and minimality of the microkernel. It provides the abstraction of a
virtual machine by providing virtual CPUs, virtual MMUs and TLB, and virtual
interrupts giving rise to an "OKL4 architecture". These are manipulated by guests
in a para-virtualized manner. OKL4 is more than just a hypervisor, it is, in fact, a
small yet general-purpose OS platform. It provides an optional lightweight Posix
environment, which supports running individual programs natively, without the
need of a virtualized guest OS. Device drivers are deployed in user space executing
in this kind of partitions alongside OS personalities and its applications, while ac-
cessed via IPC as typical of microkernels. It features a fast and reliable IPC, which
is abstracted by channels and virtual interrupts for synchronization purposes. It
implements only asynchronous IPC, which maps better to the VM model, and is
less susceptible to DOS attacks. Channels are defined as shareable FIFO buffers
mapped in user space and can be directly accessed by different users. These poli-
cies permit simplified, high-performance IPC among virtual machines, without
undergoing the redundant system call based IPC process in L4 microkernel.

To ensure system security, the OKL4 microkernel implements a policy module
that defines which devices are accessible from guests and who can communicate
with whom. Given the heritage of its seL4 predecessor, this is done through access-
control facilities based on capabilities. Also, OKL4 boasts of a small TCB, with the
complete implementation comprising about 12 kLOC (Lines Of Code) resulting
in a memory footprint of less than 64KB. This contrasts with other embedded
virtualization solutions such as Xen-On-ARM for which only the port to the ARM
architecture took 23.4 kLOC changed or added. Furthermore, OK:Linux, the
OKL4-based Linux port, has shown to outperform even native Linux in lmbench
context-switching and other microbenchmarks. In ARMv5 implements, even by
factors of up to 50 [Hei07]. OKL4 has been augmented to take advantage of the
ARM virtualization extensions and support unmodified guest OSes [VH11].

2.3.5.3 NOVA/Mini-Nova

The NOVA microhypervisor [SK10, Kau14], originally developed for the x86
desktop environment and relying on Intel’s virtualization hardware, proposes a
security-oriented solution that deallocates virtualization to user space enforcing
the principle of the least privilege in microkernel style. A user-level environment
contains the root partition manager, device drivers, and other special-purpose
applications and services that have been written for or ported to the hypercall in-
terface. This interface implements capability-based access to kernel objects. These
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include execution contexts or communication objects. The latter are named por-
tals wand represent specific entry point in owning partition. The key userland
application of NOVA is the VMM, which is the one to give it the denomination
of hypervisor. It supports the execution of unmodified guest OSes by providing
the VM abstraction. This is achieved mapping part of VMMs address space to
the VM and emulating instructions, devices and even a BIOS. The VMM ap-
plication posses a capability, and thus control, of the VM’s execution context
and sets multiple portals which receive events upon each VM-exit. In this sense,
there are multiple instances of the VMM running on top of the microhypervisor,
opening the idea for different VMMs running concurrently each tailored to differ-
ent virtualization requirements. This approach will inherently incur performance
overhead and augmented engineering effort due to the fact that the VMM itself
runs unprivileged, although augmenting security by significantly reducing TCB’s
size, which amounts to a mere 27kLOC, and achieving a close to native Linux
guest performance.

Mini-NOVA [XPN15a, XPN15b] is a simplified version of NOVA ported the
ARM Cortex-A9 architecture from the original x86 implementation. It aims at
achieving lower overhead, smaller TCB size (only 3.5 kLOC) thus making it more
flexible and portable for embedded-systems. Mini-NOVA addresses real-time con-
cerns by implementing a priority-oriented round-robin scheduling policy, with
higher priority partitions being able to preempt lower priority ones. It is im-
portant mentioning that this kernel was developed in the context of advancing
research on the support of dispatching hardware task to virtual machines through
dynamic partial reconfiguration technology.

2.3.5.4 Fiasco.OC

Fiasco is an open-source descendant of L4 implemented in C++ aimed at
real-time systems [Hoh98, SLEV15]. Fiasco supports several platforms including
x86, x86/64, ARM and PowerPC. To address real-time concerns, it follows a fully
preemptable design via a combination of lock-free and wait-free synchronization
techniques, guaranteeing upper bounds for the execution times of all critical oper-
ations. Plus, it implements a scheduler with multiple fixed-priority levels, whereby
kernel executes a round-robing algorithm on threads characterized with the same
priority. To further increase performance and real-time behavior Fiasco’s which
has a synchronous IPC implementation has been extended with times-slice and pri-
ority donation mechanisms for atomic send-receive operations [SWH05, SBK10].

The latest version, renamed Fiasco.OC for object capabilities, also includes ca-
pabilities for access-control, which are propagated through IPC [SLEV15]. On top
of it, a capability-based runtime environment was developed that follows the prin-
ciple of least authority and aids developers in building applications. This runtime
is named L4 Runtime Environment (L4Re). Coupled with the runtime environ-
ment, the Fiasco ecosystem also provides an interface definition language (IDL)
Compiler (DICE) which alleviates the need to write low-level communication code,
and presents a C or C++ procedural interface for IPC.

Fiasco has been applied to virtualization through a para-virtualization ori-
ented technique named OS re-hosting, which aligns the kernel interface with the
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CPU model that is assumed by operating system kernels [LWP10]. Contrary to
the normal microkernel tasks, its interface does not consist of system calls and
virtual memory, but of a virtual CPU and a virtual MMU, similarly to OKL4
and its microvisor architecture. Several OS personalities are available including a
Linux userland port. Also, towards a stronger real-time support, Fiasco designers
developed DROPS [HBB+98], an OS personality that runs on top of Fiasco and
provides further support for real-time besides the preemptability of the kernel,
namely a scheduling framework for periodic real-time tasks with known execution
times distributions.

2.3.5.5 PikeOS

PikeOS [KW07] is an early spin-off, commercial clone of the L4 microkernel,
whose purpose is to address requirements of safety-critical real-time embedded sys-
tems implementing a minimal layer of globally trusted code. PikeOS is extensively
applied in avionics and automotive domains, offering support for multiple archi-
tectures. Hence, PikeOS has also been the target of many efforts towards formal
verification [BBBB09, BBBT11]. PikeOS’s design has at its center a strong parti-
tioning of both temporal and spatial resources and, as other L4 implementations,
provides access control based on capabilities which it dubs abilities. These are
statically attributed, at partition creation time and that represent allowed system
calls. It focuses on real-time computing and minimizing trusted code, sacrificing
flexibility in some cases. It follows a para-virtualization approach and takes advan-
tage of hardware extensions, allowing multiple kinds of partitions executing under
multiple API or runtime environments, that is, under multiple OS personalities
concurrently.

Its scheduling algorithm aims at providing a system that enables the coexis-
tence of non-real-time and both time and event-driven real-time partitions. As
already detailed in Section 2.1.7, it allows for the definition of several fixed-width
TDMA domains where multiple partitions can execute in a priority-based sched-
ule. A special, always active domain, domain-0, a background domain as opposed
to other foreground domains, is considered always active and a high priority par-
tition in this domain can preempt other domains at any time. In this way, mid
to high priority partitions in domain-0 are considered an event-driven, while low
priority ones are non-real-time and only execute when no other threads need the
CPU. Partitions executing in foreground domains should execute with mid-range
priorities and considered time-driven partitions. The result is not a perfect fit for
embedded requirements since the relation between the priorities of the foreground
and the background partition decides whether time-driven threads take precedence
over event-driven ones or vice versa. Nevertheless, by properly configuring each
time domain width, partition distribution through domains and their priority, it
is possible to achieve a considerably good compromise.

PikeOS’s design also places strong focus on memory management and isola-
tion. It refutes the recursive address space model based on pagers typical of L4
kernels, which, although considered an elegant mechanism is the source of kernel
internal complexity due to the need for in-kernel mapping databases tracking the
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mapping history of all pages. This problem becomes especially relevant in real-
time systems, given the difficulty in estimating WCET for recursive termination
of task trees. PikeOS removes this database allowing only one level, therefore,
non-recursive, page granting which is needed by OS personalities to map their
pages onto their applications address space, but no further. Moreover, to facil-
itate the accounting of kernel resources and thereby to avoid the possibility of
DoS attacks, PikeOS implements kernel resource partitions. These means that
the kernel’s global memory pool is split into a configurable set of pools. Every
partition is assigned one of these pools. The, when the kernel needs to allocate
memory to address one given partition, it will only use its assigned pool.

2.4 Model-Driven Engineering
As the majority of embedded software developers primarily use traditional pro-

gramming languages, especially C and C++, the majority of the used processes
and techniques discussed so far focuses on improving security and reliability by
informal architectural and implementational approaches, ignoring system speci-
fication and verification. Moreover, conventional design and development meth-
ods depend on a significant amount of manual and error-prone labor, normally a
mixture of informal functional requirements documents and the program source
code. Establishing the correspondence between the two is often difficult, lead-
ing to long time-to-market and little security guarantees [Ken02, WW06]. An
approach that has been meeting increasing success on tackling these problems is
model-driven software engineering (MDE). This paradigm improves the develop-
ment lifecycle and quality of traditional code bases, particularly large and com-
plex ones, by raising the abstraction from common imperative programming to
higher-level concepts that reduce the distance between design and implementation
[Ken02, KK12, GDVR+14, Sch06]. Functional models are expressed in an unam-
biguous, precise modeling language that can be understood by both the domain
experts who determine what the resulting system does and the software develop-
ers who implement it. Models are seen as first-class development artifacts in the
development process, encompassing different perspectives or domains of a system
at multiple levels of abstraction. Hence, what they represent may range from
domain-specific bounded fields of action or knowledge to the software architecture
itself, its behavior, structure and content. This leads to a number of benefits in-
cluding enhanced software quality with lower security and safety flaw quotas, as
well as increased productivity by lessening efforts of complexity management in
these systems through [GDVR+14, WW06]:

• Artifact automation as models typical have formal semantics which may
directly translate to and from high and lower-level ones. The lowest level
represents the implementation artifacts;

• Improved communication between stakeholders with varied backgrounds which
discuss design challenges using concepts with higher-level semantics;
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• Ability to make formal arguments regarding the correspondence between
specification, design, and implementation, a core challenge in all formal ap-
proaches. These also allows for better formal proofs of specifications and
security policies.

In addition to being rigorous and precise enough to allow for code generation
and test case generation, MDE should be complemented by executable models used
in the early stages of the development life cycle. By means of simulation this allows
for rapid feedback on requirements and specification without requiring access to
software running on the eventual target machine. However, this approach is also
coupled with a number of drawbacks since if a correct approach is not taken, one
can be moving complexity through different abstraction layers instead of reducing
it. These include [HT06, WW06]:

• Oversimplification, by disregarding implementation details at higher levels,
abstraction problems such as poor performance may arise;

• Redundancy, since the same information may be replicated in multiple mod-
els at different abstraction levels;

• Need of experts whose knowledge encompasses all models and levels of ab-
straction in order to understand the effect that a change in some abstraction
level will have on the other levels.

An important concept in MDE is that of a platform. Although this might
have many meanings in different contexts, in MDE a platform represents reusable
infrastructure components that encapsulate the common parts of a software sys-
tem [Bru07, VSK05]. The exact capabilities of a platform are not defined or
constrained by the MDE paradigm. These might range from the development en-
vironment such as a complete IDE, to a set of modeling languages to the runtime
environment itself, the operating system, hardware infrastructure among others.
Commonly platforms allow for user code or artifacts to be added at defined points
to achieve functionality extension or configuration. More sophisticated platforms
usually impose tighter constraints, but also result in more secure and standardized
systems.

2.4.1 Domain-Specific Modeling
Models provide abstractions of physical systems that allow engineers to reason

about them by ignoring extraneous details while focusing on relevant ones. A
model is a set of statements about some set of systems or domain [GDD06, Sei03].
Domain-specific Modeling (DSM) denotes the activity of designing and building
systems by creating models describing specific domains [Bru07]. A domain is
defined as an area of knowledge that includes a set of concepts and terminology
well-understood by a group of people (engineers, business experts, etc.), deemed
domain experts. Domains can be classified as vertical or horizontal [Bru07]. While
the former pertain to complete systems encompassing various subdomains also
being called application domains, the latter describe only certain parts of systems,
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and hence are also named technical domains, and can be viewed as a crosscut of a
vertical domain. Models usually have a descriptive nature but can be alternatively
viewed as a prescriptive specification [Sei03, AZW06]. A model has a descriptive
interpretation in the sense that each element and relationship in the model can
be more or less directly mapped onto elements of the represented system. If the
model is prescriptive, its interpretation pertains to its relationship with other
models derivable from it. In this sense, it is a metamodel, i.e., a specification
model for a domain for which each concrete instance is a valid descriptive model
expressed in a certain modeling language, that adheres to such specification. In
fact, a metamodel can be considered a model of a modeling language.

The Model Driven Architecture (MDA), developed under the umbrella of the
Object Management Group (OMG), proposes a four-layer modeling framework
[GDD06, Sei03] driven by the primary goal of achieving both interoperability and
portability:

• Level M0 represent real world objects, that is, the real target systems that
are being modeled;

• Level M1 contains models which are simplifications or abstract representa-
tions of level M0 concepts, expressed using the language specified at level
M2;

• Level M2 is the meta-model or language specification level, since it describes
what are valid instantiations or programs of the language;

• Level M3, analogous to what M2 defines for M1, defines the concepts used
in specification of the meta-model, hence it is a metameta-model or meta-
language, i.e., a language description level, since it is a model for languages.

While following this approach and developing the meta-models for their sys-
tem, ideally, developers should regard a modeling domain as an independent world
during its development, without any artificial constraints, such as specific hard-
ware platforms or operating systems. To this end, the MDA introduces three
viewpoints or levels of abstraction for analyzing systems and construct the cor-
responding models [GDD06, AZW06]: Computation-Independent Model (CIM),
Platform Independent Model (PIM), and Platform-Specific Model (PSM). CIM
does not take into account any details of the system structure, being a pure do-
main model specified by domain experts. PIM contains structural and behavior
computation concepts but is agnostic of the specific end platform on which the
system is to be deployed. PSM finalizes the specification of the whole system. In
this perspective, the main goal of MDE is to shift developer’s focus from PSM to
PIM and CIM and automate the generation of PSM artifacts.

The ideas put forth by DSM and more specifically, MDA, encompass the no-
tion of model transformations which translate models represented in one language
into models represented in another language. If this translations involve models
at different abstractions levels, such as CIM, to PIM, to PSM, these are con-
sidered vertical transformations as opposed to horizontal transformations in the
same abstraction level which might be carried out for, for instance, optimizations
purposes.
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The languages used to describe the models described so far are called domain-
specific languages (DSLs). DSLs are usually declarative languages whose con-
structs map high-level concepts specific to a given domain [BP, WE09]. Although
not used exclusively in the context of MDE, DSLs are used extensively in this
discipline alongside their graphical counterpart, domain-specific visual languages
(DSVL). Like any other formal and modeling language, a DSL has three main
constituent parts. First, the meta-model which, as aforementioned, is a model of
the language and that is itself written in an appropriate meta-language. Second,
a concrete syntax defines the actual notation used to specify models which may
take a graphical form. Third, its semantics, which specifies the actual meaning
of the syntax constructs. By describing the rules of how a model is instantiated
and what constitutes a valid syntax, and thus, a valid model projected onto the
implementation language, the semantics define the meaning of the model itself.

A DSL should only be suited to a specific class of problems in a particular
domain. Thus, one language will not suffice to specify an entire software system,
since in MDE we require multiple models written in different languages, each
focusing on particular horizontal domains of the system. This raises the need for
common a metameta-model across the used DSLs meta-model, which might serve
as a foundation by providing syntactic or even semantic interoperability across
DSLs through sophisticated consistency checking between the individual models,
decoupling of code generators, and automatic generation of model transformations
[BL08].

2.4.2 Ontology-Driven Software Development
The word ontology has its roots on Greek philosophy referring to the subject

of existence, i.e., the study of being as such. More precisely, it is the study of
the categories of things that exist or may exist in some domain and their seman-
tics. An ontology embodies a domain’s terminology, i.e., all the concepts relevant
to describe the domain, their classification and taxonomy through a conceptual
hierarchy plus a set of constraints and, finally, their relations or domain axioms,
that express unequivocal truths among the defined concepts [AZW06, BL08]. An
ontology constitutes a knowledge base about a domain and serves as a formal
explicit specification of a shared conceptualization. In this sense, an ontology
can be viewed as a model shared by groups of people with consonant interests in
a particular domain. They can be standardized or just shared by large groups
of users with common goals as in the case of companies and their customers
[AZW06, BL08]. In spite of being considered as a kind of model, many authors
consider that ontologies can only take a descriptive form since they follow the
property of open-world assumption (OWA). The OWA expresses the idea that a
statement is not necessarily false if it cannot be proved true, hence, knowledge
not asserted in the model is not necessarily false or non-existent. OWA opposes
close-world assumption (CWA) that essentially means that everything that is not
explicitly contained in the model does not exist and is therefore false. Prescriptive
models require CSW to be a valid specification for a system.
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Ontologies can be classified and categorized according to their specificity and
expressiveness. These translate into the detail and depth of the knowledge asserted
in the ontology. In this light, ontologies are divided in main three groups, struc-
tured in a layered manner, in which lower layers constitute finer-grained concepts
derived from those present in upper layers:

• Upper ontologies usually describe the common concepts and relationships
general enough to address a broad range of domain areas;

• Domain ontologies describe the concepts including entities and their rela-
tionships of a particular domain of interest;

• Application ontologies specialize the concepts from an upper or domain on-
tology with application and, sometimes, implementation-specific basis. They
correspond to the domain models that have traditionally been developed for
each application using conventional conceptual modeling techniques.

In [Bru07] domain ontologies are further grouped in core ontologies that define
concepts shared by a number of similar domains. Following such an approach for
developing ontologies, i.e., by deriving domain ontologies from a common upper
ontology, allows for the interoperability across domain models by relying on a
standardized concept vocabulary. Also, it grants a lot more flexibility to model
developers, since they can easily extend their models with already existing concepts
of closely related domains.

The term ontology-driven software development (ODSD) advocates for the
use of semantic technology, such as ontologies, as a mean for capturing knowledge
about a software system at development time. ODSD approaches have mainly
focused on the unambiguous representation of domain models during the system
analysis phase. As models are to MDE, ontologies are considered first-class arti-
facts throughout the entire software development process in ODSD, being equally
beneficial at design and implementation stages given the logical foundations pro-
vided and reasoning facilities (see below) typically associated [Bru07, SWGP10].
Commonly, ODSD uses largely diffused and proven tools such as those provided by
the Semantic Web. The Semantic Web is an initiative promoted by World-Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) as the "new-generation" Web that strives to represent
information in such a way that it can be used by machines not just for display pur-
poses, but for automation, integration, and reuse across applications [HFBPL11].
It proposes a layered architecture (Figure 2.10) rooted in schemas such as the Ex-
tensible Markup Language (XML) and Resource Description Framework (RDF).
These are used as the base syntax and data interchange format, respectively, for
Web Ontology Language (OWL), used to describe ontologies based on formal de-
scription logic (DL) families. OWL is placed on the ontology layer which also
comprises other facilities such as rules and querying languages, e.g., SWRL and
SQWRL. On top of the ontology layer there are the logic, proof and trust lay-
ers but, at the moment, complete agreement has only reached the ontology layer,
while the logic layer is still awaiting standardization.
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Figure 2.10: The Semantic Web layered architecture.

Focusing on OWL, which is the de facto language used for ontology represen-
tation, it defines a number of constructs for this purpose. The three main ones
are listed next:

• Classes represents concepts or categories in typical description logic. They
represent groups of individuals which are instances of the defined concept.
Classes are essentially defined by a set of axioms that mandate, prohibit or
in some way restrict properties on the individuals that might belong to the
class;

• Individuals are instances of a class. An individual can, however, be con-
sidered an instance of multiple classes. They are defined by type axioms
defining the classes they belong to, as well as a number of property asser-
tions;

• Properties are binary predicates that relate individuals to other individuals
(object properties) or individuals to literal values (data properties). Each
property may have a defined domain and range which state possible classes
of individuals at each end of the relation or literals in case of data proper-
ties. Properties might be further classified as functional, inverse, transitive,
reflexive or symmetric.

• Annotations are a special kind of properties used encode ontology meta-data,
rather then information about the domain of interest.

Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show an example of a toy ontology relating individuals
of classes Person and Pet, which are subclasses of Animal, and individuals of
classes City and Country, which are subclasses of Place. All classes in OWL
derive from one base class, Thing. Figure 2.11 depicts a concept taxonomy and
a number of relations connecting their domain an ranges. Figure 2.12 shows
individuals, instances of these classes and their asserted properties. Notice that
some knowledge is absent from this picture, which does not mean it does not
necessarily exists given the OWA. For example, one of the pets is neither classified
as a cat or a dog, just generically as an animal. This does not mean it does not
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Figure 2.11: Example ontology with class taxonomy and relation do-
main and range.
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Figure 2.12: Example ontology showing individuals, their classes and
properties.

belong to one of those classes, or to a class that does not yet exist in the ontology
that also might have individuals in common with Pet.

One of the major benefits of ODSD using knowledge representation based on
ontologies, more specifically, Semantic Web languages such as OWL or SWRL, is
that their grounding on theoretical formalisms offers powerful means for reasoning
and inferencing. These facilities are part of the logic layer of the Semantic Web
and power integrity and consistency validation of the knowledge expressed by an
ontology as well as the entailment of new statements implicitly embodied in the
that knowledge [HFBPL11, Bru07, BHJV08]. These facilities can take two basic
forms: DL-based reasoning and rule-based reasoning which sits on another subset
of predicate logic called Horn logic. The former is carried out by programs named
reasoners that infer logical consequences from a list of explicit asserted facts or
axioms. They can entail and validate additional semantic relationships and auto-
matically insert or delete elements to keep the ontology consistent. For instance,
in Figure 2.12, the missing knowledge providing the concrete type of animal for
the generic animal individual might later be inferenced by a reasoner given other
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asserted properties. Also, although no relation exists between any Person and
Country, a reasoner might infer this relation since it is asserted that a person
lives in a City that is located in a Country. Rule-based reasoning is performed by
rule engines that support inference typically beyond what can be deduced from
description logic. Rules enable the merging of ontologies and other larger logic
tasks, including programming methods such as count and string searches. Each
rule engine adheres to a given rule language such as SWRL. Furthermore, these
reasoning facilities are frequently coupled with powerful querying services that al-
low to extract knowledge (including inferred knowledge) from ontologies in a very
flexible manner.

2.4.3 Component-Based Software Engineering
Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) is a software development

technique in which systems are decomposed and modeled as a set of functionally
independent and interacting components used as a building block in the design of
a larger system. It aims to build software from preexisting components embodying
a given specification and functionality by binding them through well-defined inter-
faces while keeping atomic component development separate from overall system
development [Crn05b]. CBSE tackles the fundamental problem of growing system
complexity by organizing software structure while improving productivity and
flexibility through four main principles [CSS11]:

• Reusability: components developed once have the potential for reuse many
times in different systems;

• Substitutability: systems maintain correctness even if one component is
swapped by another with the same functional properties, but eventually
trading-off non-functional ones;

• Extensibility: systems are easily expanded by adding new components or
evolving existing ones to extend the system’s functionality;

• Composability: components may be defined as composite of other compo-
nents aggregating functionality in a single building block. Composites might
be even tailored to target certain non-functional properties.

Although already extensively applied in enterprise software, in embedded sys-
tems, blindly binding components with no regard for their non-functional require-
ments and tight resource constraints might results in systems that do not accom-
plish their main goals of real-time, safety and security [Crn04, KLGH07]. Hence in
embedded systems it is important for a component model to support specification,
modeling and validation of non-functional properties such as timeliness and power
consumption.

CBSE necessitates the abstraction of the system requirements, feature proper-
ties, functionalities and qualities. It demands mapping the component abstraction
to implementation artifacts, which is the essence of MDE. Hence, taking this ap-
proach provides also the interoperability and other benefits achieved from a MDE
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perspective. Specifically, considering component models as meta-models (thus
without focusing on components’ implementation) allows for the application of
model transformation techniques to translate one component model to something
equivalent, conforming to a component model at a different level of abstraction
[CMM09].

One of the main approaches to CBSE is perform component deployment and
composition at design time rather than runtime, enabling global optimizations
of static compositions since connections between components are translated into
direct function calls and components execute in a single shared address space.
This allows composition tools to generate monolithic firmware and achieve better
performance and predictability [Crn05b]. A well-known example of a component
model for embedded systems following such an approach is Koala [VOVDLKM00],
proposing a static component-based development environment used to manage the
variability in consumer electronics product families.

Component 1
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Component 3
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i1

i3

e2

e1

data

i3 data

e2

e1i1

i2
component component1 {
    uses Interface1 i1;
    provides Interface2 i2;
    consumes Event1 e1;
    emits Event2 e2;

   composition {
         component component2 c2;
         component component3 c3;                                    
         i2 = c2.i2;
         e2 = c2.e2;         
         c2.i1 = i1;
         c2.e1 = e1;
         c2.i3 = c3.i3;
         c2.data = c3.data;                  
    }
}

component component2 {
    uses Interface1 i1;
    provides Interface2 i2;
    provides Interface3 i3;
    consumes Event1 e1;
    emits Event2 e2;
    dataport Data1 data;
}

component component3 {
    uses Interface3 i3;
    dataport Data1 data;
}

Figure 2.13: Illustration of a CAmkES component model and the re-
spective ADL code [KLGH07].

A different approach is to connect components only through runtime facili-
ties such as IPC, placing stronger emphasis on security aspects rather then per-
formance or real-time ones. Following this idea, one solution would be to use
microkernel-based systems as component platforms since there is a strong synergy
between these systems and CBSE: the CBSE approach to assembling a system
as interacting components fits the model of an operating system as a set of in-
teracting services. CAmkES, the component architecture for microkernel-based
embedded systems [LW08, KLGH07] implements exactly this kind of component
platform having as its foundation an L4 microkernel. CAmkES systems consist
of components and connections between these components. Each component exe-
cutes as separate thread, in its own address space at user level and has a collection
of incoming and outgoing interface connections. Incoming ones represent services
provided by the component, outgoing represent dependencies of the component
that are fulfilled by a different one. There are three types of interface supported
by CAmkES, implemented by different means of IPC: procedures (RPC using
message passing), events (asynchronous signals) and dataports (shared memory).
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CAmkES systems are described using a DSL that works both as an ADL (Archiec-
ture Description Language) and an IDL (Interface Description Lanaguage). The
former describes the component structures and their connections. The latter de-
scribes the semantic of each type of interface and respective bindings, generating
glue code that abstracts the final user from the specifics of the communication
media used. Figure 2.13 shows an example CAmkES component model and the
respective ADL code.





3. Background

In this chapter, the base platforms which lay the groundwork for the work car-
ried out in this thesis are described. First, we describe RTZVisor, the monolithic
hypervisor centered on ARM’s TrustZone technology on which a microkernel in-
frastructure is built. Then, we describe SeML, a semantically-enriched modeling
DSL, developed in a parallel thesis, that serves as the basis for the component-
oriented configuration system developed here.

3.1 RTZVisor
RTZVisor is an in-house developed monolithic hypervisor which takes advan-

tage of the ARM’s TrustZone security hardware extensions to implement a minimal
separation kernel, that allowing the execution of multiple real-time guest OSes.
This section will first describe the principles of its underlying technology. Then, a
survey the existing TrustZone-based virtualization solutions is presented. Finally,
the operation principles of the RTZVisor kernel are explained.

3.1.1 ARM TrustZone
TrustZone technology [ARMc, ARMa] is a set of hardware security extensions,

which have been available on ARM Cortex-A series processors for several years.
TrustZone hardware architecture essentially divides all of the device’s hardware,
providing two completely separated execution environments: the secure and the
non-secure worlds (Figure 3.1). The hardware provides the mechanisms to en-
sure that no secure world resources can be accessed from the non-secure side,
and that the latter can regain complete control of the system when necessary.
The main idea behind this partition is to execute an untrusted, rich GPOS on the
non-secure world, while a smaller, trusted OS runs in the secure side executing ap-
plications performing security-critical operations and dealing with sensitive data.
The trusted OS receives requests from the non-secure world and executes them in
a completely secure and isolated manner. To perform the context-switch between
the two worlds, TrustZone adds an extra processor mode: monitor mode. Monitor
mode is completely different from other processor modes, which are orthogonal
to the security state, since it only exists in the secure-world. A limited set of
mechanisms exist by which the core can enter monitor mode from the non-secure
world. These include a new dedicated instruction, the Secure Monitor Call (SMC)
instruction (analogous the system call, SVC, to cross from user to system mode),
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or other hardware exception mechanisms, since secure-access only registers can
configure interrupts or abort exceptions to cause the core to switch to monitor
mode. When executing in any of the secure modes, monitor can be entered by the
previously mentioned mechanisms or, if running in a privileged mode, by changing
the mode directly in the program status register.

To implement this isolation at CPU level, a new 33rd processor bit, the non-
secure (NS) bit is added. It indicates in which world the processor is currently
executing, except when executing in monitor mode which is always considered
secure, independently of the NS bit state. This bit is configured in the secure
configuration register (SCR), one of the newly added System Control Co-processor
(CP15) registers that can only be accessed by secure world software. Furthermore,
to guarantee a strong isolation between secure and normal states, and provide
the illusion of two separate cores, a number of configuration registers in CP15
are replicated and banked between the two worlds. If not banked, it is the job
of the monitor to context-switch them so that each world sees its own version.
Toggling the NS bit enables code running in monitor mode to snoop security
banked registers, having access to either world state. This, of course, imposes
some restrictions on the operating system and on unprivileged non-secure code,
since it is not able to access all system configuration registers.

Monitor

Non-secure State

System
Supervisor

FIQ
IRQ
Undef
Abort

System
Supervisor

FIQ
IRQ
Undef

Abort

User User

Secure State

Figure 3.1: Modes of an ARM core implementing TrustZone (without
VE).

The TrustZone secure world and non-secure world partitioning is not restricted
to the processor itself. The 33rd bit is extended to all bus transactions and in-
terconnects which allows to partition other system resources such as memory and
connected peripherals. Since ARM is an MMIO architecture, this can be consid-
ered as an additional address bit, giving a 32-bit physical address space for the
secure world and a completely separate 32-bit physical address space for the non-
secure world. Non-secure accesses to the secure address space will trigger aborts
routed to monitor mode. The extensions mandate implementations to provide
a TrustZone-aware MMU providing two distinct MMU interfaces, enabling each
world to have a local set of virtual-to-physical memory address translation tables.
The translation table descriptions include an NS bit that is used to determine
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whether accesses are made to the secure or non-secure physical address space,
enabling non-secure accesses from the secure side. Although the translation table
entry bit is still present, the non-secure virtual core hardware ignores this field, and
memory accesses are always made with NS set. This memory isolation is extended
to other infrastructure such as the cache and TLB whose entries are tagged with
the NS bit at the moment of the access. Nevertheless, these structures are not
duplicated: secure and non-secure entries coexist, and, consequently, evictions are
agnostic of the security state of the entries. This enables faster world switching as
there is no need to flush caches or the TLB. However, care must be taken to ensure
that the 33-bit address space is used in such a way that data remains coherent in
all of the locations that it is stored, since address space aliasing may occur where
multiple values representing the same data present in the cache simultaneously.

To achieve this secure isolation outside of processor, ARM specifies a number
of hardware peripherals. These include the TrustZone Address Space Controller
(TZASC) and the TrustZone Memory Adapter (TZMA) to extend TrustZone se-
curity to the memory itself. The TZASC can be programmed only by secure
software to partition its slave address range into a number of memory regions. It
allows to configure these regions as secure or non-secure, and will reject non-secure
transactions to a region that is configured as secure. TZMA provides similar func-
tionality but only allowing for on-chip memories to be partitioned into two regions
where the lower part is secure, and the upper part non-secure. The TZMA cannot
be used for partitioning dynamic memories, or memories that require more than
one secure region. For these designs the TZASC must be used. Both the TZASC
and TZMA are optional and implementation-specific components on the Trust-
Zone specification, despite the fact that TrustZone is of little or no use without
memory system support. In addition, the granularity of memory regions depends
on the system on chip (SoC) implementation. System devices can be dynamically
configured as secure or non-secure through the TrustZone Protection Controller
(TZPC). The TZPC is placed on the bus to supply control signals to other compo-
nents on the SoC and it is also an optional and implementation-specific component
on the TrustZone specification.

TrustZone specifies three sets of exception vector tables - one for the normal
world, one for the secure world, and another for monitor mode. Thus each OS
running in secure or non-secure world will receive the exceptions generated in their
respective worlds directly through their respective exception vector tables. It is
possible to configure the processor, to cause the core to switch to monitor mode
when receiving any external abort. This is important so that the monitor is able to
receive aborts related to secure resource access by non-secure software. If monitor
mode incurs in some kind of illegal operation generating an exception, these will
be received in the secure OS exception vector table. Furthermore, it possible
to similarly configure interrupts, both IRQs and FIQs, to cause the same switch
to monitor mode. To support the robust management of secure and non-secure
interrupts, the TrustZone-aware Generic Interrupt Controller (GIC) will allow to
configure each interrupt as secure or non-secure and to map secure interrupts
exclusively to either IRQs or FIQs. Attempts by non-secure world software to
modify the configuration of an interrupt line configured as a secure source will be
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prevented by the GIC hardware. Also, the processor can be securely configured
so to prevent any non-secure software modifying the FIQs and aborts mask in
the program status register. The GIC also supports prioritization of interrupt
sources but non-secure software can only configure interrupts in the lower half of
the priority range. All of this infrastructure allows secure world, more specifically,
the monitor, to have complete control over exception and interrupt routing and
by configuring secure interrupts with higher priorities, the processor itself.

3.1.2 TrustZone-Based Virtualization
The idea of using TrustZone technology to assist virtualization in embedded

systems is not new, and the first works exploiting the intrinsic virtualization capa-
bilities of TrustZone were proposed several years ago. ARM TrustZone hardware
extensions, although being a security-oriented technology, provide similar features
to those offered by hardware-assisted virtualization such as an additional higher
privilege mode, leaving and remaining modes to be used by guest OSes as they
expect, and the ability to have full control over the exception system. Thus, the hy-
pervisor will typically execute in monitor mode while guests execute in non-secure
state to fully leverage all of these facilities. However, TrustZone does not fulfill the
requirements of classical virtualizability. First, it does not provide two-level ad-
dress translation but only memory segmentation support through peripherals such
as TZASC. Hence, although guests can run nearly unmodified, they need to be
specially compiled and cooperate to execute in the confinement of their attributed
segments. Also, sensitive instruction in the non-secure world are not privileged
in the security sense, thus, their execution cannot be detected by the hypervisor
which makes that trap-and-emulate techniques cannot be used to further enhance
a full-virtualization environment and completely control the VM environment.
Moreover, for those that do trap, such as load/store instruction to access secure
device registers, the generated exceptions are imprecise which means that the hy-
pervisor has no chance to reconstruct the read or written value in the VM state.
Despite these drawbacks and given that the segmented memory model is likely
to suffice for embedded use-cases (small, fixed number of VMs), these extensions
have been explored to enable embedded virtualization, also driven by the fact that
its deployment is widely spread in low-end and mid-range microprocessors used in
embedded devices.

Existing TrustZone virtualization solutions show little functionality and design
flexibility, consistently employing a monolithic structure. Despite taking advan-
tage of security extensions, TrustZone hypervisors focus exclusively on virtualiza-
tion features leaving aside important security aspects. The majority of existing
solutions just implement dual-OS support, due to the perfect match between the
number of guests and the number of virtual states supported by the processors.
A small survey of the existing solutions is presented next.

Winter pioneered research around the use of TrustZone technology for virtu-
alization. In [Win08] a virtualization framework is introduced for handling non-
secure world guests, and presented a prototype based on a secure version of the
Linux-kernel that was able to boot only an adapted Linux kernel as non-secure
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world guest. Later, [CB09] described an asymmetric virtualization layer imple-
mented on top of the TrustZone technology in order to support the concurrent
execution of both an RTOS and a GPOS (General-Purpose Operating System) on
the same processor. The system was deployed and evaluated on an emulator, and
never reached the light of a real hardware platform. In [FLWH10], Frenzel pro-
poses the use of TrustZone technology to implement the Nizza secure architecture.
The system consists of a minimal adapted version of Linux-kernel (as normal world
OS) on top of a hypervisor running on the secure world side. SafeG [SHT10] is a
dual-OS open-source solution that takes advantage of TrustZone extensions to con-
currently execute an RTOS and a GPOS on the same hardware platform. Secure
Automotive Software Platform (SASP) [KLJ+13] is a lightweight virtualization
platform based on TrustZone that consolidates a control system with a in-vehicle
infotainment (IVI) system, while simultaneously guaranteeing secure device access
for the consolidated automotive software. VOSYSmonitor [LCP+17], developed
by Virtual Open Systems, enables concurrent execution of two operating systems,
such as a safety critical RTOS and a GPOS. VOSYSmonitor distinguishes from
other existing works because it is implemented for ARMv8-A processors, which
has the option to use ARM VE for running a hypervisor such as KVM on the
non-secure world side. Finally, LTZVisor [PPG+17], a precursor of RTZVisor in
the TZVisor family, is an open-source lightweight TrustZone-assisted hypervisor
mainly targeting the consolidation of mixed-criticality systems. The hypervisor
supports the coexistence of only two OSes: a secure RTOS side by side with an
untrusted GPOS.

3.1.3 Overview
RTZVisor [PPG+16, PTM], the Real-Time TrustZone-assisted Hypervisor, is a

bare-metal embedded hypervisor that relies on TrustZone hardware to provide the
foundation to implement strong spatial and temporal isolation between multiple
guest OSes. RTZVisor has proven to be a unique TrustZone-assisted virtualization
solution providing multi-guest support on the same hardware platform (without
VE support). Next, we will provide a brief overview of RTZVisor. More details
are provided in Chapter 4, where we describe µRTZVisor which is essentially an
extended version of the same kernel.

RTZVisor is implemented in the C language and follows a monolithic architec-
ture (Figure 3.2). All hypervisor components, drivers and other critical parts of
the virtualization infrastructure run in the most privileged secure processor mode,
i.e., the monitor mode. The hypervisor follows a simple and static implementation
approach. The remaining processor modes on the non-secure side are left vacant
with no software executing in them. All data structures and hardware resources
are predefined and configured at design time, avoiding the use of language dy-
namic features such as runtime memory allocation. At the moment of this writing
RTZVisor only targets Zynq platforms and has no support for multicore.

Guest OSes are multiplexed on the non-secure world side, i.e., when one guest
executes its attributed resources are configured as non-secure while remaining
resources are set as secure. All guests execute using all non-secure processor modes
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Figure 3.2: RTZVisor simplified architecture.

with the NS bit set. This requires careful handling of shared hardware resources,
such as processor registers, memory, caches, MMU, devices, and interrupts. Guest
state is preserved in a per VM specific control block structure. It includes the
core registers for all processor modes, CP15 registers and some GIC registers.
RTZVisor only offers the ability to create non-secure guest partitions, and no
means of executing software in secure supervisor or user modes. Additionally,
RTZVisor tries to provide the maximum level of agnosticism regarding the guest
OSes it supports, but this is not accomplished to the maximum extent as explained
further ahead in this section.

Although the implementation for TrustZone memory support in the Zynq is
poorly documented and does not explicitly state the use of one of TrustZone mem-
ory peripherals such as the TZASC, it provides a number of registers to configure
sixteen 64MB external RAM regions as secure or non-secure, covering the complete
1GB region of the physical address space. Multiple guest support is achieved by
dynamically changing the security state of the memory segments at each context-
switch. Only the guest partition currently running in the non-secure side has
its own memory segment configured as non-secure, while the remaining memory
is configured as secure. The number of security configurable regions limits the
number of possible concurrent guests to fifteen since the lowest segment is always
configured as secure and used by the hypervisor. Moreover, since TrustZone-
enabled processors only provide MMU support for single-level address translation,
it means that guests have to know the physical memory segment they can use
in the system, requiring relocation and consequent recompilation of the guest OS
for each different system configuration. As caches and TLB entries fetched dur-
ing guest execution are tagged as non-secure, these are shared by all guests and
must be flushed when a new guest becomes active. Otherwise, the entries of the
previous guest could be accessed without restriction by the incoming one. This,
however, has a significant drawback. When performing cache maintenance op-
erations from the secure world all entries are affected, including the secure ones
related to hypervisor execution. This causes a small plunge in the hypervisor’s
performance which must re-fetch all its cache entries from main memory when
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resuming execution after a context-switch.
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Figure 3.3: RTZVisor guests view of the physical address space.

Peripheral attribution follows a similar approach to the one used for memory
segments. In RTZVisor, guest peripheral access is done in a pass-through manner
with no hypervisor intervention. A device attributed to a given guest is configured
as non-secure when the guest executes and as secure when it is dormant. This
guarantees an active guest cannot compromise the state of a device belonging to
another guest. No kind of shared access is considered. Thy hypervisor reserves
for itself two timers, the global and private timers, always kept as secure, which
are used to keep track of wall-clock time and for the system tick, respectively.
Figure 3.3 shows the physical memory address space view of several guests assigned
different segments and peripherals, achieved by reconfiguring the security state of
these resources when context-switching.

Temporal isolation is achieved through a cyclic, round-robin scheduling policy,
ensuring that one guest partition cannot use the processor for longer than its
defined CPU quantum. The time of each time quantum can be different for each
guest, depending on its criticality classification, and is configured and fixed at
design time.

RTZVisor configures the processor to receive all external aborts and FIQ inter-
rupts in monitor mode. Also, secure interrupts are configured as FIQs. Thus, an
active guest trying to access any secure memory or peripheral resource will trigger
an abort exception that is caught by the hypervisor. When one of the aforemen-
tioned exceptions is triggered, the offending guest is completely halted or blindly
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rebooted. The private timer tick interrupt is reserved and kept as secure, so it
received in the monitor’s mode exception vector table as FIQ so that the hyper-
visor can regain control at the end of each time quantum. Other interrupts may
be attributed to guests and may be directly configured by them in the GIC, since
the TrustZone compatible GIC already protects against secure interrupt meddling
from the non-secure world. These are kept disable when the guest is inactive, and
its state saved and restored upon guest context-switching. The attributed non-
secure interrupts are directly received by the guest in its exception vector table as
IRQs.

Time management targeting real-time support is achieved by implementing two
levels of timing: one level managed by guests themselves during their execution,
the other managed by the hypervisor. Whenever the active guest is executing,
the virtual timers present in the virtual machine abstraction are directly managed
and updated by the guest. For this, the hypervisor a platform-specific timer in the
VM control block and the respective context-switching mechanism. The interrupt
for this timer is always kept as non-secure and context-switched in the GIC so
that guests can implement their own tick. The hypervisor implements a virtual
tickless timekeeping mechanism to atone the time skew of the virtual timer when
guests are inactive. The hypervisor uses the wall-clock time provided by the global
timer to update the guests’ internal clocks and related data structures with the
time elapsed since its previous execution. This grants guests the ability to directly
manage timer during execution without losing perspective of the wall-clock time
so that they miss any of their tasks deadlines. However, the RTZVisor has to
have knowledge about the guests’ internal timing structures, losing the desired
agnosticism.

RTZVisor is deployed as a single image. Binary images of the guest OSes
are individually compiled for the specific memory segments they should run from,
and then attached to the final system image through the use of specific assembly
directives. Initially, they are positioned in consecutive (secure) memory addresses,
and, later, the hypervisor is the one responsible for copying the individual guest
images to the assigned memory segment they should run from.

RTZVisor’s main goal was to prove it was possible to run multiple guest OSes
concurrently, completely isolated from each other, on TrustZone-enabled ARM
processors without VE support. Despite achieving such a goal, RTZVisor still
presented some limitations and open-issues. A list of the main identified limita-
tions follow:

• RTZVisor does not implement and enforce any existing coding standards
nor any methodical development practices. The use of coding standards and
a secure development process is becoming imperative in modern security
and safety-critical systems to reduce the number of programming errors and
achieve certification.

• Although RTZVisor provides real-time support mainly by implementing ef-
ficient time services, these are still guest OS dependent and limited to a
cyclic scheduling algorithm. The implementation does not consider any kind
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of priority scheme and therefore it does not allow for event-driven guests to
preempt others, resulting in high interrupt latencies.

• Although the static configuration model is well-suited for the kinds of system
the hypervisor targets, some systems might show the need for a more flexible
configuration and access-control system.

• The TrustZone-based memory segmentation structure of RTZVisor leads to
high levels of internal fragmentation given the fact the available segments
are too coarse-grained.

• The inevitability of cache and TLB invalidation at each context-switch causes
significant loss of performance both for guests and the hypervisor which also
impacts real-time behavior. Mechanisms are needed to avoid this operation
to a maximum extent.

• The nature of embedded systems requires communication and interaction
among the various subsystems. RTZVisor fails in this aspect by not imple-
menting any kind of IPC facilities. All of its guests are completely isolated
and encapsulated, having no mechanism to cooperate.

• Finally, and taking into account the previous point, RTZVisor provides no
mechanisms for device sharing. Some kind of communication is needed for
guests to synchronize, when accessing the same peripheral.

3.2 SeML
SeML, the Semantically-Enriched Modeling Language, is a modeling language

designed to combine the principles of the ODSD and MDE paradigms, placing
a strong emphasis in model interoperability, allowing designers to model systems
from different domains with a single language. It receives as input various meta-
models in the form of domain ontologies expressed in OWL, each one derived from
a single upper ontology which provides semantic interoperability across all mod-
eled domains. SWRL rules can be used to complement the expressed knowledge
and externally extend it to cope with very specific scenarios and increase the over-
all expressiveness of the ontologies. Figure 3.4 shows the minimalist SeML upper
ontology which essentially provides three classes, or concepts, to be derived by
domain ontologies. Component is a general abstraction that may represent any
concept describing a part of a system following a composite pattern. Each compo-
nent may have a single literal value assigned to it. This might be a number, boolean
or string asserted through the hasValue data property. Characteristics represent
requirements in a system that might demand or reject other requirements or for
specific components to be present or absent from the model. Furthermore, certain
components in the system might enclose known problems that are solved by some
set of requirements. The derived classes of Characteristic and Component present
in the upper ontology serve only to further guide users when creating domain
ontologies and have no functional repercussions on SeML operation.
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Figure 3.4: SeML upper ontology.

SeML has almost no fixed keywords and very little constructs. It draws all
of its valid tokens from the input ontologies allowing for a very simplistic syntax
in the form of a list of statements of RDF triplets. This makes for a rather
verbose and heavy model description which appears unfriendly and difficult to
read to the user when applied with very large models. Using the SeML language
the user constructs the model of its target system according to the meta-models
expressed in the input ontologies. It is possible to assert the requirements for the
model being instantiated, as well as connect component individuals through object
properties and assert their value. Despite the fact that used individuals must be
instances of the component class derived from the upper ontology, these might be
related via any object property the user might include his domain ontology. Also,
SeML does not provide any means for direct instantiation of the used individuals.
Individuals of each class must be explicitly instantiated in the input ontologies.
Otherwise, for those classes with no asserted individuals, and not specified as non-
instantiable using OWL annotations, SeML will automatically instantiate a single
individual in the internal ontology to represent that concept so that it may be
referred to by the user. This might not be practical when relations with possible
variable cardinality exist in the model and the number of individuals used in these
relations is not known ahead of time. The SeML infrastructure will verify the
validity of the instantiated model using a reasoner to verify the consistency of
an internally built ontology and, querying this ontology using the same reasoning
facilities, provide feedback, guiding the user in the possible legal ways to complete
the model according to the input meta-models.

Figure 3.5 shows an example of a SeML model of the toy ontology represented
in Figure 2.12. Taking in mind that all classes of the input ontology derived from
the Component class in the upper ontology, we can assert the relations between
the existent individuals. Note the existence of an extra individual called World.
SeML models require the existence of static individuals (marked using a SeML
specific OWL annotation) which represent fixed components in the model and
work as entry points for the model descriptions. This is the role of the World
individual in this example. Non-static individuals can only be mentioned in the
model if first they appear in the right side of an object property assertion.

The modeling or design stage described above is followed by an implementa-
tion stage. Here SeML acts as a bridge to convey valid and suitable knowledge
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Figure 3.5: Example of SeML source file representing the ontology in
Figure 2.12.

to the implementation tools, a kind of set of plug-ins that accompany each do-
main ontology and are responsible for automating code generation or refactoring
and implementation deployment. These tools are independent of the infrastruc-
ture and must be provided by the domain ontology designers in the form of Java
classes which are loaded at runtime via the Java reflection API. Domain ontology
designers annotate each individual or property in the ontology with the name of
the classes and respective methods that must be invoked by the SeML engine when
the code generation phase is executed, if those individuals or properties are used
in the model.





4. µRTZvisor - Microkernel-like
TrustZone Virtualization

Then details are provided regarding its implementation, namely, the internals
of its partition management, memory and device management, interrupt manage-
ment and scheduling. As a complement, we also describe the capability-based
access control and IPC subsystems whose principles must be understood before
describing some of the other modules. We end this chapter by presenting a user’s
perspective on how applications and guest OSes might interact with the kernel and,
finally, the achieved results regarding kernel size, guest performance overhead and
interrupt latency.

4.1 Overview
µRTZVisor is a refactored version RTZVisor, designed to achieve a higher de-

gree of safety and security. In this spirit, we start by anchoring our development
process in a set of measures that targets security from the onset. First, we made
a complete refactoring of the original code from C to C++. The use of an object-
oriented language promotes a higher degree of structure, modularity and clarity on
the implementation itself, while leveraging separation of concerns and minimizing
code entanglement. Also, we do not make use of any standard libraries or dynamic
memory allocation facilities. However, we apply only a subset of C++ suitable
to embedded systems, removing features such as multiple inheritance, exception
handling or RTTI (Run-Time Type Information) which are error-prone, difficult
to understand and maintain, as well as unpredictable and inefficient from a mem-
ory footprint and execution perspective. Although the use of C++ templates is
not advised in embedded programming since it might give rise to stealthy code
bloating, we use this constructs to provide a generic structure to implement object
pools, allowing for a more dynamic handling of certain objects in spite the fact
that all kernel memory is allocated statically. In addition to the fact that C++
already provides stronger type checking and linkage, we reinforce its adoption
by applying the MISRA (Motor Industry Software Reliability Association) C++
coding guidelines. Due to the various pitfalls of the C++ language, which make
it ill-advised for developing critical systems, the main objective of the MISRA
C++ guidelines is to define a safer subset of the C++ language suitable for use
in safety-related embedded systems. These guidelines were enforced by the use of
a static code analyzer implementing the standard.

61
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The main feature of µRTZVisor is its microkernel-like architecture, depicted
in Figure 4.1. Nevertheless, the main goal of this design was not to implement
traditional microkernel virtualization, which, given its para-virtualization nature,
imposes heavy guest source-code modification. We aim at gathering those ideas
that benefit security and design flexibility, while persevering the RTZVisor’s ca-
pability of running nearly unmodified guest OSes. RTZVisor guests can make full
use of all originally intended privileged levels, being allowed to directly config-
ure assigned system resources, manage their own page tables and directly receive
their assigned interrupts. This has a disadvantage as these guest OSes need to be
compiled and cooperate to execute in the confinement of their assigned segments
given the TrustZone memory segmentation model (see Section 3.1). Besides this,
guest OSes need to be modified only if they are required to use auxiliary services
or shared resources that rely on the kernel’s IPC facilities, i.e., if they need to be
para-virtualized and emit hypercalls. For this, typically used commodity operat-
ing systems, such as Linux, may simply add kernel module drivers to expose these
mechanisms to user applications.
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Figure 4.1: µRTZVisor basic architecture.

µRTZVisor privilege code runs in monitor mode, the most privileged level in
TrustZone-enabled processors, having complete access and configuration rights
over all system resources. This layer strives to be a minimal TCB, implementing
only essential infrastructure to provide the virtual machine abstraction, spatial
and temporal partitioning, and basic services such as controlled communication
channels. The kernel’s design aims for generality and flexibility so that new func-
tionality can be added in a secure manner. For this, it provides a heterogeneous
partition environment. As described above, we inherit from RTZVisor the coarse-
grained partitions based on the memory segmentation model used to run guest
OSes. In addition, µRTZVisor supports finer-grained partitions that execute in
secure user mode and are implemented by managing page tables used by the
MMU’s secure interface, which allows for a greater degree of control over their
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address spaces. Secure user mode partitions are used to implement extra func-
tionality, which would typically execute from kernel mode in a monolithic system.
They act as server tasks that can be accessed through RPC operations sitting
on the IPC and scheduling infrastructure. For example, shared device drivers or
virtual network infrastructures can be encapsulated into these partitions. Herein
lies the main inspiration from microkernel ideas: non-essential services are en-
capsulated into these partitions, preventing fault-propagation to other partitions,
and, especially, the kernel. Hence, they can be untrusted and developed by third-
parties, incorporating only the TCB of other partitions that depend on them.
Although this kind of services could be implemented in VMs running in the non-
secure world, rendering worthless the extra core complexity added to the kernel,
implementing them as secure world tasks which execute in a virtual address space
provides several benefits such as:

• eliminates the need for the relocation and recompilation of all partitions and
reduces the fragmentation inherent to the segmented memory model;

• facilitates service addition, removal or swapping according to guests’ needs
and overall system requirements;

• enables finer-grained functionality fault-encapsulation;

• since task cache and TLB entries are tagged as secure, it eliminates the
need to flush them when switching between a guest partition to a secure
world task due to a service request via RPC, which significantly improves
communication performance.

This architecture categorically differs from classical TrustZone software archi-
tectures which typically feature a small OS running in secure supervisor mode
that manages secure tasks providing services to non-secure partitions and that
only execute when triggered by non-secure requests or interrupts. This service
provision by means of RPC overlaps with our approach, but it focuses only on
providing a Trusted-Execution Environment (TEE) and not on a flexible virtual-
ized real-time environment. No such OS exists following this approach, since the
hypervisor directly manages these tasks, leaving the secure supervisor mode va-
cant. This partial flattening of the scheduling infrastructure allows for the direct
switch between guest client and server partitions, reducing overhead, and for se-
cure tasks to be scheduled in their own right to perform background computations.
At the same time, given that the same API is provided to both client and server
partitions, it homogenizes the semantics of communication primitives and enables
simple applications that show no need for a complete OS stack or large memory
requirements to execute directly as secure tasks. In addition, in some microkernel-
based virtualization implementations such as NOVA (see Section 2.3.5.3), the VM
abstraction is provided by user-level components, which, in our system, would be
equivalent to the secure tasks. This encompasses high-levels of IPC traffic between
the VM and the guest OS and a higher number of context-switches. Given the
lightweight nature of the VM provided by our system, this abstraction is directly
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provided at the kernel level, which, despite slightly increasing TCB complexity,
significantly reduces such overhead.

A crucial design decision relates to the fact that partitions are allocated and
created statically, at compile-time. Given the static nature of typical embedded
systems, there is no need for partitions to create other partitions or to possess
parent-child relations and some kind of control over one another. Knowing all
partitions and their requirements before deployment simplifies the implementation
of partition management, communication specifications and resource distribution,
which are defined and fixed according to the system design. This static configura-
tion, coupled with the fault-encapsulation achieved by running additional software
as secure world tasks aim to achieve robust security. However, this is not enough
and the principle of the least authority must be thoroughly enforced. This is
achieved at a lower level by employing the aforementioned hardware mechanisms
provided both by typical hardware infrastructure (virtual address translation or
multiple privilege levels) and the TrustZone features that allow control over mem-
ory segments, devices and interrupts. Those are complemented by a capability-
based access control mechanism similar to the one implemented by most members
of the L4 family (Section 2.3.5). This is essential for secure tasks to configure
and interact with their assigned hardware resources in an indirect manner, by
issuing hypercalls to the kernel. Guest OSes may own capabilities but do not
necessarily have to use them, unless they represent abstract objects such as com-
munications endpoints, or the guest needs to cooperate with the kernel regarding
some particular resource it owns. In this way, all the interactions with the kernel,
i.e., hypercalls, become an invocation of an object operation through a capability.
This makes the referencing of a resource by partitions conceptually impossible
if they do not own a capability for it. Given that the use of capabilities pro-
vides fine-grained control over resource distribution, system configuration almost
fully reduces to capability assignment, which shows to be a simple, yet flexible
mechanism.

Built upon the capability system, this architecture provides a set of ver-
satile IPC primitives, a central design principle of the microkernel philosophy.
µRTZVisor partition communication is based on the notion of a port, constituting
an endpoint to and from which partitions read and write messages. All IPC op-
erations are performed using port capabilities, which enables system designers to
accurately specify the existing communication channels. In addition, the notion
of reply capabilities (port capabilities with only the send rights set, which can
only be used once, and that are dynamically assigned between partitions through
IPC) is leveraged to securely perform client-server type communications, since
they remove the need to grant servers full-time access to client ports. Aiming
at providing the maximum design flexibility, the kernel offers a rich set of syn-
chronous and asynchronous message passing operations. The former are tightly
integrated with scheduler functionalities for efficient RPC communication.

Besides security, the hypervisor architecture places a strong emphasis on the
real-time guarantees. Inspired by the ideas put forth in the design of PikeOS
(Section 2.3.5.5), the real-time scheduler structure is based on the notion of time
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domains that execute in a round-robin fashion and to which partitions are stati-
cally assigned. This model guarantees an execution budget for each domain which
is replenished after a complete cycle of execution of all domains. Independently
of their domain, higher priority partitions may preempt the currently executing
one, so that event-driven partitions can handle critical events such as interrupts
as quickly as possible. However, the budget allocated to these partitions must be
chosen with care according to the frequency of the events, so that is not exhausted,
delaying the handling of the event until the next cycle. We enhance this algorithm
with a time-slice donation scheme proposed by [SWH05, SBK10] in which a client
partition may explicitly donate its domain’s bandwidth to the target server until
it responds, following an RPC pattern. In doing so, we allow for the co-existence
of non-real time and real-time partitions, both time and event-driven, while pro-
viding fast and efficient communication interactions between them. All related
parameters such as the number of domains, their budgets, partition allocation
and their priorities are assigned at design time, providing once again a highly
flexible configuration mechanism.

Finally, it is important to mention that for the kernel’s internal structure, we
opted for a non-preemptable, event-driven execution model [Pat98]. This means
that we use a single kernel stack across execution contexts, which completely
unwinds when leaving the kernel, and that, when inside the kernel, interrupts
are always disabled. Although this design may increase interrupt and preemp-
tion latencies, which affect determinism by increasing jitter, the additional needed
complexity to make the kernel fully preemptable or support preemption points
would significantly increase the system’s TCB. Moreover, although the great ma-
jority of hypercalls and context switch operations show a short constant execution
time, others display a linear time complexity according to hypercall arguments and
the current state of time-slice donation, which may aggravate the aforementioned
issues. We also maintain memory mappings enabled during hypercall servicing.
This precludes the need to perform manual address translation on service call
parameters located in partition address spaces, but it requires further cache main-
tenance to guarantee memory coherency in the eventuality that guests are running
with caches disabled.

4.2 Implementation Considerations
Following the object-oriented paradigm, the kernel is structured as a collection

of classes we call managers and which have well-defined and bounded responsibili-
ties. Managers only interact with each other through well-defined interfaces, each
independently maintaining its internal state while sharing the control structure of
each partition, avoiding as much as possible sharing of other global state. Each
manager class follows the singleton pattern since it would make no sense for such a
class to be instantiated more than once. Access to their interface is always accom-
plished through a GetInstance method. All singleton classes must also provide an
Init method which is called at system initialization. Listing 4.1 shows the main
function of the hypervisor in which all kernel module’s Init function is invoked,
effectively consisting in a comprehensive list of all the singleton classes that are
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part of in the kernel. Note that the Partition and Capability Managers are initial-
ized first. Since all other modules manage some kind of structure in the partition
control block created by the partition manager and manage a set of capabilities
referencing the resources they control, they depend on the two managers to carry
out their initializations.

1 int32_t main(){
2
3 /* Initialize Console */
4 platform::uart::uart_init(1U);
5 lib::sw_printk(" Welcome to uTZVisor \n");
6
7 /* Initialize Global Node Object Pool */
8 lib::TzListBase::nodePool.Init();
9

10 /* Kernel Module Initialization */
11 urtzvisor::PartitionManager::GetInstance().Init();
12 urtzvisor::TzCapabilityManager::GetInstance().Init();
13 urtzvisor::MemoryManager::GetInstance().Init();
14 urtzvisor::TzEventManager::GetInstance().Init();
15 urtzvisor::TzPortManager::GetInstance().Init();
16 urtzvisor::TzMutexManager::GetInstance().Init();
17 urtzvisor::InterruptManager::GetInstance().Init();
18 urtzvisor::DeviceManager::GetInstance().Init();
19 urtzvisor::Scheduler::GetInstance().Init();
20
21 /* Schedule First Partition and Start Executing It */
22 urtzvisor::Scheduler::GetInstance().Schedule();
23 urtzvisor::assembly::ns_world_invoke();
24
25 /* Should never return here */
26 while (1);
27
28 }

Listing 4.1: uRTZVisor’s main function.

All core modules are placed in the tzvisor namespace, which strives to be as
platform and architecture independent as possible. Other namespaces in the im-
plementation include: (i) the lib namespace regarding the utility libraries which
include object pools, string manipulation or printing methods since the kernel
does not make use of any standard libraries; (ii) the platform namespace includes
platform-specific code such as UART and timer drivers; (iii) the assembly names-
pace (nested in the tzvisor namespace) which contains architecture specific inline
assembly code or the declaration of C linkage methods implemented directly in
assembly so that it can be called by C++ code.

Also, since all kernel memory allocation is static we implemented a C++ tem-
plate for object pool structure to provide a little bit more of flexibility for kernel
modules to instantiate the objects they manage. Internally, the object pool itself
is a static array and its size is a parameter of the template itself, which must be
known ahead of time to allow for static allocation and total memory accounting at
compile-time. Furthermore, it does not originate internal fragmentation in kernel
data memory as typical memory allocation methods would. Coupled with this
facilities we also defined another utility template to serve as a generic container
for the objects stored in the pools. This container is implemented as a linked list
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and allows both FIFO and LIFO abstractions, also providing iterator objects. The
internal nodes of the list container are kept in a globally accessible object pool.
Its initialization can be seen in Listing 4.1. Another use of templates in the kernel
code regards the implementation of a bitmap. This data structure is extensively
used throughout the implementation and contemplates a lot of bit masking and
shifting for accessing specific bits, which translates in difficult to read, convoluted
code, especially for maps larger than 32 bits. Hence, we implement a bitmap
class template with methods to abstract the bit twiddling, where the template
argument is the bitmap width.

4.3 Partition Management
The main role of the partition manager class is to centralize partition state and

guarantee the consistency and integrity of partitions’ execution context, namely
their CPU state. This module encapsulates the array of partition control blocks
(PCBs). PCB objects encode the state of each partition and which partition
is currently active. All other kernel modules must use the partition manager
interfaces, for instance, to access the currently active partition and entries of the
PCB for which they are responsible.

As previously explained, two types of partitions are provided: non-secure guest
partitions and secure task partitions. Thus the PCB contains a region with fields
which are common to both kinds of partitions like their capability space (see
Section 4.4) or information regarding the used communication channels or events,
the state of execution (blocked, active, etc.) or the assigned devices. While
for task partitions the additional state is limited to user mode CPU registers, for
guest partitions, to provide the full VM abstraction, the state encompasses banked
registers for all execution modes and co-processor state (currently, only the system
configuration co-processor, CP15, is supported) which are complemented by the
virtualization structures of the GIC’s CPU interface and distributor as well as of
a virtual timer. The structures used for memory management also differ between
the two kinds of PCB. While for guest partitions a simple bitmap, representing
the assigned TrustZone memory segments, suffices, for tasks the mapping of their
virtual address space is needed, i.e., the page table structure. This variability is
illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Since partitions cannot be created dynamically at runtime, the PCB list is a
fixed size array. This poses a problem in the management of the PCB variability.
Ideally, we would use C++ inheritance and associated polymorphism to solve this
problem. The main PCB list would be an array of pointers or references to a
base class containing the common fields, but effectively pointing to derived classes
implementing the needed variability. However, this is not allowed in this imple-
mentation, since we are restricted to a C++ subset. To overcome this problem
we have three distinct arrays of three distinct types of objects: generic PCB class,
guest specific class and task-specific class. In addition to common structures, the
generic PCB contains a pointer to one of the others and a field labeling the PCB as
guest or task. This is illustrated in Figure 4.3. This approach has the unfortunate
drawback that, when operating on a PCB, if the operation is guest- or task-specific
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or differs between the two, one must check the label in the generic PCB and act
accordingly to the kind of present partition, instead of letting C++ dynamic poly-
morphism deal with in transparently, which leads to a lot of superfluous if/else
statements throughout the code.
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Figure 4.3: Organization of the Partition Control Block data structures.

The partition manager also acts as the dispatcher of the system by executing
the procedure depicted in Listing 4.2 each time the hypervisor executes and right
before leaving the kernel. When the scheduler decides on a different partition to
execute, it informs the partition manager which is then responsible for checking if a
new partition was selected to and, in that case, performing the context-switch op-
eration. In addition to saving and restoring context related to the aforementioned
processor state, it coordinates the context-switching process among the different
kernel modules, by explicitly invoking methods these modules make available for
saving and restoring the context of the entries on the PCB they are responsible
for. These methods save and restore partition state that they supervise, such as
a memory manager method to switch between address spaces. Although CPU
registers are always saved and restored right after entering and right after leav-
ing the kernel, respectively, and directly coded in assembly language so that they
can be used by hypervisor code, the remaining context-switch operations are only
executed if a new partition was scheduled. Other methods must also always be
invoked by the partition manager when leaving the kernel, e.g., the update event
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method that checks if a new event was generated by any operation inside the
kernel and the partition state must be updated as detailed in the following para-
graph. The partition manager provides an idle task that executes when no other
is selected by the scheduler. To optimize memory resources, the idle task’s address
space is empty, i.e., no memory is allocated for it. Its only code is an infinite loop
in the hypervisor address space. Therefore the idle task runs in secure kernel mode
so that it can access the hypervisor code region marked as secure and privileged.

if partition was scheduled then
if different partition executed previously then

save previous partition state;
retore scheduled partition state;

end
invoke event manager to update partition event state;
invoke memory manager to update cache state;

else
if previous partition was not idle task then

save previous partition state;
restore idle task state;

end
end

Listing 4.2: Context update method.

Finally, one more functionality is implemented in this class: the delivery of
asynchronous notifications to task partitions, analogous to Unix-style signals. This
is implemented by "manually" saving the task PCB register state on the task’s
stack and updating it according to the specified ARM ABI and respective calling
convention (Listing 4.3). Decrementing the stack pointer (SP) beforehand, since
the ARM ABI comprises a full descending stack, the partition manager saves all
caller-saved registers which include R0 through R3, R12 and the link and frame
pointer registers (respectively LR and FP), creating a new frame by adjusting
SP and FP to the top of the stack and manipulating the program counter (PC)
to jump to a pre-agreed point in the partition’s executable memory. The link
register is also altered to point to a pre-defined, read-only piece of code part of
the kernel code but mapped equally to all tasks’ address spaces, which we name
user’s page and that restores the original register state and jumps to the originally
preempted instruction previously stored in the stack as shown in Listing 4.4. The
IPC manager uses this mechanism to implement the event gate abstraction as
explained in Section 4.7.3.

save task current SP in temporary variable;
push tas current PC to task stack;
push tas current FP to task stack;
push tas current LR to task stack;
push task registers R0 to R3 and R12;
set task SP and FP to SP initial value;
set task LR to return from event procedure in user page;
set task PC to pre agreed event entry point;

Listing 4.3: Task state manipulation to jump to event.
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pop R12 and R3 to R0;
pop LR;
pop FP;
pop PC;

Listing 4.4: User page return from event code.

4.4 Capability Management
Although not implemented in the context of this thesis, the capability manager

class is central to the µRTZVisor architecture since it is responsible for mediating
partitions access to all system resources. Thus, here we provide only an outline of
the functionalities it offers and high-level operation principles without diving into
implementation details.

The capability manager implements a capability-based access control system
that enables fine-grained and flexible supervising of resources. Partitions may
own capabilities, which represent a single object, that directly map to an abstract
kernel concept, such as a communication object, or a hardware resource. To serve
its purpose, a capability is a data structure that aggregates owner identification,
object reference and permissions. The object reference contains two subfields:
one is the object reference itself, the other, a label that identifies which manager
class is responsible for managing the object. The permissions field identifies a set
of operations that the owning partition is allowed to perform on the referenced
object. Figure 4.4 depicts, from a high-level perspective, the overall capability-
based access control system. Each partition has an associated virtual capability
space, i.e., an array of capabilities through which those are accessed.

In this architecture, every hypercall corresponds to an operation over a kernel
object; thus, whenever invoking the kernel, a partition must always provide the
corresponding capability. Whenever performing a hypercall, the partition must
provide the identifier for the target capability in the capability space, which is then
translated to a capability on a global and internal capability pool. This makes
it conceptually impossible for a partition to directly modify their capabilities or
operate on objects for which it does not possess a capability, as only the capabilities
on its capability-space are indirectly accessible. Moreover, for every hypercall
operation, the partition must specify the operation it wants to perform along with
additional operation-specific parameters. At the kernel’s hypercall entry point, the
capability is checked to ensure the permission for the intended operation is set. If
so, the capability manager will redirect the request to the module that implements
the referenced object (using the manager identifier in the object reference), which
will then identify the operation and execute it.

At system initialization, according to a set of design-time configuration files,
each manager class creates and distributes its object capabilities by inserting them
into the partitions capability spaces in the first encountered empty index. Nev-
ertheless, the capability manager reserves index zero of the capability space for a
special capability representing the capability space itself so that partitions always
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have a known entry point to the capability environment. For capabilities associ-
ated with additional objects defined in the system’s configuration, a name must
be provided such that it is unique in a given partition’s capability space. Dur-
ing execution, partitions can use this name to fetch the associated index in their
capability space by invoking a special GetCapByName method of their capability
space capability.

µRTZVisor also provides mechanisms to dynamically propagate access rights
by coupling capabilities with the IPC infrastructure. This is accomplished by
invoking special operations, available to all types of object, named grant and
revoke. As for any other operation, for granting or revoking a capability, its owner
must have the respective rights set in the capability permissions field. The grant
operation consists of creating a derived capability, which is a copy of the original
one, with only a subset of the original rights, and assigning it to another partition.
The operation’s recipient receives the grant as an IPC message whose payload
contains the index for the new capability in its capability space. To perform
the grant operation, the granter must specify the granting capability index, the
subset of permissions to grant, the destination of the granted capability and a grant
identifier which may later be used to revoke the capability. The grant operation is
transitive, meaning that a derived capability may further be granted, giving rise
to possible complex grant chains or even trees which are maintained in an internal
ledger by the kernel. As evident, a grant operation can be seen as a special kind of
IPC message whose contents are the access rights to a kernel object. Therefore, the
grant operation is subject to all kinds of restrictions and requirements imposed
on communication among partitions as explained in Section 4.7. Each derived
capability is marked with a grant id, supplied by the granter, which may later be
used to perform the revoke operation. The revoke operation withdraws a given
derived capability from its owner capability space. This is performed by one of the
partitions in a grant tree. The revocation process propagates through the donation
chain. A revoked capability is maintained in a zombie state in the capability space,
until it is used again. When the owning partition tries to use it, it will receive
an error and the position will be freed so that it can be used again. Finally,
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there is a special type of capability, called a one-time capability, that can only
be used once. The first time a partition uses this capability it is erased from the
partition’s capability space. These are also referred to as reply capabilities in the
context of the communication manager, and they are leveraged to perform secure
RPC communication. This is further detailed in Section 4.7.1.

4.4.1 Hypercall Mechanism
As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, TrustZone-enabled processors provide a ded-

icated instruction, SMC, to voluntarily trigger traps to monitor mode. Thus,
this instruction is the obvious choice to be used in the implementation of hyper-
calls. Also, all hypercalls correspond to the invocation of a kernel object operation
through a capability. Therefore, whenever an exception is triggered via an SMC
instruction, the hypervisor receives it in its monitor mode vector table and then,
right after saving the processor registers routes execution to the SMC handler. The
SMC handler is a method implemented by the capability manager that will first
extract the arguments which, following the SMC calling convention, are placed
into registers R0 through R2:

• R0 contains the capability token, i.e., the capability index in the partition
address space;

• R1 contains the operation identifier. Operation identifiers are available in
per capability type enums available to users in library header files;

• R2 can contain a single 32-bit argument which may either be the argument
itself or a pointer to a pre-agreed argument structure located in the partitions
address space.

As explained previously, using the extracted arguments, the capability manager
will then translate and validate the supplied capability index into the concrete
capability object and check if that capability has the permissions for executing
the requested operation. If so, the capability manager forwards the request to
the manager class implementing the object by invoking a previously registered
callback which receives the object reference, the operation identification and the
operation argument. Alternatively, the capability manager might execute the
operation directly in case of a grant or revoke request.

Using the SMC instruction, however, poses a problem since this instruction
is a kind of privileged instruction, being only available to privileged modes. The
described procedure works perfectly well for guest partitions. Task partitions,
however, execute in secure user mode and using the SMC instruction at this level
of privilege will trigger an undefined instruction exception. To overcome this
problem, task partitions must follow the same calling convention described above
but, instead of SMC, they use the SVC (supervisor call), os system call instruction,
which will trigger a trap caught in the secure vector table. In the secure SVC
handler, the naive approach would be to directly switch to monitor mode by
changing the PSR and execute the same steps executed upon receiving an SMC.
However, given that the hypervisor must run uninterrupted, we must also manually
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mask FIQs in the PSR which are normally masked automatically by the hardware
when entering monitor mode either via SMC ou FIQ exceptions. This is not
possible, since the only way the Zynq implementation offers to mask FIQ exception
is through those same hardware mechanisms. The solution encountered was to
implement the handler executed in secure supervisor mode, in such a way that,
upon receiving an SVC, it will save some state that is automatically updated by
the processor exception mechanisms such as the LR and the SPSR (saved program
status register) in the global data space of the hypervisor and execute the SMC
instruction. This jumps to the monitor vector table, changing the state of the
processor to monitor and masking FIQs in an atomic manner.
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Figure 4.5: Bridging of secure user mode and monitor mode through
the secure SVC glue code.

Despite the fact that this issue was detected when implementing task hyper-
calls, this extends to all kinds of exceptions and aborts generated by this kind
of partition. Thus, the solution of performing an SMC is extended to all secure
vector table exceptions so that the hypervisor executing in user mode takes notice
of all exceptions triggered by task partitions. This extension consists of including
another global variable that identifies the exception that caused the SMC to be
issued. When setting up the global variables great care must be taken so that the
original register state of the task partition is not corrupted.

In reality, because of the need to implement this handler executing in SVC
secure mode, the actual architecture of the hypervisor approximates the one de-
picted in Figure 4.5. The privileged modes of the secure world are not actually
left unused because of the existence of a small piece of glue code that bridges
secure user and monitor modes, allowing for the hypervisor to directly handle to
exceptions triggered by task partitions.

4.5 Memory Management
At system initialization, the memory manager singleton starts by building the

address spaces for all partitions from meta-data detailing the system image layout.
For guest partitions, this encompasses the base address and size of the image for
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that partition, which is used to figure out which consecutive memory segments
must be set as non-secure when the guest is active, i.e., those for which the guest
was compiled to run on. On Zynq-based devices, TrustZone memory segments have
a granularity of 64 MB, which might lead to high levels of internal fragmentation.
For example, for a 1 MB or 65 MB guest OS binary, 63 MB of memory is left
unused. During this process, if it is detected that two guests were built to run
by sharing the same memory segment, the manager will halt the system, since
the spatial isolation requirement cannot be guaranteed. From the remaining free
memory, the memory manager will build the virtual address spaces for secure
tasks, which currently only use 1 MB pages instead of the finer-grained 4K pages
allowed by the MMU. In doing so, we simplify the manager’s implementation
while keeping the page table footprint low, since the latter would require second
level page tables. In addition, the kernel does not support dynamic memory
allocation by tasks after initialization, so the partition binaries must contemplate,
at compile-time, memory areas to be used as stack and heap, according to the
expected system needs.

Figure 4.6 shows how the physical address space is organized. The hypervisor
code and data are placed in the bottom 64 MB memory segment (in green), which
is always set as secure and mapped as kernel, privileged memory. The above mem-
ory region until the 1 GB limit (in red) is memory used by partitions. Since we
manage tasks’ page tables, their virtual address space always starts immediately
after kernel memory, making the recompilation needed for guest partitions unnec-
essary. This is shown in Figure 4.7, where an example of a task’s virtual address
space is shown. Only the memory region corresponding to the partition’s memory
itself entails a non-linear mapping. All other address space regions constitute a
fixed, direct mapping to the physical space but may not be accessible. Notice also
the presence of the user page mentioned in Section 4.3 at the top of the task’s
memory region. In reality, this page physical address is located in the green re-
gion. Guests will always have a direct, but always confined, direct view of physical
memory as suggested by Figure 3.3. Above the 1 GB limit, the address space is
fixed for all partitions, contemplating a peripheral register area (in yellow), and,
at the top, a memory region of 4KB security configurable segments, which we call
slices (in blue) and use for guest shared memory as detailed below. On the Zynq
platform, these slice memory segments are part of a 256KB fast, on-chip memory
(OCM), which can be configured to be mapped at the bottom or top of the phys-
ical address space. This mapping can be configured independently for four 64 KB
chunks. The lowest 64 KB are always reserved for the hypervisor. The rest 192
KB are mapped high, comprising a total of 48 slices.

To implement the needed task virtual mappings and keep caches enabled (the
ARM architecture requires that MMU translations are active to make use of data
caches) while being able to access partition address spaces, this module manages
three pagetables used by the secure interface of the MMU organized as depicted
in Figure 4.8. The ARM MMU offers two different page table register pointers
(TTBR0 and TTBR1) which are automatically switched by the hardware depend-
ing on the offset of the address space being accessed. We keep TTBR1 fixed to
a page table mapping the upper portion of the address space, which essentially
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only contains pointers to second-level page tables. TTBR0 is multiplexed between
two different page tables: the first regarding a 1-to-1, flat, transparent mapping
to physical memory, used when a guest partition is active; the second containing
virtual mappings, used when a task partition is active. The task page table is
updated each time a new task is scheduled. Both of this lower page tables always
comprise kernel memory at the bottom 64 MB. To save space in the TLB, this
region of memory is mapped as four consecutive 16 MB superpages. Since it is
expected that secure service partitions do not need to occupy a large number of
pages, only the individual page table entries per each task are saved in a list struc-
ture in the task-specific PCB. This, however, encompasses an extra-overhead of
updating the task page table at each task context restore. This approach was pre-
ferred to keeping the large and variable number of page tables and only switching
the page table pointer, reducing the amount of memory used by the hypervisor
which becomes much less dependent on the number of existing tasks. The second-
level page tables pointed to by the upper part of the main pable table are a set
of four extra page tables that map the 4 KB peripheral and the TrustZone mem-
ory partitioning infrastructure that enables control over task access to peripherals
and shared slices. This is done in cooperation with the device manager module
described in Section 4.6. All these section level page tables contain flat and fixed
mappings. However, the level of privilege of each valid entry is updated at each
context-switch according to the access rights of the incoming task. Partition mem-
ory mappings are kept active while the kernel executes, in order to avoid manual
address translation for the kernel to access partition space when reading informa-
tion pointed to by hypercall arguments. At the same time, the memory manager
offers services to other system modules that enable them to verify the validity of
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the hypercall arguments (i.e., if data pointed by these arguments is indeed part
of the partitions address space), read and write to and from address spaces others
than the currently active one and perform address translations when needed.
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Figure 4.8: Page table organization.

TrustZone-aware platforms extend secure and non-secure memory isolation to
both cache and memory translation infrastructure. Nevertheless, a cache or TLB
marked as non-secure may be accessed by non-secure software, despite the current
state of memory segment configuration. Hence there is a need to flush all non-
secure cache lines when a new guest partition becomes active, so that they cannot
access each other cached data. Note that this is not a problem regarding task
partitions, since they are subject to the virtual mappings defined by the hypervisor.
This is also performed for non-secure TLB entries since a translation performed
by a different guest might be wrongly assumed by the MMU. The TLB cleaning
operation is not needed when switching between secure tasks since TLB entries are
tagged with an address space identifier. Although it is impossible for non-secure
software to make secure accesses and consequently access secure cache entries, the
contrary is possible by setting a special NS bit in secure page table which marks
them as non-secure and enables the non-secure world to make secure memory
accesses and, consequently, access non-secure cache lines. This is useful when the
kernel needs to read guest partition hypercall arguments or tasks share memory
with guests. Given that, to improve performance, we always keep caches enabled
for secure mappings (both hypervisor and tasks). However, using this mechanism
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puts forth coherency issues if the implementation wishes to stay agnostic regarding
the guest’s use of cache: when the hypervisor reads or writes guest memory the
data will be fetched to cache; if the guest is executing with caches disabled for that
region all its accesses will bypass the cache infrastructure; thus, either the guest
will read the wrong data written by the hypervisor or/and, if the guest rewrites
that area, the next time the hypervisor reads it, it will read a stale copy of the data
present in the cache. The reached solution to maintain agnosticism and not force
an unnecessary, full cache flush in the majority of hypercalls (which entail reading
data from partition space), involves keeping track of all guest lines pulled to the
cache during kernel execution. For this, all kernel access to partition memory
must be accomplished through the aforementioned memory manager methods to
read and write partition space. If the partition is a guest, it will, besides read and
write the data, append the accessed addressed to a list of the accessed memory
lines (according to cache line size). When giving control back to the guest, the
update cache method mentioned in Listing 4.2 uses this information to flush only
the accessed memory lines, following the procedure in Listing 4.5. If a new guest
is scheduled, caches are completely flushed. This mechanism may be bypassed
if, at configuration time, the designer can guarantee that all guest arguments are
cached.

if partition to resume is guest then
set all guest attributed segments as non-secure;
if last active guest is different than current one then

clean and invalidate L1 cache;
set access to L2 cache controller as non-secure;
clean and invalidate L2 cache;
set access to L2 cache controller as secure;
clear accessed memory lines list;

else
set access to L2 cache controller as non-secure;
for each line in accessed memory line list do

flush line from L1 cache;
flush line from L2 cache;

end
set access to L2 cache controller as secure;
clear accessed memory lines list;

end
set only current guest attributed segments as non-secure;

end

Listing 4.5: Cache Update Method.

Regarding Listing 4.5 two implementation details must be highlighted. First,
notice that we set access to the L2 cache controller as non-secure before proceeding
to the flushing. This is useful since, if the clean and invalidate operations are
issued through non-secure accesses, only the non-secure cache lines are flushed,
maintaining possible task lines in the cache. For cache L1 this is not possible, since
cache L1 registers are not memory-mapped but part of CP15. A similar process
would entail executing the cache maintenance operations in the non-secure world,
which implies leaving monitor mode (since this is always considered secure) and
reentering it through an exception (ideally through SMC). For TLB invalidation
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a similar process would also be necessary, since non-secure TLB may only be
flushed from the non-secure world. The current implementation does not feature
such process, and thus TLB entries are not flushed. When switching to a new
guest, despite cache L1 being completely flushed, its contents are dumped to L2
for which only non-secure entries are flushed to main memory. Thus, future access
to existing non-secure lines will not have to go all the way to main memory but
only to L2 cache. Furthermore, the segments of all guests are set as non-secure
before proceeding to cache flushing. This is needed to guarantee that the the
flushed cache entries match the state of the segment security configuration. If a
non-secure cache line was evicted and, at that moment, its container segment was
marked as secure, this would trigger a data abort exception which the hypervisor
is not able to recover from.

Upon address space creation, a capability is inserted in the partitions’ capa-
bility spaces that enables them to perform operations over it. At the moment,
these operations are exclusively related to the creation and mapping of objects
representing some portion of physical memory and that support shared memory
mechanisms. We distinguish two different types of memory objects, page and
slice objects, always represented and manipulated through capabilities and shared
among partitions using grant and revoke mechanisms. Slice memory objects are
distributed statically, according to configuration files, and the respective capabil-
ities also inserted in partitions capability space at system initialization. On the
other hand, pages objects may only be created dynamically, at run-time since they
represent a consecutive set of pages in the partitions address space, which is only
created at system initialization. Slice objects may be utilized equally by guest
and task partitions, but page objects may only be mapped by tasks, since guest
address space control is exclusively performed through TrustZone segmentation
mechanisms and does not allow for fine-grained page-mapping. Figure 4.9 shows
a use case for this mechanism where a guest that needs a task to process its data
starts by creating a page object representing the pages containing that data using
its address space capability. The capability for this object is then inserted in the
guest’s capability space. It then grants the page object capability to the task.
The task uses this capability to map the memory region to its own address space
and processes the data. When the task is done, it signals the client partition
using one of the many available IPC primitives, which revokes the capability for
the page object. When a capability representing a memory object is revoked, an
automatical unmapping of the memory represented by the object from the task’s
address space will be triggered. The same can be done among tasks, and among
guests, although, in the latter case, only using the slice memory region. Using this
sharing mechanism, a performance boost is obtained for data processing service
provision among partitions.

Sharing memory also brings up cache coherency problems, similar to the afore-
mentioned issues related to reading hypercall arguments, when sharing memory
between tasks and guests since the former always execute with caches enabled.
Thus, the memory object hypercall API demands for the guest, creator of a page
object, to signal if the memory region is cached or not. Other guests may query the
kernel about this status through the page capability, while, for task partitions, the
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kernel will automatically check it and configure the page table entries cache bits
accordingly. For slice objects sharing, caches must always be enabled. Finally, it is
important to mention that shared memory mappings are always set as non-secure
in the task page table mappings. This leads to another, still unresolved problem:
if a task which has access to a guest memory executes interleaved by a different
guest and fetches the contents of the memory region, this will be available in cache
for the second guest to access, since we only flush caches when a completely new
guest is scheduled. A possible solution would be to maintain an internal ledger
of which memory shared objects a task possesses, the guests also associated with
each object and flush the regions whenever a guest with no access to it executes
after a task with such privileges. As the explanation itself suggests, this is not
a simple task and it would rather complicate the cache update process, possibly
significantly increasing context switch times.

4.6 Device Management
Although implemented in different classes the memory manager and the device

manager are tightly coupled and follow very similar implementations since in the
ARM architecture all peripherals are memory mapped. Thus the device manager
can be considered part of the overall memory management facilities.

The main function of the device manager class is similar to that of the memory
manager since all peripherals are memory mapped. It encompasses managing a set
of three page-tables (see Figure 4.8) and configuring TrustZone registers to enable
peripheral access to task and guest partitions, respectively. Each peripheral com-
prises a 4 KB aligned memory segment, which enables mapping and unmapping
of peripherals for tasks, since this is the finest-grained page size allowed by the
MMU. The peripheral page tables have a transparent and fixed mapping, but, by
default, block access to user mode. When a peripheral is assigned to a task, the
entry for that device is altered to allow user mode access at each context switch.
For all non attributed devices, the reverse operation is performed. An analogous
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operation is carried out for guests, but by setting and clearing the peripheral’s
secure configuration bit in a TrustZone register. If a peripheral is assigned to
a partition, it can be accessed directly, in a pass-through manner, without any
intervention of the hypervisor.

At initialization, the device manager also distributes device capabilities for
each assigned device according to the system configuration. Here, when inserting
the capability in a partition’s capability space, the manager automatically maps
the peripheral for that partition, allowing the partition to directly interact with
the peripheral without ever using the capability. However, if partitions need to
share devices by granting their capabilities, the recipient must invoke a map op-
eration on the capability before accessing the device. Partition sharing devices
may synchronize through available mutex objects (see Section 4.7.2). The original
owner of the capability may later revoke it. This mechanism is analogous to the
shared memory mechanism implemented by the memory manager.

Certain modules may reserve devices for internal kernel use. This is the case
of the CPU private timer, used by the scheduler to set the interrupt at the end of
a partition time quantum. There may also be the need for certain devices to be
shared across all guest partitions, if they are part of the provided virtual machine
abstraction. These virtual devices are mapped in all guest partition spaces and will
never be available to task partitions. If classified as reserved ou virtual, devices will
no longer be considered in the aforementioned sharing and capability allocation
mechanisms. A kernel module may reserve or set a device as virtual through the
device manager class interface at system initialization. In case of virtual devices,
from there on, that module will be responsible for maintaining the state of the
device by installing a callback that will be invoked at each context-switch. This
is the case for the timer provided in the virtual machine, TTC1 (Triple Timer
Counter 1) in Zynq devices, intended to be used as a tick timer for guest OSes,
detailed below in Section 4.6.1. The same is true for interrupts associated with
these virtual devices, and so the interrupt manager provides a similar mechanism
for classifying interrupts as virtual instead of assigning them to a specific guest
(see Section 4.9.1).

It is also worth mentioning that devices themselves can be configured as secure
or non-secure, which will define if they are allowed to access secure memory regions
when using Direct Memory Access (DMA) facilities. We have not yet studied the
intricacies of the possible interactions between secure and non-secure partitions
in such scenarios, so we limit DMA-capable devices to make non-secure memory
accesses. Furthermore, note that some kind of IOMMU would be needed for task
partitions to be allowed to use these facilities, which is non-existent in Zynq de-
vices and address validations would be needed to guarantee that guests do not
configure the DMA to write other partitions’ address spaces. Therefore, in order
for the existing peripheral object environment provided to all partitions is homo-
geneous, the current implementation does not allow the use of DMA by neither
kind of partition. A possible solution would consist in completely para-virtualizing
the DMA, creating a dedicated type of object managed by the device manager.
This object would be accessed through the capability system and its interface
comprise, typical DMA operations, performing the necessary address checks and
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translations for addresses provided by task partitions with the assistance of the
memory manager.

4.6.1 Timer Virtualization
The virtual timer in the VM substructure of the guest PCB in Figure 4.2 is

encapsulated into the virtual timer class. The main function of this class is to
maintain the illusion that the TTC1 timer belongs only to a single guest running
on the VM to serve as a tick timer. The guest can then configure the timer
to generate interrupts according to the configured tick, but its configuration will
only be valid when the specific guest is active. If the a new guest is scheduled the
state of the timer will be saved in the PCB and respectively restored according
to the newly active guest previous state, effectively freezing time when the guest
is inactive. Table 4.1 shows the TTC register overview for the TTC timer, which
needs to be manipulated to achieve the needed abstraction.

Clock
Control

Status

Counter 
Control

Clock
Control Register

Clock
Control Register

Counter Value 
Register

Interval Register

Match Registers

Interrupt

Interrupt 
Register

Interrupt Enable
Register

Event

Event Control 
Timer Register

Event Register

Controls prescaler, selects clock input, edge

Enables counter, sets mode of operation, sets up/down 
counting, enables matching, enables waveform output

Returns current counter value

Sets interval value

Sets match values, total 3

Shows current interrupt status

Enable interrupts

Enable event timer, stop timer, sets phrase 

Shows width of external pulse

RW

RW

RO

RW

RW

CLRD

RW

RW

RO

Name Description
Access 
Model

Function

Table 4.1: Zynq TTC timer register oveeview. Access model acronyms:
RW (Read/Write); RO (Read-Only); CLRD (Clear-On-Read). Clear grey

entries are not currently address in the implementation.

Unfortunately, the semantics of the register access model does not allow to
straightforwardly restore the sate by simply writing, since essential registers, such
as the counter itself, are read-only or only set by hardware and cleared on reads
such as the interrupt status register. We manipulate the state of these two registers
by applying the algorithm described in Listing 4.6. By setting the counter in
decrement mode we guarantee that when we reset the timer, the counter takes the
value of the top value in the interval, which since we previously set the interval
value to the saved value of the counter, is the value of the counter when the context
was saved. By configuring the clock pre-scaler to its largest value we guarantee
that the counter does not decrement further in time until the instruction disabling
the timer executes. Furthermore, before restoring the counter value, we checked
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if an interrupt was set in saved status. If so, we restore the value by setting the
counter to zero following the afore-explained reset procedure and poll until the
counter is not zero, which should not take more than a few cycles. When this
happens it means that the counter overflowed and an interrupt was generated
and the bit set. The state recovery for the match and interval registers was not
implemented, but we believe that a similar procedure to the explained above for
the counter and interrupt registers would suffice.

for each timer in the TTC do
set the timer in interval decrement mode;
if saved interval interrupt status is set then

set the prescaler to the minimum value;
enable interval interrupt;
set the interval register to 0;
enable timer and set reset bit in counter control;
while counter equals 0 do

skip
end
disable timer;

end
set the prescaler to the maximum value;
set the interval register to the saved counter value;
enable timer and set reset bit in counter control;
disable timer;
restore the state of read/write registers;

end

Listing 4.6: Virtual timer context restore procedure.

4.7 Communication Management
Communication is central to a microkernel architecture, and, therefore, µRTZ-

Visor’s design takes great care provide a flexible communication environment. The
partition communication infrastructure is spread across three separate manager
classes named port manager, lock manager and event manager, which implement
the functionalities of message passing, synchronization and asynchronous notifi-
cation, respectively. Once again, we stress that the implementation of this infras-
tructure is not part of this thesis. Only the overall functionality and high-level
behavior were designed in cooperation with the other thesis work that effectively
implemented it. Note that the shared memory mechanism provided by the cou-
pling of memory manager objects and capability granting mechanisms may also
be considered part of the communication infrastructure, but it depends on the
primitives implemented in the classes described in this section to achieve synchro-
nization.
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4.7.1 Port Manager
The port manager class implements communication in the form of message

passing. This is based on the notion of port objects, which reside inside the
kernel, acting as endpoints through which information flows. Ports are represented
as valve-shaped structures in Figures 4.1 and 4.10. Partitions can post or read
messages from it. As any other object in the system, to operate over a port, a
partition must own a capability referencing it, with the permissions for the allowed
operations set. Note that, at creation time, each port is assigned an owner which is
the only partition that can read messages from the port. Thus, its port capability
will be the only that references that port with the rights for read operations set.

The offered communication primitives port operations follow a combination
of the synchronous and asynchronous models, and each is classified as blocking
or non-blocking. Despite the design focus on security, which suggests a purely
asynchronous model, we also want to offer the flexibility provided by synchronous
communication, which enables easier RPC semantics. Furthermore, µRTZVisor
couples synchronous operations with the scheduling infrastructure, allowing exe-
cution quanta donations, reducing the latency in request-response operations sce-
narios. This is detailed in Section 4.8. Table 4.2 summarizes all of the available
port message passing operations. The most elemental port operations are the sim-
ple send and receive, where the latter may take either a blocking or non-blocking
form. A blocking receive will stall the partition waiting until a message is placed
on the port, while a non-blocking one will immediately return an error message if
the port’s buffer is empty.

Send

Synchronous Asynchronous Blocking Non-Blocking

   

RecvNonBlock    

RecvBlock    

SendReply / /  

SendReplyDonate / /  

ReceiveDonate    



Table 4.2: Classification of port message passing operations.

Notice that send operations may be classified as synchronous or asynchronous.
If it happens after a receive blocking operation by the port’s owner, they are
classified as synchronous, as both partitions meet in time. Otherwise, the commu-
nication will be asynchronous, which means that a message will only be pushed
into the port’s message buffer, while the sender immediately resumes execution.
Thus, the read and write operations will be distant in time.

SendReply operations will perform send immediately followed by a receive
blocking on the same port, waiting for some kind of response message. As shown
in Table 4.2 each step in the operation is separately classified as synchronous or
asynchronous. In addition, they implicitly grant a capability to the port’s owner
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with only the sends right set. The purpose of these capabilities is to allow the
message recipient to respond to a possible request (e.g. a task providing services
through RPC) and are erased after being used once. Due to this ephemeral nature,
they are dubbed one-time reply-capabilities. When performing an operation with
the -Donate suffix, the partition is explicitly donating its execution time-slice to
the recipient partition. The partition is then blocked until receiving a response
message from that same partition.

When a given partition asynchronously sends a message, the recipient partition
may receive an event, if the port has been previously configured to trigger events
to notify it about message arrival. In addition, we extended the port operations to
support a notify operation. This triggers an event at the recipient guest without
the overhead of message copying. This enables lighter weight inter-partition com-
munication in notification scenarios with no need for complex data. More details
about events in µRTZVisor will be provided in section 4.7.3.

To allow a more flexible design for communication configurations following
a 1-to-N and/or N-to-1 topology (e.g. a publish-subscriber server) and reduce
the number of hypercalls in such scenarios, the port managers offers a kernel
object, called a port group. Port groups aggregate multiple ports under the same
abstraction of a unique port. By sending a message to a port group, a partition is
effectively broadcasting it to all ports attached to the group. The messages sent
to the group are queued in one single list in FIFO order. Note that the owner of
the group must also be the owner of the port to perform a receive operation on
it. This allows the owner of a port group to block waiting for a message to arrive
in any of the ports belonging to the group. Reply and donate primitives are not
allowed for port groups as they give rise to ambiguity regarding which port owner
in the group holds the capability be granted or the donated execution time.

Guest ServerGuest

port

port

port group

(a) Message broadcasting using a port
group.

Guest ServerGuest

port

port

port group

(b) Waiting on multiple ports using a port
group.

Figure 4.10: Port group operation.

The port abstraction hides the identity of partitions in the communication
process. They only read and write messages to and from the endpoints but do
not know about the source or the recipient of those messages. This approach is
safer since it hides information about the overall system structure that might be
explored by malicious partitions. However, ports can be configured as privileged
and messages read from these ports will contain the ID of the source partition.
This enables servers to implement connection-oriented services, which might en-
compass several interactions, in order to distinguish amongst their clients and also
to associate their internal objects with each one.
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Finally, it is important to reinforce the idea that all communication objects
must be specified at design time, which means that partitions are not allowed
to dynamically create ports. In addition, the respective capabilities should be
carefully distributed and configured, since, depending on its permissions, it may
be possible for a partition to dynamically create new communication relations
through the capability grant operation, or by sendreply operations. Therefore,
all possible existing communication channels (i.e., the possible information flows)
are, at least implicitly, defined at configuration time. Although partitions may
grant port capabilities, if no relation for communication exists between partitions,
they will never be able to spread permissions. Thus, designers must take care
to not unknowingly create implicit channels, since isolation is reinforced by the
impossibility of partitions to communicate with each other, when they are not
intended to.

4.7.2 Lock Manager
For synchronization purposes, the kernel provides specific objects called locks

managed by the lock manager class. Locks are essentially mutexes providing the
basic lock and unlock operations, where the former may take either the blocking
or non-blocking form. The implementation of these objects is still very immature
as, for example, no mechanisms for deadlock detection are implemented.

Lock objects are created and distributed statically along with the correspond-
ing capabilities, but may be shared dynamically through the capability manager
granting mechanisms. The original purpose of this kind of object was, for exam-
ple, to be used in conjunction with shared memory mechanisms. To do this, all of
them must possess capabilities referencing the same lock object.

4.7.3 Event Manager
Events are asynchronous notifications that alter a partition’s execution flow.

For secure task partitions, they are analogous to Unix signals and are implemented
by the partition manager as described in Section 4.3. For guest partitions, they
are implemented as an interrupt, not to break the illusion provided by the virtual
machine. In addition, it would be extremely difficult to implement them as signals,
given that the hypervisor is OS agnostic and has no detailed knowledge about the
internals of the guests. Hence, services provided by the interrupt manager (Section
4.9) are used to inject a virtual interrupt in the virtual machine. To receive events,
guests must configure and enable the specified interrupt in their virtual IPC. In
this way, events are delivered in a model closer to the VM abstraction, and OS
agnosticism is maintained.

Partitions interact with the event infrastructure through a kernel object called
event gate, as shown in the PCB in Figure 4.2. To lower implementation com-
plexity, each partition is assigned a single event gate accessed through a non-
configurable capability assigned to each partition at system initialization. The
capability permissions encompass only the configure and finish operations. To
receive events, partitions must globally enable them in the event gate and, indi-
vidually, in each port on which event triggered is desired upon message arrival.
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The configure operation allows partitions to globally enable/disable events, for
tasks to set the entry point address of their event handlers and for partitions to
specify the memory address of a user-space event data structure updated each
time an event is triggered to contextualize the event. This structure contains data
detailing which port is associated with the event, if the event was triggered by a
message delivery or a simple notification and, in case of the latter, an extra 32-bit
field that may be attached to the notification. Event gates handle events for all
ports owned by a partition in a FIFO queued fashion. After receiving an event, a
partition must execute the event gate’s finish operation for the event manager to
forward the next queued event.

4.8 Scheduling
The presented approach for the µRTZVisor scheduler merges the principles of

the time partition based on the PikeOS scheduling algorithm described in Section
2.3.5.5 and the ideas of time-slice donation through IPC mechanisms proposed
by [SWH05, SBK10]. The latter provides an environment that enables fast in-
teraction between partitions, while the former strives to enable the coexistence of
real-time and non-real-time applications without jeopardizing temporal isolation.
We complement this by providing strong bandwidth guarantees similarly to the
constant bandwidth server algorithm [AB98].

The scheduler architecture is based on the notion of a time domain, which is
an execution window with a configurable, constant and guaranteed bandwidth. In
reality, the scheduler will schedule time domains, as opposed to scheduling par-
titions. At design time, each time domain is assigned a single partition and an
execution budget, i.e., a time quantum. We call the sum of all execution budgets
an execution cycle. Time domains are scheduled in a round-robin fashion. When
a time domain is scheduled, the partition assigned to it is dispatched, executing
until the domain’s budget is completely depleted, and the next time domain is
then scheduled. Whenever a complete execution cycle ends, all time budgets are
replenished to their initial value. This guarantees that all partitions run for a
specified amount of time in every execution cycle, providing a safe execution en-
vironment for time-driven real-time partitions. Another important data structure
regarding scheduling is the execution context. Each partition is assigned an exe-
cution context which is part of its PCB. An execution context represents the state
of a partition’s execution (active, blocked or donated) and contains information
regarding a partition’s priority (statically configured at design-time), as well as a
set of entries used to efficiently build donation chains as explained further ahead
in this section. A partition state is normally modified according to its use of the
IPC primitives discussed in Section 4.7.

The previously described outline was simplistic because the scheduler provides
a special-purpose time domain, called domain-0, to which multiple partitions may
be assigned. Partitions assigned to domain-0 are kept in an priority-ordered list
and when domain-0 is scheduled, it is further time-sliced and its partitions sched-
uled following a preemptive priority scheme. Domain-0 is always the last scheduled
domain in the global round-robin algorithm. Furthermore, as suggested by Figure
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4.11, domain-0’s partitions may preempt those running in different domains: at
every scheduling point, the priorities of the currently active time domain’s par-
tition and the domain-0’s highest priority ready partition are compared. If the
latter possesses a higher priority, it preempts the former, but consuming its own
domain’s (i.e., domain-0’s) time budget while executing. The preemption does not
happen, of course, if domain-0 itself is the currently active domain.

domain-0
time budget = 10 ms (1 ms each)

Partition A
Priority = 3

Partition D
Priority = 1

Time domain 1
time budget = 6 ms

Partition Y
Priority = 2

Time domain 2
time budget = 4 ms

Partition X
Priority = 4

Partition B
Priority = 2

Partition C
Priority = 2Pr

io
ri

ty

Dispatch

Prio0 < Prio1 ?

0

1

Figure 4.11: Scheduler basic working principle.

Figure 4.12 presents an example scheduling cycle for the scenario in Figure 4.11
which in total comprises 20 ms. The graph depicts how the execution budget of
each time domain is depleted. Following the round-robin algorithm, time domain
2 is first in line and partition X is scheduled. As X has the higher priority in
the system it is never preempted. After quantum reserved for time domain 1
ends but, since partition A in domain-0 is active (e.g. was blocked waiting for
an interrupt message which was triggered during partition X’s execution) and
has higher priority than Y, it is A which is dispatched for execution. Partition
A consumes 4 ms of domain-0’s budget and, for some extraneous reason, blocks
again. A scheduling point takes place and Y is finally dispatched, never being
preempted as all possibly active partitions in domain-0 have a lower or equal
priority. After time domain 2 budget is depleted domain-0 itself is scheduled.
Here partitions B and C take turns in each internal tick of domain-0 since they
have the same priority, until the end of the cycle. In this cycle, partition D
will never execute. This would only happen if all other domain-0 partitions were
blocked or, as explained ahead, some other partition donated its execution to it.
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Figure 4.12: Example schedule for the configuration in Figure 4.11
showing how timer partitions execution budgets are consumed.

The scheduler implements a tickless time keeping mechanisms as at each schedul-
ing point it reprograms the core private timer to trigger an interrupt at the next
expected scheduling point which corresponds to the moment when the active time
domain’s budget is depleted. The minimum resolution available to configure time
domain quanta is 1 ms. Internally, although the private timer would allow finer-
grained accounting, the scheduler time keeping mechanisms count time in µs. Each
time a scheduling point is executed, the scheduler updates the remaining time for
the previously active time domain. The private timer is only disabled when the
scheduling algorithm is being executed. Other instants of kernel execution are at-
tributed to other currently active time domain. This approach was taken against
one that would disable/enable the timer upon kernel entry and exit, respectively,
so that partitions could not monopolize the CPU by issuing an abnormal number
of hypercalls. However, the kernel is fully non-preemptable, and by issuing a long
running hypercall at the very end of the quantum a partition might artificially
extend the time domain’s budget. This is a deficiency in the implementation that
might lead to relevant jitter and variations in the total length of the execution
cycle, which may significantly hurt determinism and real-time performance.

Aiming at providing fast interaction between partitions, some IPC operations
are tightly coupled with specific scheduling functionalities. Section 4.7.1 high-
lights a number of port operations that rely on the scheduler, namely, the donate
operations. By invoking them, a partition is explicitly donating its time domain
execution budget to the recipient port’s owner. Hence, it will be put into a do-
nated, suspended state until it has the created dependency resolved, i.e., it blocks
waiting for the message’s recipient to send its response. To implement this mech-
anism the execution context on a partition’s PCB, basically work as a node in a
single linked-list, dubbed a donation chain. When a partition performs a dona-
tion, its execution context is updated to point to the PCB of the recipient of the
donation (which we call the donatee) and the partition switches to a donated (sus-
pended) state. The donatee is dispatched. Donations are transitive which means
this may be done recursively, i.e., the donatee may itself donate its execution to
another partition. When a time domain is scheduled, the scheduler traverses the
chain forward starting at the execution context of its originally assigned parti-
tion, finally selecting the partition at the tail of the chain. Furthermore, in case
the donator has a higher priority than the donatee server, the latter will inherit
the former’s priority, augmenting the chances of it to execute and to resolve the
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dependency sooner. Consider a scenario where two partitions donated their time
to low-priority servers running in domain-0. The server that inherits the higher
priority will execute first when domain-0’s becomes active, or even preempt an-
other time domain’s partition, which it previously wouldn’t preempt. This enables
services to be provided in a priority-based manner, i.e., maintaining the priority
semantics of the requesting partitions. As part of the donation mechanisms, pri-
ority inheritance is also transitive which means that the effective priority of a
partition on a chain is the maximum priority of all partitions present in the chain
preceding it. This priority inheritance mechanism also mitigates possible priority
inversion scenarios.

When a port receives a message and its owner is in a donated state, the port
manager asks the scheduler to check if the sender is the original donatee, and, if so,
break the chain and reschedule. In case the donatee is executing in the donators
time-domain, the donatee is probably immediately dispatched. A possible compli-
cation arises when a donation is made to a partition that was already the target
of another donation. Here the chain may take the form of an inverted tree struc-
ture, where many execution contexts point to the same partition, and therefore,
each execution context must keep track of all donators. Note that independently
of which and how many partitions are in the chain, only the partition directly
following a donator is able to restore its state to active, by sending a message to
the port on which the donator is waiting for the response to its request.

Thoroughly following the described algorithm would lead to significant perfor-
mance degradation and indeterminism as donation chains got bigger as the chain
would need to be traversed both forward and backward to determine the final
donatee and the effective inherited priority, respectively. To avoid this, the imple-
mentation comprises an optimization where we cache the chains tail and effective
priority in each execution context present in the chain, making the final scheduling
decision of constant time. This cache is updated each time a donation operation
is issued, making the traversals only necessary one time per donation, instead of
at each scheduling point. Note that, as donation chain can be viewed both as a
single linked list when traversed forward and as a tree structure when traverse
backward, the latter must be performed recursively.

Figure 4.13 shows a new scheduling scenario where partition A never becomes
active but partition Y donates its execution to D. In 4.13a, partition D replies
still within time domain’s 1 budget and Y executes immediately. In Figure 4.13b
D never replies, at least until the end of the execution cycle and executes until
time domain’s 1 budget is depleted. When domain-0 is scheduled D executes
interleaved with partitions B and C since it inherited partition’s B priority. Note
that, in both cases, the budgets are depleted in exactly the same manner.

This synchronous, donation-based mechanism is prone to deadlock scenarios,
which in our approach is synonymous with a cycle in the donation chain. Instead
of completely traversing the chain and looking for cycles for every donation, this
problem is mitigated using a lightweight bitmap in the partition’s execution con-
text. The fixed number of partitions allows to accordingly configure the bitmap
length at compile-time. Each bit in the bitmap represents a partition in the sys-
tem that, if set, means that the represented partition is in the donation chain
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(a) Partition D replies within time domain’s 2 budget.
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(b) Partition D never replies in the represented execution cycle.

Figure 4.13: Scheduling examples where partition Y donates its exe-
cution to partition D.

between the respective node and the chain’s tail. Every partition has at least its
own bit set in its bitmap. When a donation occurs, cycles are detected by anding
the donator and donatee’s bitmaps. If the result is not 0 a cycle is present, and
the system returns an error value to the partition trying to execute the operation.

The receive blocking operation results in changing the partitions state to
blocked and then scheduling the next ready partition from domain-0 to perform
some background work. Nevertheless, it keeps consuming the former domain’s
time budget, since it prevails as the active time domain. Hence, by blocking, a
partition implicitly donates its execution time to domain-0. Note that this does
not follow exactly the same mechanism as the donation chains explained previ-
ously, as the donation may possible have as targets multiple partitions. To achieve
it the scheduler separately keeps track of active domain, and the domain to which
execution time should be discounted. For the majority of the time, they are the
same. The following scheduling point will be triggered according to one of three
scenarios: (a) domain-0’s internal time slice expires, which results in scheduling
the next highest priority partition from domain-0; (b) the active time domain’s
budget expires, and the next time domain becomes active; (c) the executing parti-
tion sends a message to the active time domain’s partition, which would change its
state to ready and result in scheduling it right away. In summary, upon blocking,
a partition remains in this state until it is unblocked by receiving a message on
the port it is hanging. If an execution cycle is completed without a change in the
partition’s state, partitions from domain-0 are scheduled once more in its place.

Having all the basic building blocks describe, we next present the core of the
scheduling algorithm in Listing 4.7:
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disable timer;
update discount domain remaining budget;
if all time domains’ budgets are depleted then

replenish all time domains;
set current domain to domain N;

else
set current domain to domain to current-1;

end
if current domain is not domain-0 then

if ccurrent domain donation chain tail is blocked then
set the discount domain to current domain;
set execution domain to domain-0;
select partition in the tail of the highest priority active

partition in domain-0 donation chain;
else

set discount domain to current domain;
set execution domain to current domain;
select execution domain donation chain’s tail partition;

end
end
switch state of the currently selected partition do

case active do
disptach selected partition;

end
case blocked do

displatch idle task;
end
case donated do

enter panic mode;
end

end
set the timer interrupt to trigger in the discount domain budget;
enable timer;

Listing 4.7: Core scheduling operation.

Although not imposed by the implementation, this design was devised so that
guest partitions are placed in common time-domains and secure task partitions
are placed in domain-0. Since the idea of secure tasks is to encapsulate extended
kernel services or shared drivers, these can be configured with lower priorities,
executing according to guest needs and based on the latter’s priority semantics.
In addition, this model allows for the coexistence of event-driven and background
partitions in domain-0, while supporting guests with real-time needs and that re-
quire a guaranteed execution bandwidth. For example, a driver with the need
for a speedy reaction to interrupts could be split into two cooperating tasks: a
high priority task acting as the interrupt handler, which upon interrupt-triggering
would message the second lowest priority task that interfaces other partitions, ex-
ecuting only upon a guest request. Even though a mid-priority client guest could
be interrupted by the interrupt handler, its execution time within the cycle is
guaranteed. Due to possible starvation, only the tasks that act as pure servers
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should be configured with the lowest possible priorities in domain-0. Other par-
titions that may be acting as applications on their own right or may have the
need to perform continuous background work should be configured with a middle
range priority. It is worth mentioning that the correctness of a real-time schedule
will depend on time domain budgets, partition priorities and on how partitions
use communication primitives. Thus, while the hypervisor tries to provide flex-
ible and efficient mechanisms for different real-time constraints to be met, their
effectiveness will depend on the design and configuration of the system.

4.9 Interrupt Management
Before delving into the inner workings of the interrupt manager, a more de-

tailed explanation of ARM architecture interrupt handling and TrustZone inter-
rupt support is unavoidable. The ARM Generic Interrupt Controller (GIC), which
is accessed as a memory-mapped peripheral, is split into two components: an in-
terrupt distributor, to which all interrupt sources in the system are wired, and
a, per CPU, interrupt interface through which a core receives an interrupt. The
distributor has registers to control the properties of individual interrupts such as
priority, state, security, routing information and enable status. The distributor
determines which interrupt is to be forwarded to a core, through the attached CPU
interface. The CPU interface hosts registers to mask, identify and control states
of interrupts forwarded to that core. Each interrupt follows the state machine de-
fined in Figure 4.14. Table 4.3 shows how each transition in the state machine is
triggered. The interrupt must be enabled in the distributor so that the transitions
between each state may occur and the interrupt forward to the CPU interface. It
is also important to mention that the distributor will always forward to a CPU
interface the highest priority pending interrupt. If a high priority interrupt is
active and a low priority one becomes pending, the distributor will delay signal-
ing the new interrupt until the first one becomes inactive. Notice that the way
the transitions are triggered differs between software generated interrupts (SGI)
and private peripheral interrupts (PPI) or shared peripheral interrupts (SPI). The
latter are associated with external lines asserted by peripherals on the SoC while
the former are always generated by software and usually used as inter-processor
interrupts (IPI).

The TrustZone-aware GIC enables an interrupt to be configured as secure or
non-secure. Non-secure software may access all GIC registers, but when setting
or clearing bits related to secure interrupts, the operation silently fails. On the
other hand, when reading a register, the bits related to secure interrupts always
read as zero. Priorities are also tightly controlled. In the GIC, the priority scale is
inversed, that is, low number priorities reflect the highest priorities. When secure
software writes to priority registers, the hardware automatically sets the most
significant bit, so non-secure interrupts are always on the least priority half of
the spectrum. In addition, many of the GIC registers are banked between the two
worlds. Finally, as explained in Section 3.1.1, the CPU and GIC can be configured
so that all secure interrupts are received in monitor mode, i.e., by the hypervi-
sor as FIQ exceptions, and all non-secure interrupts are directly forwarded to the
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Figure 4.14: Interrupt state machine. From [ARMb].

Distributor input interrupt line is asserted or software 
writes interrupt pending register in the distributor.

An edge-triggered interrupt bit was cleared in the 
pending registers or an external level-sensitive interrupt 
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Software reads the interrupt acknowledge register in 
the CPU interface.

Software reads the interrupt acknowledge register in 
the CPU interface and either:

(i) for a level-sensitive interrupt the external signal 
remains asserted;

(ii) for edge-sensitive interrupts the timing of a new 
external assertion and the register reading coincide.

Software writes the end of interrupt register in the CPU 
interface.

A1/A2

B1/B2

C

D

E1/E2

Cause (PPI and SPI)Transition

Software writes the software generated interrupt 
register in the distributor.

Not applicable to SGIs ( must always transition through a 
respective pending state before becoming inactive).

Software reads the interrupt acknowledge register in 
the CPU interface.

The associated SGI is enabled and the distributor 
forwards it to the  CPU interface at the same time that 

the processor reads the ICCIAR to acknowledge a 
previous instance of the SGI. Whether this transition 

occurs depends on the timing of the read of the ICCIAR 
relative to the reforwarding of the SGI.

Software writes the end of interrupt register in the CPU 
interface.

Cause (SGI)

Table 4.3: Transition causes for the interrupt state machine in 4.14.
Adapted from [ARMb].

non-secure world as IRQs. All of these features enable the hypervisor to have
complete control over interrupts, their priority and preemption, while enabling
pass-through access of guests to the GIC, by dynamically updating the security
state of each guest assigned interrupt.

The interrupt manager class operates guaranteeing the invariant that only one
handler per interrupt exists in the system. These may reside in the kernel itself
or in one of the partitions. In the first and simplest case, kernel modules register
the handler with the manager during initialization, which will be called when the
interrupt occurs. At the moment, the only interrupt used by the kernel is the
private timer interrupt that is used by the scheduler to preempt the execution
of a partition when its time quantum expires. Interrupts may also be assigned
to a single partition in the configuration file. The capability for the interrupt
will then be added to its capability space with the grant permission cleared, so
that it cannot be shared and no other partition may have control rights over the
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interrupt. Nevertheless, the kernel will always keep track of the interrupt owner,
which, by default, is the kernel itself, so it can know where to forward it: an
internal handler or a specific partition. Partition interrupts are always initially
configured as disabled and with the lowest priority possible. The details on how an
interrupt is configured and handled depend on the kind of partition it is assigned
to.

Task partitions cannot be granted access to the GIC, since, if so, by running
on the secure world, they would have complete control over all interrupts. All
interactions with the GIC are thus mediated by the hypervisor by invoking capa-
bility operations which allow tasks such as interrupt enable or disable. It is also
allowed for a task to set the priority for an interrupt, but this is truncated to a
ceiling established during system configuration and the partitions’ scheduling pri-
ority. Task partitions receive interrupts as IPC messages. Hence, before enabling
them, they must inform the interrupt manager on which port they want to receive
it by invoking a method in the interrupt object interface through the capability.
The kernel will always keep task interrupts as secure, and when the interrupt
takes place, the in-kernel handler will place the message in the task’s port and
disable the interrupt until the task signals its completion through a hypercall. An
alternative implementation could keep the task interrupt disabled until the task
is rescheduled and check for the pending interrupt only then. This would result
in greater determinism by reducing the amount of kernel entries and interference
on other active partitions. However, it would also possibly freeze the task indef-
initely if this executed a receive blocking operation on the port waiting for the
interrupt. Since this process relies on IPC mechanisms, the instant in which the
task is aware of the interrupt will completely depend on what and when it uses
the IPC primitives to receive the interrupt message and on its scheduling priority
and state. As shown in Figure 4.15 and Table 4.4, from the point of view of a task,
the state machine of an interrupt is much simpler than the typical GIC model.

Inactive

Active Pending

A

B

C

Figure 4.15: Task interrupt state machine.

Guest partitions can directly interact with the GIC. For them, a virtual GIC is
maintained in the virtual machine as shown in Figure 4.2. When saving a guest’s
context, the hypervisor will also save the virtual GIC state which includes a num-
ber of GIC registers that are banked between worlds and may be fully controlled
by the guest, as well as the state (enabled, pending and active registers) of its as-
signed interrupts. While a guest is inactive, its assigned interrupts are kept secure
and disabled. At the context-save moment, all active interrupts are also made in-
active so that interrupts assigned to other guests with a lower configured priority
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Interrupt received by kernel, and message sent to task 
(causes the kernel to disable interrupt in distributor).

Task reads interrupt message.

Task signals end of interrupt to kernel (interrupt 
reenabled in the distributor).

A

B

C

CauseTransition

Table 4.4: Transition causes for the task interrupt state machine in 4.15.

may be forward by the distributor. Before dispatching the guest, the hypervisor
will restore the guest’s last saved virtual GIC state. Although the majority of this
process is directly achieved by simply writing back the saved register state, the
active interrupt register is read-only and cannot be updated directly. As suggested
by Figure 4.14 and Table 4.3 an interrupt can only become active after its state
is pending and the acknowledge register is read when the distributor forwards the
interrupt to the interface. For this to happen it is important the interrupt is the
highest pending or active interrupt at the moment. To overcome this restriction
we develop the algorithm in Listing 4.8, that is made possible by reserving the
maximum possible priority (which is zero), i.e., the actually allowed maximum
priority within the system is 1.

if saved interrupt state was active then
set interrupt priority to reserved maximum priority;
enable interrupt;
set interrupt pending;
read the acknowledge register in the interface;
if number read in acknowdlege register is different then the interrupt number then

enter panic mode;
end
disable interrupt;

end

Listing 4.8: Artifically updating the active state of an interrupt.

Active guests receive their interrupts transparently when they become pending.
Otherwise, as soon as the guest becomes active, the interrupts that became pend-
ing during its inactive state are automatically triggered and are received normally
through the hardware exception facilities in the non-secure world. At first sight, a
guest has no need to interact with the GIC or the interrupt manager through ca-
pabilities as task partitions do. However, if the capability has the right permission
set, the guest can use it to signal the kernel that this interrupt is critical. If so, the
interrupt is kept active while the guest is inactive, albeit with a modified priority,
according to the partition’s scheduling priority and a predefined configuration.
Regardless of which partition is running, the kernel will receive this interrupt and
manipulate the virtual GIC to set the interrupt pending as would normally hap-
pen. In addition, it will request for the scheduler to temporarily migrate the guest
partition to time domain-0 (if not there already), so that it can be immediately
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considered for scheduling before its time domain becomes active again and handle
the interrupt as fast as possible according to the scheduling algorithm described
in Section 4.8.

Normal Execution

IRQ Handler

IRQ 

(a) Normal interrupt handling.

Normal Execution

IRQ Handler

IRQ 

(b) Critical interrupt handling (well-behaved partition).

Normal Execution

IRQ Handler

IRQ 

(c) Critical interrupt handling (badly-behaved partition).

Figure 4.16: Difference between the handling of normal versus critical
interrupts. The interrupt is assigned to the red partition.

As Figure 4.16 shows, if the partition has sufficient priority, it will preempt
the currently active partition and immediately receive and handle the interrupt.
Otherwise, the system will behave as normal and delay the interrupt delivery
until the next time the guest is dispatched. When using a critical interrupt, a
well-behaved guest will inform the kernel when it finishes the handling, so that
the originally preempted partition may resume execution. Otherwise, the handler
partition will continue to execute until its execution budget is depleted, both
delaying the execution of the preempted partition and making it unable to react
to an interrupt triggered before the budget is replenished. Although the worst
case interrupt latency persists as the execution cycle length minus the length of
the partition’s time domain, setting it as critical increases the chance of it being
handled earlier, depending on the partition’s priority. The mechanism for setting
critical interrupts is also available for task partitions.

Taking all of the above in consideration, the complete procedure executed
by the kernel main interrupt handler after the core registers of the preempted
partition are saved is shown in Listing 4.9. Notice that both this procedure as
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well as the one in Listing 4.8 enter the kernel panic mode when an unexpected
interrupt is detected.

read interface acknowledge register;
if owner of the acknowledge interrupt is the kernel then

if handler was installed for this interrupt then
call interrupt handler;

else
enter panic mode;

end
else

if owner of interrupt is task then
if task registered a port to receive interrupt then

construct interrupt message;
send message to port;
disable interrupt in distributor;

end
else

set interrupt as pending in handler guest virtual GIC;
end
if interrupt was set as critical then

request scheduler to migrate partition to domain-0;
request scheduler to execute a scheduling point;

end
end
write to interface end of interrupt register;

Listing 4.9: Main interrupt handler.

4.9.1 Interrupt Virtualization
In the same manner as devices, interrupts may be classified as virtual and

considered as part of the virtual machine, always available on the virtual GIC
and, therefore, shared among all guest partitions. The currently active guest is
considered the owner of all the virtual interrupts. If no guest is active, they
are disabled and therefore ignored if triggered during a task partition execution.
Figure 4.17 illustrates the typical behavior for virtual interrupt handling. Virtual
interrupts are always marked as non-secure and a more intricate management of
their state is needed, so as to maintain coherence to the expected behavior of
the hardware across context-switches. This means that extra context must be
saved, such as the priority and configuration registers. It is important to explain
that while for normally assigned interrupts the pending state in the GIC is never
manually cleared by the kernel when the context is saved but, for virtual interrupts,
this must happen as the next guest might not have the interrupt pending in
the virtual GIC. For virtual SGIs, as the event interrupt detailed below, this
encompasses acknowledging the interrupt and ending it, as it must go through
the active state to remove its pending status as suggested by Table 4.3. This is
accomplished by using the reserved maximum interrupt priority analogously to the
procedure shown in Listing 4.8. For the moment, the only virtual interrupts are
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the one associated with the guest’s tick timer in the Zynq, TTC1, and the interrupt
#0, an SGI which is used to implement the event abstraction in guest partitions
(see Section 4.7.3). Instead of the signal model used for task partitions (Section
4.3), the event manager uses a publicly available interrupt manager method to
inject virtual interrupts in the guest’s virtual GIC. The existing virtual interrupts
are hardcoded in the kernel’s implementation of the virtual machine, but ideally
this would be part of a configuration file of the hypervisor.

Normal Execution

IRQ Handler

IRQ 

Virtual Interrupt

Task PartitionGuest Partitions

Figure 4.17: Virtual interrupt handling by different partitions.

4.10 Results and Evaluation
µRTZVisor was evaluated on a Xilinx Zynq-7010 with a dual ARM Cortex-

A9 running at 650 MHz. Our evaluation focuses on the TCB size and memory
footprint imposed by the hypervisor, and the impact on guest performance related
to context-switch overhead as well as interrupt latency for both guest and task
partitions. On all performed measurements, hypervisor, guest and task partitions
were running with caches enabled. Both the hypervisor and partition code was
compiled using the Xilinx ARM GNU toolchain with -O3 optimizations.

4.10.1 Hypervisor and TCB Size
µRTZVisor’s implementation encompassed the development of all needed drivers

and libraries from scratch, so no third-party code is used. In this prototype, ig-
noring blank lines and comments, it compromises 6.5 KLOC from which 5.7 K
are C++ and 800 are ARM assembly. This gives rise to a total 58 KB of .text in
the final executable binary, which is about the same order of magnitude as some
embedded hypervisors described in Section 2.3. This small TCB size, coupled with
a small number of existent hypercalls, with a common entry point for capability
access-control, results in a small attack surface to the hypervisor kernel. Never-
theless, we stress the fact that, for a given guest, its actual TCB size might be
increased if it shows strong dependencies on non-secure task servers, which might
further interact with other servers or guests. Hence, we consider that the effective
TCB of a guest fluctuates according to its communication network. Furthermore,
this small code size enables us to load and lock it in one of the ways of L2 cache
at system initialization, resulting in increased performance and enhanced security,
as all kernel code is guaranteed to be in cache L2 at all times.
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Since partitions and communication channels are static, the number of struc-
tures used for their in-kernel representation and manipulation, including capabil-
ities, are fixed at compile-time and, thus, the amount of memory used for data by
the hypervisor for partition bookkeeping essentially depends on system configura-
tion. For example, a scenario with seven partitions, two guests and five servers,
where the guests share three of the servers, totaling the existence of 12 communi-
cation ports, the amount of fixed data is about 22 KB. The large majority of this
data is related to capability representation, where the sum of the data used in all
capability spaces is 15 KB. Capabilities are heavyweight structures mainly due to
the needed tracking for grant and revoke mechanisms. We plan to refactor their
implementation in the near future to reduce their memory footprint. For small
setups such as the one presented above, we also load and lock this data in L2
cache, otherwise it is kept in secure DRAM.; otherwise. As explained in Sections
4.5 and 4.6, although translation table number and size are fixed, these are not
placed locked in the cache but kept in low OCM. This is due to the fact that the
MMU does not access caches during page walks, and table updates would force a
flush to the main memory.

4.10.2 Context-Switch Overhead
To evaluate the overhead of the context-switch operation on guest virtualiza-

tion, we started by running the Thread-Metric Benchmark Suite on an unmodified
FreeRTOS, a widely used RTOS, guest. The Thread-Metric Benchmark Suite con-
sists of a set of benchmarks specific to evaluate RTOS performance. The suite is
comprised of seven benchmarks. For each benchmark, the score represents the
RTOS impact on the running application, where higher scores correspond to a
smaller impact. Benchmarks were executed in the native environment, and com-
pared against the results when running on top of the hypervisor. The µRTZVisor
was configured with a single time partition for which the period was varied between
1 and 20 ms, which effectively defines a tick for the hypervisor in this scenario.
FreeRTOS was configured with a 1 millisecond tick and was assigned a dedicated
timer so that time would not freeze during the context-switch as in the case of
the virtual TTC1 timer, allowing the guest to keep track of wall-clock time. Since
only one guest was running, the hypervisor dispatcher was slightly modified to
force a complete context-switch from and to the same guest, so that results can
translate the full overhead of the guest-switching operation. This includes the
flushing of caches. Figure 4.18 presents the achieved results, corresponding to the
normalized values of an average of 60 collected samples for each benchmark. Each
sample reflects the benchmark score for a 30 second execution time, encompassing
a total execution time of 30 minutes for each benchmark. The results show that,
for a 50 Hz switching rate (20 ms period), FreeRTOS performance degradation is
less than 1% across all benchmarks. This degradation aggravates as the switching
period decreases to 10, 5 and 1 millisecond, at which point the hypervisor’s tick
meets the guest’s, averaging 1.8%, 3.6% and slightly less than 18%, respectively.
Although not perceptible in the figure, the standard deviation of the measured
benchmarks is essentially null for the native version of FreeRTOS, while, for the
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virtualized ones, it increases as the time window period decreases. This appears to
happen due to the fact that, if the FreeRTOS timer interrupt is triggered during
the context-switch operation or the hypervisor’s during the FreeRTOS tick han-
dler, the interrupt latency or interrupt handling time drift. With a higher rate of
switching operations, the occurrence of this interference increases.
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Figure 4.18: Thread-Metric Benchmark results, comparing the native
execution of a FreeRTOS guest against its virtualized execution with

different switching-rates.

Although the Thread-Metric benchmarks are useful to compare the relative
performance of RTOSes by measuring common RTOS functionality performance,
these are synthetic benchmarks and do not reflect the system’s operation under
realistic workload scenarios. We complement this assessment with the MiBench
Embedded Benchmark Suite. Its 35 benchmarks are split into six suites, each
targeting a specific area of the embedded market. The six categories are auto-
motive (and industrial control), consumer devices, office automation, networking,
security, and telecommunications. The benchmarks are available as standard C
open-source code. We’ve ported the benchmarks to FreeRTOS enhanced with the
FatFs file system. We focus our evaluation on the automotive suite since this is
intended to assess the performance of embedded processors in embedded control
systems, which we considered to be one of the target applicational areas of our
system. These processors require performance in basic math abilities, bit manip-
ulation, data IO and simple data organization. Examples of applications include
airbag controllers, engine performance monitors and sensor systems. The bench-
marks that emulate these scenarios include a basic math test, a bit counting test, a
sorting algorithm and a shape recognition program (susan). Figure 4.19 shows the
measured relative performance degradation for the six benchmarks in the automo-
tive suite, each executed under a large and small input data set. The normalized
column is labeled with the result for the natively executed benchmark. The bench-
marks were assessed under the same conditions and hypervisor configuration as
the Thread-Metric benchmarks. The results show a performance degradation of
the same order of magnitude but are, nevertheless, larger than those obtained for
the Thread-Metric benchmarks. A degradation of about 21.2%, 4.2%, 2% and
0.9% for the 1, 5, 10, 20 ms guest-switching rate, respectively, was obtained. We
conclude that this slight increase in degradation under more realistic workloads
pertains to the fact that these applications have a much larger working set than
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those present in the Thread-Metric Suite. The greater frequency of cache evictions
and the impact of a complete cache flush upon each context-switch results in a
much higher number of cache lines must be fetched from main memory when the
guest is resumed. Also, these tasks perform extensive IO operations as the input
data is read from an external storage medium (an SD card), during execution.
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Figure 4.19: MiBench Automotive Benchmark results, comparing the
native execution of a FreeRTOS guest against its virtualized execution

with different switching-rates.

The benchmarks discussed above explain the context-switch overhead for a
scenario running only guest partitions. Since guest and task partitions are rep-
resented in different kernel structures, the needed save and restore operations
performed during a context-switch depend on whether the preempted partition or
the incoming one are guests or tasks. All of the possible combinations give rise
to four scenarios: guest–guest, task–task, guest–task and task–guest. The last
scenario subdivides into two: when switching between a guest, to a task, back to
the same guest, as in the case of RPC communication, there is no need for cache
maintenance. However, as suggested by Listing 4.5, when a guest is scheduled
after a task, and the last active guest was not the same, cache flushing needs to
be performed. We measured the time of the context-switching operation for each
scenario, running partitions in separate 10 ms time domains. Table 4.5 shows the
average of 10,000 samples of each measured operation. First, we note that oper-
ations involving the invalidation of caches are an order of magnitude higher than
the rest, and more than 15 times higher than the lowest one. Switching between
guest and tasks or between tasks takes much less time, about 19.4 and 10.4 µs,
respectively. These latter are the times involved in a brief RPC operation from a
guest to a task, using the time donation facilities. This validates our initial premise
that executing services in secure tasks brings great performance benefits, which is
also supported by the synchronous communication results. Although, out-of-scope
for this thesis, IPC results, show that task-to-task and guest-to-task one-way mes-
sage passing shows a 90% and 85% improvement when compared to guest-to-guest,
respectively. As for RPC-style, round-trip communication performance using do-
nation mechanisms, they show an increase of about 89% and 82% for task-to-task
and guest-to-task communication, when compared to guest-to-guest, respectively
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166.08

10.38

19.13

Guest-Guest

Task-Task

Task-Guest

Average Context-
Switch Time (µs)

Transition

156.0
Task – Guest

(with cache flush)

Table 4.5: Context-switch operation execution average time (µs).

4.10.3 Interrupt Latency
To assess partition interrupt latency, which is defined as the time from the

instant an interrupt is triggered until the final handler starts to execute, we set up a
dedicated timer to trigger an interrupt every 10 ms. We measured the latency both
for when the interrupt is assigned to a guest and to a task, collecting 1,000 samples
for each case. In both cases, the scheduling configuration scenario contains two
time domains in addition to domain-0, each configured with a 10 ms time window.
Each time domain is assigned a different guest, and domain-0 is assigned two task
partitions. We perform two different experiments: in the first the interrupt is
assigned to one of the guests, in the second, to one of the tasks. In both cases the
handler partition is always configured with the highest priority in the system, to
translate high priority interrupt semantics when the handler partition is inactive.
In addition, the domain-0 time window is also 10 ms, which is enough for it to
never be completely depleted by the interrupt handler’s execution, allowing the
partition to react as quick as possible to interrupt events, by executing as a high
priority partition in domain-0.

In the case of a guest OS partition, the interrupt is configured as critical, which
means that, when the guest is inactive, the hypervisor will receive the interrupt
and migrate the guest to domain-0 so that it can be immediately scheduled. Fig-
ure 4.20a shows the relative frequency histogram for a guest handler interrupt
latencies. From the collected data, three different result regions stand out, which
we identify as depending on the currently active partition at the instant the inter-
rupt is triggered: handler guest, task or a different guest. It is clear that when the
interrupt is triggered while the handler guest is executing, the measured latency is
minimal since no hypervisor intervention is needed. The guest receives the inter-
rupt transparently through normal hardware exception mechanisms and the final
interrupt handler executes within an average 0.22 µs and a 0.25 µs WCET. When
a different partition is active at the trigger point, the interrupt latency increases
significantly since this involves the hypervisor itself receiving the interrupt, mi-
grating the guest partition to domain-0, performing the scheduling and, finally,
the context-switch operation. As explained in Section 4.10.2, the latter differs
depending on what kind of partition is preempted, which results in an average
latency of 29.03 and 180.64 µs and a WCET of 29.93 and 181.36 µs and when a
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task or guest are preempted, respectively. This shows that, although improving
the best case scenario, placing the interrupt handler on a guest partition might
result in unacceptably high latencies when a different guest needs to be preempted
and caches flushed upon context-switch.
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(a) Guest interrupt latencies.
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(b) Task interrupt latencies.

Figure 4.20: Relative frequency histogram of interrupt latencies.

When the interrupt is handled by a task partition, the hypervisor always re-
ceives the interrupt and forwards it to the task via an IPC message. In our test
scenario, the handler task is configured as the highest priority partition, executing
in domain-0. Since continuously running a high priority partition in domain-0
would quickly deplete its time budget, we wrote the task code so that it cycli-
cally blocks on the port on which it receives the interrupt message. Figure 4.20b
shows the relative frequency histogram with two distinct regions corresponding
to the cases that result in a different task or guest preemption when the inter-
rupt is triggered and the task unblocks by receiving the interrupt message. The
results show an average 20.68 or 30.32 µs for preempted task and guest parti-
tions, respectively. This latency arises given the extra overhead imposed by the
message sending, scheduling and context-switch operations. From the presented
results we conclude that, while the direct handling of an interrupt by a guest will
yield a best-case result, placing the interrupt handler’s top half in a high priority
domain-0 task (which performs the critical handling operations and notifies the
bottom half executing on a different partition), will guarantee lower average and
more deterministic latencies.

Although our test scenario only contemplates tasks running in domain-0, and
guests running in their own time domain, the reverse would yield similar results.
Running a task in its own time domain would accrue the case on which the inter-
rupt is triggered during the task’s execution, resulting in approximately the same
latency for when a different task is preempted. This is because the hypervisor
must always handle the interrupt, forward the message and reschedule to check if
the unblocked partition has sufficient priority to execute. Also, a guest running in
domain-0 as a high priority partition would yield the same preemption resulting
latencies as those shown in Figure 4.20a.





5. TZDL - Semantic Modeling
and Design Automation

In this section we will present TZDL, the TZVisor Description Language, which
is essentially a semantically-enriched DSL which acts both as an ADL and IDL,
sitting on top of the SeML infrastructure. We start by overviewing the complete
system structure and then proceed to describe the developed model, used and
manipulated by the language in the form of on ontology. Finally, we describe the
DSL’s syntax and semantics and the process of code generation by showing the
resulting artifacts for a simple use case.

5.1 Overview
µRTZVisor main principle is providing extra services in secure tasks, while

maintaining a minimal and static system TCB. This approach relocates variabil-
ity from within the kernel to user-space, allowing for the easy addition and re-
moval of functionality, and promoting CBSE principals such as reusability and
substitutability. TZDL leverages this architecture, further reducing the complex-
ity of describing systems sitting on top of µRTZVisor, by allowing a high-level
description of the system in terms of its components, i.e., partitions, the resource
distribution and connections among them, following well-defined interfaces.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the complete architecture of the system and how it fits in
the SeML infrastructure. The basis of TZDL is a domain ontology, derived from
the SeML upper ontology, which serves as a meta-model for µRTZVisor configu-
ration. This includes the definition of the existing partitions and their assigned
resources or the static creation of objects such as ports and their associated ca-
pabilities. Also, this meta-model allows the description of partition interfaces.
Although the first approach for this environment was to directly instantiate the
final system model in SeML from the concepts of the domain ontology, that idea
was quickly set aside given the drawbacks identified in SeML. First, SeML does
not provide syntactic constructs that allow for the direct instantiation of individ-
uals. This would force a user to go back and forth between SeML source code and
an ontology editor, such as Protégé, to instantiate the individuals needed to define
its system. This, coupled with the fact that SeML is too verbose, results in an
unfriendly final interface for the user, hurting readability and, ultimately, resulting
in a poorer development process. The main purpose of TZDL is to overcome these
deficiencies by basically acting as a frontend to the ontology model developed to
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be used within SeML. TZDL provides a cleaner syntax, tailored to an idealized
component model.
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Figure 5.1: TZDL system architecture.

In spite of the fact that the original design principle was to directly map TZDL
syntax constructs to the concepts in the domain ontology meta-model, this was
not the final outcome, as the the language provides additional abstractions and im-
poses tighter restrictions than those present on the model. For example, although
the ontology model approximates the architecture of the hypervisor, in which only
atomic components, i.e. partitions, exist, the DSL allows to describe the system
following a composite pattern similarly to a service component architecture (SCA).
Also, it hides concepts considered as low-level artifacts of the component model.
These include, for example, capabilities, since, by stating a connection between
partitions, the existence of communication ports and capabilities for this inter-
action to take place is implicit. Furthermore, in the current implementation, as
some global properties of the system do not fit well in the component view of
the system, we leave some mandatory properties to be asserted directly under the
SeML specification. Thus, we can consider the existence of two meta-models for
describing the same system: the domain ontology and the TZDL language. Since
the latter provides a higher level of abstraction, we consider that TZDL’s main
purpose is to act as a front-end is to perform a vertical model transformation
between the two.

The system also contemplates the concept of platforms. A number of ontolo-
gies may be developed, describing existing platforms and their available resources
such as the existing peripherals. The TZDL meta-model is partially platform-
independent, as the DSL allows to identify a number of compatible platforms for
each component. In the ontology, the model is already platform-specific, as before
the transformation is performed, the final target platform must be specified.

As suggested by Figure 5.1, TZDL is composed by two main elements: the
TZDL compiler and the TZDL tool. The compiler, which performs the model
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transformation, generates two intermediary files which are then used as input to
SeML: an ontology containing all the needed individuals to create the model, and
a SeML source code file asserting the needed relations between the individuals for
the model to be valid. The TZDL tool which is invoked by SeML after model
validation has two kinds of outputs. As an ADL, it outputs the final hypervisor
code which contains the needed system configurations for the described model.
As an IDL, it generates a set of glue-code files according to the defined partition
interfaces. This consists mainly in communication code which abstracts the user
from the low-level hypervisor object APIs and simplifies RPCs.

TZDL takes as inputs the TZDL domain ontology, a set of ontologies describing
the possible target platforms and the component model source. After loading the
input ontologies, it verifies their consistency and checks them for the existence of
the concepts it will need to instantiate the individuals in the intermediary ontol-
ogy which will be fed into SeML. Some concepts such as peripherals or platforms,
may be referenced in the DSL, but the language does not allow their direct in-
stantiation. Instead, it automatically instantiates concepts present in the input
ontologies. After the component model is parsed, it validates constructs that do
not exist in the ontology model such as those related to the composite structure,
and finally proceeds to generate the final system ontology and SeML files. At this
point, the user may further interact with the SeML models. This allows the user
to complete the model, connect it with other compatible ontology models such
(e.g., one describing the secure boot process) or reshape the model as he sees fit.
When the SeML compiling step is executed, after validating the complete model
it will call the TZDL tool which is responsible for querying the internal ontology
created by SeML and using it to generate the final µRTZVisor configuration files
and the set of glue-code files which correspond to the IDL output. Note that at
this stage other tools may also be invoked and generate other artifacts derived
from other used ontologies.

It is important to mention that the TZDL compiler only performs semantic
validation of the concepts that do not exist in the ontology model. This reduces
almost exclusively to the composite abstraction, although it also encompasses
naming validation to guarantee, for example, that names are unique avoiding pos-
sible individual naming collisions in the intermediary ontology. All other semantic
rules are embodied in the ontology and its validation is left to SeML. This pro-
cess, coupled with the fact, that, as aforementioned, some DSL references are di-
rectly instantiated from the input ontologies, allows to create additional resources
and modify semantics by editing the ontology directly, without touching the DSL
source-code.

We end this section with a brief note on the tools used to develop TZDL.
TZDL was developed using the Xtext framework [Bet16] which is an Eclipse-
based framework that allows the implementation of DSLs from scratch, while
providing full integration with the Eclipse IDE. From the grammar specification,
it generates both the lexer and parser, and the AST model as a set of classes
from the ECore modeling framework [MEG+03] meta-metamodel. Aside from
grammar, development is based on Xtend, a compatible extension of the Java
programming language with simple but powerful features to increase productivity.
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As typical of an object-oriented framework, Xtext follows the Hollywood principle,
invoking specific methods for semantic validation, scoping or code generation at
well-defined instants of the compilation process. To manipulate ontologies, TZDL
uses the OWLAPI [HB09] and the Pellet reasoner [PS04]. Furthermore, it uses
a set of OWLAPI compatible Java classes representing the ontology, which are
automatically generated by Protégé to allow for the manipulation of the ontology
in an object-oriented manner.

5.2 Ontology
When devising an ontology its purpose and utilization context must be fully

defined. As stated in the previous section, TZDL must embody the necessary
concepts to allow it to generate both ADL and IDL artifacts. Therefore, concepts
present in the ontology subdivide into two distinct sets. First, a set of concepts
describing partitions, kernel objects and how the two are interconnected. In sum,
the variables involved in the setup of a µRTZVisor-based system. The second,
describes how interfaces may be built and how a connection through a given type
of interface maps to the constructs in the first subset. The concepts described in
the former are all derived from the SeML upper ontology. Therefore, they may
be referenced and manipulated in a SeML source file. This is not the case for the
interface part of the ontology where part of the concepts described here do not
derive from the upper ontology. Hence, they are present in the TZDL ontology
and accordingly instantiated in the intermediary ontology. However, they can-
not be modified or even referenced in the SeML source code. This means that
the knowledge describing the interface structures is conveyed during the model
transformation, but cannot be adulterated unless the user modifies the interme-
diary ontology directly. The same is true for platform ontologies. Although their
individuals may be referenced both in the TZDL and SeML, the structure of a
platform cannot be tampered with unless the ontology is directly modified.

Figure 5.2: TZDL ADL Ontology.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the core of the TZDL ontology on which all the concepts
derive from the Entity concept of the SeML upper ontology. The entry point
for this model is the Kernel concept for which a single instance, named tzvisor,
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already instantiated in the original ontology exists. This individual is therefore
annotated as a static individual. A kernel hosts a set of partitions (either task
or guest) and targets a certain platform. Each platform is composed by a set of
hardware components which may be classified as memory, peripherals or inter-
rupts. The individuals representing platforms, their peripherals and interrupts
must be pre-instantiated in separate, per-platform ontology files for the system
to recognize them. Each partition is part of a time domain either classified as a
periodic domain or domain-0. The latter is only allowed a single static instance.
Partitions may own capabilities and kernel objects, where each capability refer-
ences a kernel object. Kernel objects may be communication objects or hardware
such as memory, devices ou interrupts. A device may have one or more associated
interrupts. Note how this translates to the configuration of µRTZVisor based on
capability distribution.

The ontology illustrated in Figure 5.2 does not paint a full picture. It only
shows concepts and object properties with the respective domains and ranges.
Domains and ranges by themselves do not impose restrictions. They are used by a
reasoner to infer classes of the individuals at both ends of the property assertions.
Restrictions are imposed by defining classes as subclasses of anonymous ones that
follow some rules. This is exemplified in Figure 5.3a in which we show that in
addition to being a subclass of Entity, the Capability concept subclasses of three
other anonymous classes. The first and last specify that each capability must
be owned by exactly one partition and reference exactly one kernel object. If,
in an ontology, an individual which is classified as a capability does not fulfill
these requirements, the ontology is not consistent, and, therefore, the model is
not valid. The anonymous class restriction translated has "a capability must have
at minimum zero rights" seems, at first, unnecessary and obvious. However, this
kind of restriction is a SeML requirement for the relation to be instantiated by the
model. With this, SeML tries to approximate the CWA by only allowing assertions
for properties for which a restriction defining the maximum, minimum or exact
cardinality was specified. Furthermore, the majority of the object properties shown
in Figure 5.2 also have a corresponding inverse property (e.g. the property hosts
has as its inverse isHostedBy).

(a) Capability class restrictions. (b) Partition Class restriction.

Figure 5.3: Class restrictions in Protégé.

Figure 5.3b imposes restrictions on the Partition class related to Integer and
String properties. However, these are not data properties as SeML imposes that
only one data property may be asserted per individual. Furthermore, this data
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property must be the hasValue property defined in the SeML upper ontology. This
was a severe restriction to our model. To overcome it, restrictions which would
originally mention data properties are created as object properties in which the
object is one of the Bool, Int or String properties shown in Figure 5.4. These three
classes are restricted on the hasValue data property to literals of the respective
types. This has the unfortunate drawback that the assertion of the property and
the setting of its value must be done in two different OWL statements. This
sub-ontology also shows the Right property which is used to assert rights for each
operation of each type of kernel object. The existing individuals mapping to the
available object operations are already embodied in the TZDL ontology. If the
available hypercalls for this objects change, it is only necessary to update the
ontology accordingly.

Figure 5.4: TZDL property ontology.

The second part of the TZDL ontology, which does not derive from the upper
ontology, is shown in Figure 5.5. As explained before, this part of the ontology is
focused on the semantics of component connections. It is centered on the concept
of a binding between two partitions: one is classified as a provider of a service, the
other as a receiver. A binding must follow an interface which may be classified as
three different kinds with different semantics:

• In a notification interface, the provider will asynchronously notify the re-
ceiver when certain specified events occur;

• The RPC interface maps to a synchronous RPC communication pattern,
where the receiver can invoke the methods specified in the interface which
are implemented and executed by the provider;

• In the data interface, the receiver will request a data structure composed
of variables specified in the interface, which will then be forward by the
provider. This is executed in an asynchronous manner.

Note that in Figure 5.5 all variables defined for a data interface and all pa-
rameters, as well as the return value of the RPC interface, are classified with a
type conceptualized in the type property class. Individuals of this class are also
already instantiated in the TZDL ontology, listing the supported types by the IDL
generator.
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When mapped to the concepts existent in µRTZVisor, a binding corresponds to
a set port capabilities used to perform the communication between partitions. For
the data and RPC interfaces there are three capabilities involved: one requestCap
used by the receiver to make requests and one serviceCap used by the provider
to receive the requests, both referencing the same port owned by the provider;
the third, receiveCap, is owned by the receiver and donated as a reply capability
to receive the response of the provider. For notifications interfaces, only two
capabilities are involved: the receiveCap and the serviceCap, both referencing the
same port, owned by the receiver, are used by the receiver and provider to receive
and send the notifications, respectively.

Figure 5.5: TZDL IDL ontology.

Finally, the defined ontology also tries to provide basic support to component
classification according to non-functional features. For this, we provide a concept
of a component feature deriving from the Characteristic class of the SeML upper
ontology. This class is further sub-classed to provide concepts with which par-
titions may be further classified. Then a class representing a goal can use these
classifications to set requirements or restrictions on the partitions existent in the
model. Figure 5.6 shows the definition of the MISRA compliance goal stating that
no partition which is not also MISRA compliant can exist.

Figure 5.6: Example of a goal restriction.

5.3 DSL
The main objective of the TZDL DSL is to provide constructs which allow users

to describe a system built on top of µRTZVisor following an SCA architecture.
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This includes describing system components following the composite pattern while
stating the services they require, or those that they provide, and connecting them
accordingly. In this section we will explain TZDL syntax and semantics in the
light of a simple example where two guests share an I2C driver and communicate
through a data interface. The I2C driver is a composite of two tasks that share an
I2C peripheral. Both tasks will execute in domain-0, but one is configured with a
high priority serving has the top-half and communicates interrupts to the bottom
half through an event interface. The lower-priority bottom-half task presents a
simple I2C API to other partitions through an RPC interface. This system is
illustrated in Figure 5.7.

System

Guest1

Guest2

Driver I2C

I2C Interrupt 
Handler

I2C Bus 
Service

Platform

SPI Peripheral

I2C Peripheral

...

Figure 5.7: Example SCA architecture.

Services follow defined interfaces according to the meta-model presented in the
ontology of Figure 5.5. Listing 5.1 shows the example definition of the three kinds
of interfaces used in the example. While keywords are presented in blue, the types
used to classify parameters and data fields are not. This is because they are instan-
tiated according to what is defined in the ontology and are not hardcoded in the
language itself. Note that method signatures in the RPC interface and variables in
the data parameters follow a C-like syntax. Method parameters take, however, an
additional classifier. This is meant to inform the IDL generator in which direction
it should marshall and unmarshall the method arguments. Although not shown
in the example, some arguments might be classified as inout.

1 rpc I2CApi{
2 int send(in int addr, in int msg);
3 int recv(in int addr, out int msg);
4 }
5
6 data DataInterface {
7 string miscData;
8 }
9

10 event I2CIrq {
11 RCV;
12 SND;
13 }

Listing 5.1: Definitions of interfaces in TZDL.
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Listing 5.2 shows the definition of atomic components in TZDL. They may
either be guests or task partitions. For each atomic component, besides its iden-
tifier, two properties must be specified: the location of its source code and the
minimum amount of memory it will need. Optionally, the list of compatible plat-
forms may be specified. If no platform is listed, this means the component is
platform-independent. Then an atomic component may state the list of interfaces
it provides or that it requires. A component providing an interface must imple-
ment its functionality. A component requiring one, is stating a dependency on
a component that implements it, and cannot execute if this dependency is not
resolved. Each instantiation of an interface, either as a require or provide must be
accompanied by a unique identifier. A component may also require a peripheral
to function. In this example both task partitions state that they require access to
an I2C peripheral. When requiring a peripheral, one may also optionally require
the interrupts associated with it. This is done for the I2C interrupt handler task.
Atomic components also may be tagged with features described in the ontology.
This example shows the task components being tagged as MISRA compliant.

1 task I2cInterruptHandler #MISRACOMPLIANT {
2 source at "/path/to/ source / task1 "
3 is compatible with zynq, imx6
4 alloc min 5 MB
5
6 provides I2CIrq i2cIrqP
7 requires device I2C i2cD with interrupt
8 }
9

10 task I2cBusService #MISRACOMPLIANT {
11 source at "/path/to/ source / task2 "
12 is compatible with zynq, imx6
13 alloc min 5 MB
14
15
16 provides I2CApi i2cApiP
17 requires I2CIrq i2cIrqR
18 requires device I2C i2cRD
19 }
20
21 guest Guest1 {
22 source at "/path/to/ source / guest1 "
23 is compatible with zynq
24 alloc min 128 MB
25
26 provides DataInterface dataIntP
27 requires I2CApi i2cApiR
28 }
29
30 guest Guest2 {
31 source at "/path/to/ source / guest2 "
32 is compatible with zynq
33 alloc min 128 MB
34
35 requires I2CApi i2cApiR, DataInterface dataIntR
36 }

Listing 5.2: Definitions of atomic components in TZDL.

The atomic components described above can be instantiated inside composite
components as shown in Listing 5.3. The example we are currently describing
defines two composites: the I2C driver, composed by the two tasks, and the final
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system which includes all partitions and it is the final target system to be assemble.
A composition definition starts by listing the components or other composites that
it contains. For each instantiated component, a priority must be defined. The
final priority of a partition will be defined recursively by summing the priorities
of all composites in which it is included with the priority assigned to it in the
composite it was instantiated. A component may optionally be associated with
a period. If this is the case, the component will execute in its own time domain
configured with the indicated time window. Otherwise, the component will be
part of domain-0. As with atomic components, composites may also state a list of
compatible platforms. All instantiated components must be compatible with the
listed platforms, otherwise a composite validation error occurs. If the composite is
platform-independent, its subcomponents must also be. Regarding subcomponent
interfaces when defining composites, there are two options: resolve them directly
by binding them, or create its own and connect them to the sub-component’s.
The latter will delegate the binding to composites which further instantiate the
composite. However, it is important to mention that all require dependencies must
be resolved until the top-level composite for the system to allow its compilation.
Listing 5.3 shows the two tasks being connected through the event interface in the
driver composite which also exports the I2C RPC interface. Then, the two guests
are connected among them and to the driver composite through the data and RPC
interfaces, respectively. When resolving a device dependency, the dependency of
the subcomponent must be bound to one peripheral of each of the listed compatible
platforms.

1 composite DriverI2C {
2 contains
3 I2cInterruptHandler i2cIntHandler has priority 5;
4 I2cBusService i2cBusServ has priority 4;
5 is compatible with zynq, imx6
6
7 provides I2CApi i2cApiP
8
9 bind i2cBusServ.i2cIrqR to i2cIntHandler.i2cIrqP

10
11 bind device i2cIntHandler.i2cD to zynq.i2c0 | imx6.i2c1
12 bind device i2cBusServ.i2cRD to zynq.i2c0 | imx6.i2c1
13
14
15 promote provide i2cBusServ.i2cApiP as i2cApiP
16 }
17
18 composite System {
19 contains
20 Guest2 guest2 has priority 5 and period 60;
21 Guest1 guest1 has priority 3 and period 30;
22 DriverI2C driverI2C has priority 4;
23 is compatible with zynq
24
25 bind guest2.dataIntR to guest1.dataIntP
26 bind guest2.i2cApiR to driverI2C.i2cApiP
27 bind guest1.i2cApiR to driverI2C.i2cApiP
28 }
29
30 assemble System for zynq

Listing 5.3: Definitions of composites in TZDL.
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To indicate which composite must be built and which platform was chosen,
the assemble statement at the end of the file must be used. Therefore, it must
exist at least a top-level composite in each file, even if its only purpose is to wrap
a single atomic component. This is, however, an inelegant solution. Ideally, the
target composites and platforms should be passed as arguments at compile-time.

We end this section by stressing the similarities between the underlying meta-
model of this DSL and the ontology described in Section 5.2. Although some
low-level hypervisor concepts present in the ontology, such as capabilities or time
domains, are not available, they are implicit in the DSL constructs. Others, such as
interfaces, are almost directly mapped to the ontology. The DSL provides another
level of abstraction following the SCA architecture. Therefore, the compiler will
only need to perform validations regarding the composite structure, the guarantee
that component dependencies are resolved and, finally, name validation. The
latter is carried out at file and component scopes, guaranteeing that components
or interfaces do not share the same name and that each identifier used inside a
component is unique.

5.4 Code Generation
As explained in the beginning of the chapter, TZDL comprises two moments

of code generation. The first regards the compiler generation of the intermediary
files consisting in an ontology and a SeML source file asserting object properties
among the instantiated individuals. The second is the final system code, which
encompasses the generation of the hypervisor configuration files, as well as the
structuring of the final project according to a pre-defined build system. The
second stage would also encompass the generation of the IDL glue-code. However,
this was not implemented yet, and will remain as a future development goal of
this project.

5.4.1 Intermediary Files
Starting by the generation of the intermediary ontology, we first note that

this corresponds to the model transformation between the SCA architecture and
the ontology model. Therefore, there is a flattening of the composite tree struc-
ture while the concepts of composite and of interface dependency vanish. The
first stage of the generation creates a set of individuals to describe the defined
interfaces according to Figure 5.5. This means it will create a set of individuals
subclassing the interface, event, method, parameter and variable classes and assert
the object properties such as hasEvent, hasMethod, hasParameter, hasVariable or
hasType, accordingly. Remember that this part of the ontology does not derive
the SeML upper ontology. Its only purpose is to encapsulate the knowledge re-
lated to interface definition which would be later used by the IDL generator. The
individuals instanced at this stage must be annotated with the static property,
otherwise SeML would discard them from its internal ontology as they are not
mentioned in the SeML code.
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The second stage of the generation consists in instantiating the individuals nec-
essary to define partitions. The name of the individuals is constructed by lower cas-
ing and concatenating identifiers, resulting in something similar to qualified names
in object-oriented languages. For example, the name of the individual representing
the interrupt handler task in the example of Section 5.3 is driverI2C.i2cIntHandler.
For each atomic component, besides the actual partition, a set of individuals are
created, representing the properties of given partition. These include:

• A string property representing the path to the partition source code;

• An integer property representing the partition’s priority;

• An integer property representing the partition’s image size;

• An integer property representing the partition’s base address;

• If the partition is assigned a period, a time-domain is created as well as
integer property representing its quantum.

As each individual is instantiated, the related object property assertion state-
ments are printed onto the SeML source file. Also, a set of assignments are made,
which correspond to the assertion of the SeML hasValue data property. Listing
5.4 shows the resulting code for two of the partitions in the recurring example.

1 /* -------------------------- Hosted partitions -------------------------- */
2
3 tzvisor hostsGuest guest1
4 guest1 hasSource guest1.source
5 /* hasValue */ guest1.source = "/path/to/ source / guest1 "
6 guest1 hasPriority guest1.priority
7 /* hasValue */ guest1.priority = 3
8 guest1 hasSize guest1.size
9 /* hasValue */ guest1.size = 134217728 /* 128 MB */

10 guest1 hasBaseAddress guest1.baseaddr
11 /* hasValue */ guest1.baseaddr = ??
12 guest1 isPartOf guest1.domain
13 guest1.domain hasQuantum guest1.domainperiod
14 /* hasValue */ guest1.domainperiod = 30
15
16 tzvisor hostsTask driverI2C.i2cIntHandler
17 driverI2C.i2cIntHandler hasSource driverI2C.i2cIntHandler.source
18 /* hasValue */ driverI2C.i2cIntHandler.source = "/path/to/ source / task1 "
19 driverI2C.i2cIntHandler hasPriority driverI2C.i2cIntHandler.priority
20 /* hasValue */ driverI2C.i2cIntHandler.priority = 9
21 driverI2C.i2cIntHandler hasSize driverI2C.i2cIntHandler.size
22 /* hasValue */ driverI2C.i2cIntHandler.size = 5242880 /* 5MB */
23 driverI2C.i2cIntHandler hasBaseAddress driverI2C.i2cIntHandler.baseaddr
24 /* hasValue */ driverI2C.i2cIntHandler.baseaddr = ??
25 driverI2C.i2cIntHandler isPartOf domain0

Listing 5.4: Generated SeML source code for partitions.

The next stage of the generation is the translation of component bindings into
concrete hypervisor constructs, i.e., communication ports and capabilities. First,
for each provide statement we add to the output ontology individuals representing
a port group and capability on which the provider partition will receive requests.
Listing 5.5 shows the set up of the port group where the I2C driver will receive RPC
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requests. Then the code in the listing proceeds to create the binding of this service
to the guest2 partition. To the binding we associate the corresponding interface.
As suggested by the ontology model, three capabilities are generated: the request,
service and receive. The first two reference a port owned by the provider, on which
requests are made. This port is associated to the previously mentioned port group.
The receive capability references a port owner by the requirer intended to be used
as a reply capability. Note that, following the principle of the least privilege, only
the minimum rights needed to ac perform RPC communication are attributed to
each capability, according to its purpose. Although this code excerpt only shows
the binding for an RPC interface, data and event bindings also present a very
similar structure.

1
2 /* ------------------------- Service Providers ------------------------- */
3
4 driverI2C.i2cBusServ ownsCapability driverI2C.i2cBusServ.i2cApiP.portgroupcap
5 driverI2C.i2cBusServ.i2cApiP.portgroupcap referencesObject driverI2C.

i2cBusServ.i2cApiP.portgroup
6 driverI2C.i2cBusServ.i2cApiP.portgroupcap hasRight recv, recvblocking,

privinfo
7 driverI2C.i2cBusServ.i2cApiP.portgroup hasOwner driverI2C.i2cBusServ
8
9 /* -- RPC Binding from guest2 . i2cApiR to driverI2C . i2cBusServ . i2cApiP -- */

10
11 tzvisor hasBinding guest2.i2cApiR-bindsto-driverI2C.i2cBusServ.i2cApiP
12 guest2.i2cApiR-bindsto-driverI2C.i2cBusServ.i2cApiP hasInterface I2CApi
13
14 guest2.i2cApiR-bindsto-driverI2C.i2cBusServ.i2cApiP hasRequestCap guest2.

i2cApiR.requestcap
15 guest2 owns guest2.i2cApiR.requestcap
16 guest2.i2cApiR.requestcap hasRight config, send, sendreply, sendreplydonate
17 guest2.i2cApiR.requestcap referencesObject guest2.i2cApiR.servport
18
19 guest2.i2cApiR-bindsto-driverI2C.i2cBusServ.i2cApiP hasServiceCap driverI2C.

i2cBusServ.i2cApiP.portgroupcap
20 driverI2C.i2cBusServ owns guest2.i2cApiR.servcap
21 guest2.i2cApiR.servcap hasRight config, recv, recvblocking, privinfo
22 guest2.i2cApiR.servcap referencesObject guest2.i2cApiR.servport
23 guest2.i2cApiR.servport hasOwner driverI2C.i2cBusServ
24 driverI2C.i2cBusServ.i2cApiP.portgroup hasPort guest2.i2cApiR.servport
25
26 guest2.i2cApiR-bindsto-driverI2C.i2cBusServ.i2cApiP hasReceiveCap guest2.

i2cApiR.replycap
27 guest2.i2cApiR.replycap hasOwner guest2
28 guest2.i2cApiR.replycap referencesObject guest2.i2cApiR.replyport
29 guest2.i2cApiR.replyport hasOwner guest2
30 guest2.i2cApiR.replycap hasRight config, recv, recvblocking, recvdonate, send

, grant

Listing 5.5: Generated SeML source code for bindings.

Device bindings are similar to the communications bindings described above.
The main difference is that the created capabilities will reference peripherals or
interrupts. Individuals representing these objects are not created by the compiler
as they are already present in the input platform ontologies. The compiler only
passes through the selected platform ontology. As shown in Listing 5.6, for the
interrupt handler task, capabilities individuals are created, attributed and config-
ured according to the bindings defined in a DSL model.
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1 /* -- Device Binding from driverI2C . i2cIntHandler . i2cD to i2c0 and
respective interrupts -- */

2
3 driverI2C.i2cIntHandler owns driverI2C.i2cIntHandler.i2cD.cap
4 driverI2C.i2cIntHandler.i2cD.cap hasRight mapdevice, unmapdevice
5 driverI2C.i2cIntHandler.i2cD.cap referencesObject i2c0
6
7 driverI2C.i2cIntHandler owns driverI2C.i2cIntHandler.i2cD.irqcap
8 driverI2C.i2cIntHandler.i2cD.irqcap hasRight interruptconfig,

interruptsetport, interruptacknowledge
9 driverI2C.i2cIntHandler.i2cD.irqcap referencesObject i2c0_interrupt

Listing 5.6: Generated SeML source code for device bindings.

Finally, the compiler generates a set of statements related to the global prop-
erties of the system. As denoted by the quote marks in some of the attributions
visible in Listings 5.4 and 5.7, the model described in the generated SeML source
is not complete. This is due to the fact that the DSL model does not contemplate
low-level details of the system such as the path to the hypervisor source code,
the final system image layout, or global properties such as the configuration of
domain-0. The user must, therefore, complete the model at this stage, and may
additionally include concepts from other compatible ontologies or impose global
goals such as the example for MISRA compliance target. In the example, as only
task partitions are tagged as MISRA-compliant, the model would be invalid.

1 tzvisor targets zynq
2 tzvisor.source = "/path/to/ tzvisor / souce "
3
4 /* TODO - this must be set according to some property */
5 domain0.period = ???
6 domain0.tick = ???
7
8 use MISRACOMPLIANCE

Listing 5.7: Generated SeML source code for global properties.

5.4.2 Final System Code
After SeML uses reasoning facilities to validate the model according to what

is expressed in the ontology meta-model, it will invoke the TZDL tool. Internally,
the tool queries the reasoner for the individuals in the ontology and generates
a set of configuration files. Originally, the implementation used a rule engine to
execute SQWRL queries. However, the used engine showed very poor performance,
so, although it results in a greater amount of code and poorer readability, the
reasoner was used instead. The tool would also generate glue-code to be used for
communication purposes, which removes the need for the developer to directly use
the hypervisor API, providing a higher abstraction and, consequently, optimizing
the development process. Since this last feature, corresponding to the IDL output,
it was not implemented yet, we try to provide an example of how we envision this
glue-code would look like.
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The µRTZVisor configuration consists of a set of C++ files, one per manager
class, which define the configuration data structures and a table per data structure
that is read at system initialization. For example, querying the ontology for the
existing partitions and their respective properties, the tool generates the partition
and memory manager configuration files which list the existing partitions and
define their layout in memory as shown in Listing 5.8. Each entry in the partition
configuration table identifies the type of partition, provides a string for logging
purposes and sets its entry point address. The identifier of a partition is its index
in this table and all subsequent configurations identify the partition by this ID.
The memory configuration table uses this identifier to establish the location of
each partition in the system image.

1 const PartitionConfig guest_config_list[] = {
2 { kind: PartitionKind::Guest ,
3 name: " guest1 ",
4 entry_point: 0x4000000 },
5 { kind: PartitionKind::Guest ,
6 name: " guest2 ",
7 entry_point: 0xC000000 },
8 { kind: PartitionKind::Task ,
9 name: " driverI2C . i2cBusServ ",

10 entry_point: 0x4000000 },
11 { kind: PartitionKind::Task ,
12 name: " driverI2C . i2cIntHandler ",
13 entry_point: 0x4000000 }
14 };
15
16 const MemoryConfig memory_config_table[] = {
17 { partition_id: 0,
18 base_addr: 0x4000000,
19 size: 0x8000000 },
20 { partition_id: 1,
21 base_addr: 0xC000000,
22 size: 0x8000000 },
23 { partition_id: 2,
24 base_addr: 0x14000000,
25 size: 0x500000 },
26 { partition_id: 3,
27 base_addr: 0x14500000,
28 size: 0x500000 }
29 };
30
31 const Domain0Config domain0_config = {
32 period : 10,
33 tick : 1,
34 exec_num : 2,
35 exec_list : (ExecContextConfig[]) {
36 {part_id: 2, prio: 8} , {part_id: 3, prio: 9}
37 }
38 };
39
40 const DomainConfig domain_config_list[] = {
41 { period: 30 ,
42 exec: {part_id: 0, prio: 3} } ,
43 { period: 60 ,
44 exec: {part_id: 1, prio: 5} }
45 };

Listing 5.8: Partition and memory configuration tables.

Listing 5.8 also shows the configuration of the scheduler comprising two tables:
one regarding domain-0, the other all other domains. For domain-0, it configures
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the length of its time window and the tick which is further used to slice that
window. It also contains the list of the domain-0 partitions and their respective
priority. The list of other domains, contains the length of each one, as well as the
partition that is intended to be executed on it. These configurations are expressed
in milliseconds.

Another example would be the configuration of ports, port groups and their
respective capabilities. For each kind of object there is a table listing the exist-
ing objects, and a different table listing the capabilities referencing them. Listing
5.9 contains an excerpt of the port configuration regarding the RPC binding in
Listing 5.5. In order to generate this file the tool queries the ontology for existing
ports and then follows the asserted object properties to know about their owners
and existing capabilities. Two ports and a port group are created, as well as the
capabilities referencing them, each identifying the owning partition. The capabil-
ity lists identify the respective objects by their configuration ID. The port group
configuration also uses this ID to list the ports it aggregates. Each capability is
also configured with a set of rights, which essentially list the allowed operations,
and a name used by the partition at initialization time, to discover the index of
the capability in its capability space.

1
2 const PortConfig portsConfig[] = {
3 { mConfigId: 1,
4 mOwner : 1 },
5 ...
6 { mConfigId: 3,
7 mOwner : 2 },
8 };
9

10 const CapabilityConfig portsCapabilities [] = {
11 { ConfigId: 3,
12 mOwner : 1,
13 mRights : RECVBLOCKING | SEND | RECV | RECVDONATE ,
14 mName : " i2cApiR_request " },
15 ...
16 { ConfigId: 3,
17 mOwner : 2,
18 mRights : RECVBLOCKING | RECV | PRIVINFO | CONFIG ,
19 mName : " i2cApiP_guest1 " },
20 { ConfigId: 1,
21 mOwner : 1,
22 mRights : SEND | SENDREPLYDONATE | SENDREPLY | CONFIG,
23 mName : " i2cApiR_reply " }
24 };
25
26 const PortGroupConfig portGroupConfigs[] = {
27 { mConfigId : 1,
28 mOwner: 2,
29 nrOfPorts: 2,
30 mPorts : (uint32_t[]) { 3, 5 } }
31 };
32
33 const CapabilityConfig portGroupCapabilities[] = {
34 { mConfigId : 1,
35 mOwner : 2,
36 mRights : RECVBLOCKING | RECV | PRIVINFO,
37 mName : " i2cApiP " }
38 };

Listing 5.9: Port and capability configuration.
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Regarding configuration, other files are generated such as those related to pe-
ripherals, interrupts and the respective capabilities or files which configure the size
of the object pools according to the needed number of objects expressed by the
remaining configuration files.

Next, we show a simple, merely illustrative example of how the glue-code
generated by the IDL part of the tool would look like. The IDL would generate a
set of client/server C source files per binding. The generated code uses a partition
API which abstracts the user from the low-level details of how to emit a hypercall.
Once again, we explain this code in the light of the above-described example,
specifically and limited to the RPC binding in Listing 5.5. Listings 5.11 and 5.10
show the theoretical generated code for the server (provider) and client (requirer),
respectively. Both provide an initialization method which will initialize a set
of global variables representing each capability on the capability space of the
partition. The name in the capability configuration is used for this purpose. This
initialization method might be much more complex, depending on the type of
existing bindings for that specific partition. For example, if the partition is on the
client side of an event binding, this would also encompass, configuring the port
and the event gate to enable asynchronous notifications. Also, if a task partition is
configured as the handler of an interrupt, this initialization code would associate
the interrupt with a special port in which it would receive interrupt messages.

1 enum I2CAPI_OPS {SEND, RECV};
2 cap_t i2capir_request;
3 cap_t i2capir_reply;
4
5 void init_capabilities(){
6 i2capir_request = getCapByName(" i2cApiR_request ");
7 i2capir_reply = getCapByName(" i2cApiR_reply ");
8
9 /* .... other capabilities for the partition */

10 }
11
12 uint32_t send(uint32_t addr, uint32_t msg){
13
14 TzMsg_t in_msg, out_msg;
15
16 out_msg.uPayload.mBytes[0] = SEND;
17 out_msg.uPayload.mWords[1] = addr;
18 out_msg.uPayload.mWords[2] = msg;
19
20 SendReplyDonate(i2capir_request, i2capir_reply, &out_msg, &in_msg);
21
22 return in_msg.uPayload.mWords[0];
23 }
24
25 uint32_t recv(uint32_t addr, uint32_t* msg){
26
27 TzMsg_t in_msg, out_msg;
28
29 out_msg.uPayload.mBytes[0] = RECV;
30 out_msg.uPayload.mWords[1] = addr;
31
32 SendReplyDonate(i2capir_request, i2capir_reply, &out_msg, &in_msg);
33
34 *msg = in_msg.uPayload.mWords[1];
35
36 return in_msg.uPayload.mWords[0];
37 }

Listing 5.10: Requirer glue-code for the RPC interface.
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In Listing 5.10 the client side of the glue-code is shown. This contains the
initialization method and the implementation of the methods specified in the in-
terface. The method implementation simply constructs a message, marshaling,
i.e., serializing, the opcode and methods as the server expects them, and uses a
send blocking method which also transmits a reply capability and donates its exe-
cution to the request recipient. Therefore, it will only unblock when the response
message is received. Then, the return value as well as the output arguments are
retrieved, or unmarshalled, from the message and the method finishes execution.

1 enum I2CAPI_OPS {SEND, RECV};
2
3 cap_t i2capip_cap;
4
5 void init_capabilities(){
6
7 i2capip_cap = getCapByName(" i2cApiP ");
8
9 /* .... other capabilities for the partition */

10 }
11
12 void serv_i2capip(){
13
14 TzMsg_t in_msg, out_msg;
15 uint8_t opcode;
16 cap_t reply_cap;
17
18 RecvMsgBlockingGroup(i2capip_cap, &in_msg);
19
20 if(in_msg.mType != NORMAL_REPLY)
21 return ;
22
23 opcode = in_msg.uPayload.mBytes[0];
24 reply_cap = in_msg.mPropCap.mExtCap;
25
26 switch (opcode) {
27 uint32_t ret;
28 uint8_t addr;
29 uint32_t msg;
30
31 case SEND:
32 addr = in_msg.uPayload.mWords[1];
33 msg = in_msg.uPayload.mWords[2];
34 ret = send(addr, msg);
35 out_msg.uPayload.mWords[0] = ret;
36 break ;
37
38 case RECV:
39 addr = in_msg.uPayload.mWords[1];
40 ret = recv(addr, &msg);
41 out_msg.uPayload.mWords[0] = ret;
42 out_msg.uPayload.mWords[1] = msg;
43 break ;
44 default :
45 out_msg.uPayload.mWords[0] = -1;
46 }
47
48 SendMsg(reply_cap, &out_msg);
49 }

Listing 5.11: Provider glue-code for the RPC interface.

Listing 5.11 shows the code generated for the provider. It assumes that the
partition code implements the methods defined in the DSL for the interface. The
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code of a partition providing the interface must call the serv_i2capip method at the
instant it wishes to fulfill a request for this service. The method begins by invoking
a receive blocking operation on the port group purposed to receive requests for the
interface. Thus, it will block until a request is made. When it receives the request,
it will check if the message is expecting a reply. If not, it ignores the message.
Then it will check the first byte of the message containing an opcode identifying the
specific interface method invoked. It will then unmarshall the arguments present
in the input message and invoke the actual implementation. It will then construct
a message with the return value and, possibly, output arguments, and send the
response message using the reply capability contained in the original message.

The way arguments are marshalled an unmarshalled is highly simplified in this
example and implemented in an ad hoc manner. The example only uses integer
parameters, but when supporting other types of arguments, and possibly, variable
size arguments, this process would be significantly more complex. Furthermore,
although configurable, message size is fixed, which might result in the need for
more than one round-trip to complete the request. Also, the example only com-
prises the code for RPC interfaces. Code for data interfaces would be similar,
but we believe, even simpler, than the one presented. As for event interfaces, the
generated code would encompass, on the requirer side, besides the aforementioned
initialization, the template code for identifying the event, and to redirect execu-
tion flow to a user-implemented event handler. On the provider side, it would
consist only of wrapper functions to broadcast the events using the port group,
abstracting the user from the actual hypervisor API.

5.5 Discussion
We believe that the framework described in this chapter would greatly benefit

developers using µRTZVisor as the base for their system. This statement is sup-
ported by several ideas. First, although not quantitatively measured, it is clear
that there is a high ratio of generated code versus the actual code written by
the system designer using the DSL. Secondly, the generated code is validated and
guaranteed to be correct. Third, the component abstraction is seamlessly trans-
ported all the way to the generated IDL code, which deals with all the low-level
details of capability management and hypercall issue. Finally, the DSL code itself
provides compact and readable documentation regarding system structure and the
resources it utilizes.

Nevertheless, TZDL mainly stands as a proof of concept, unfinished prototype,
as the majority of the envisioned features, such as the IDL, are still unimplemented.
Also, we recall the importance of SeML within the infrastructure. Besides the
flexibility and compatibility it brings by performing model validation from input
ontologies, which may be easily modified and aligned with other ontologies, it also
provides great modularity through its tool plugin system. Therefore, additional
TZDL features would comprise, for example, the ability to add miscellaneous at-
tributes to components, which would allow to configure partitions directly in the
DSL by later generating macros or directly manipulating partition source code
through specialized tools. Furthermore, TZDL is not fully capable of generating
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the final model, namely, it cannot automatically define the layout of the final sys-
tem image. This is mainly due to the fact that guest partitions must be recompiled
specifically for each different system layout. We also envision a SeML plugin tool
that has knowledge about the inner workings of guest partitions build process and
automates it completely. This would also remove most of the mandatory need for
SeML model completion. Another important application of this framework would
be the analysis of non-functional metrics. Tools could be developed that would,
for example, analyze the feasibility of a target schedule or give feedback regarding
the implicit data information flow paths, so that the designer is certain of the real
provided isolation and containment.

TZDL also does not actually provide the support for CBSE advantages such
as substitutability or reusability. This is mainly due to the fact that TZDL files
are self-contained and do not allow the import of external component definitions.
This feature is something that would be central in future improvements. We envi-
sion a component repository with different TZDL sources encapsulating interface
definitions coupled with documentation describing the purpose of the interface
and component definitions couple with the documentation plus the actual imple-
mentation of the components. By accessing this repository to build their systems,
designers would actually take advantage of all CBSE benefits.

Finally, the platform features of TZDL are also not really applied since the
hypervisor only supports the Zynq-based boards. However, with future µRTZVisor
ports, the generator would need to take into account the final platform and select
the source code and accordingly configure the build system.



6. Conclusion

Modern embedded systems support an increasing share of our society’s safety
and security-critical infrastructure. As we depend more and more on these sys-
tems in our daily lives, they are also becoming increasingly intricate and network-
oriented, which makes them, at the same time, attractive targets and more vul-
nerable to external attacks. This raises a myriad of security and safety concerns
which must be addressed not only as an afterthought, but as an integral and
fundamental aspect of system design as well throughout the development process.

There is a consensus in the relevant literature identifying virtualization as a
key technology to target the aforementioned problems. Virtualization provides a
way to consolidate multiple isolated embedded subsystems into the same hardware
platform. Besides the integration benefits which reduce overall costs, virtualization
provides strong fault-containment guarantees. However, the VM abstraction pro-
vided by typical hypervisors remains too coarse-grained, heavyweight and does not
contemplate low-overhead communication primitives essential for embedded sys-
tems. Microkernel-based approaches to virtualization have been shown to address
these concerns, bridging this gap between traditional and embedded virtualization.
By employing the principles of minimality and of the least authority, this archi-
tecture has proven to be inherently more secure by encapsulating functionality
at user-level, guaranteeing robust fault-containment, while relying on a minimal
TCB. However, microkernel hypervisors heavily rely in para-virtualization tech-
niques which inherently require a significant software engineering effort to adapt
guest OSes to their environment. Hardware-assisted virtualization approaches
help to mitigate these drawbacks. ARM’s TrustZone technology stands out given
its wide presence in low to mid-range processors used in embedded systems.

In this thesis, we propose µRTZVisor. It restructures RTZVisor, an in-house
developed monolithic hypervisor, by endowing it with a microkernel-inspired ar-
chitecture. As its predecessor, by taking advantage of the ARM TrustZone hard-
ware security extensions, µRTZVisor supports coarse-grained partitions executing
in a quasi full-virtualized environment in the non-secure world. These are in-
tended to execute guest OSes. At the same time, it provides support for small,
secure user-mode tasks which are intended to execute system services as exten-
sions of the hypervisor. µRTZVisor further extends RTZVisor, providing a lot
more functionality and configuration flexibility. This includes the addition of a
capability-based access-control and hypercall system, and a flexible IPC infrastruc-
ture, tightly-coupled with the scheduling mechanism resulting in a more efficient
and fast partition interaction. The heterogeneous partition environment provided
by µRTZVisor circumvents identified RTZVisor deficiencies such as the need to
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flush caches at every context-switch. Measurements show that much more effi-
cient client-server like communication is achieved between guests and tasks, than
between guests. Also, a more deterministic and lower WCET interrupt latencies
are achieved by placing interrupt handlers in task partitions. Furthermore, our
implementation maintains the low RTZVisor virtualization overhead while keeping
a minimal TCB as compared to other similar solutions.

The second component of this thesis targets both the management of com-
plexity and ease of development of systems built on top of µRTZVisor. TZDL
is a DSL centered around the CBSE paradigm while, at the same time, taking
advantage of semantic technology through the SeML infrastructure. SeML is a
modeling framework grounded in MDE and ODSD principles. It takes as input
meta-models in the form of ontologies, and provides a DSL for a guided instantia-
tion and validation of the final system’s model, supported by reasoning facilities.
It also provides means for plug-in tools to be invoked after validation which may
provide system analysis and code generation functionalities. TZDL works as a
front-end to SeML. It allows the description of the system following an SCA ar-
chitecture. During compilation, it translates the composite model into a flat model
following an ontology prescribing a µRTZVisor configuration, which will be the
input to SeML. After SeML performs model validation, it invokes the TZDL tool
which will generate the final system project, its configuration files and a set of glue
code files containing communication code according to the defined model. There-
fore, TZDL can be classified both as an ADL an IDL. Although no quantitative
measurements were taken, we believe this framework significantly improves devel-
opment both at the design and implementation stages, by allowing the designer
to reason on higher-level abstractions of the component model and generating a
significant amount of code from the developed model. Furthermore, the clear and
crisp syntax of TZDL provides, by itself, is valuable documentation about system
structure and resource utilization.

By applying the microkernel architecture and other ideas drawn from state-of-
art embedded hypervisors to the existing RTZVisor, which embodies the ideas of
TrustZone-based virtualization, this thesis idealizes a new architecture for low-end
safety and security-critical embedded devices. Besides the inherent security bene-
fits of its minimal kernel architecture, µRTZVisor maintains the performance ben-
efits of hardware-assisted virtualization, while providing a modular environment
to manage the functionality variability of such systems and enabling fine-grained
fault-containment. Furthermore, this microkernel modular nature lends itself to
component-based modeling and generative programming development. By ap-
plying these ideas, TZDL assists in managing complexity which further aids the
development of trustworthy and maintainable systems.

6.1 Future Work
This thesis lays the groundwork for future research on the topic of TrustZone-

assisted virtualization. Besides the obvious task of concluding unfinished work,
such as the TZDL IDL generator implementation and the addition of other features
as described in Section 5.5, we believe the future development roadmap for our
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system would encompass many other tasks regarding the kernel infrastructure.
These would include, for example, porting the system to other platforms, support
for multi-core architectures or adapting mainstream GPOSes, such as Linux, to run
over our system. It also is important to place some functionality in task partitions
and evaluate our system under more realistic workload scenarios. We believe
these ideas, which by themselves would already constitute valuable additions to
the project, would also broaden the utilization scope of the kernel, shining a light
on new possible exploration aisles.

However, there are two key improvements which call for more urgency and
would benefit the kernel as is, improving both its security and flexibility:

• In truth, the current implementation does not fully isolate partitions, be-
cause no kernel internal memory separation exists. Partitions share kernel
memory when invoking operations which make the kernel dynamically allo-
cate objects from its internal pools. For instance, when sending a message,
the kernel allocates one message object to buffer the data internally until the
receiver requests to read the message. This results in a vulnerability to DoS
attacks, in which a partition continuously invokes an operation that triggers
object allocation at a higher rate than the complementary deallocation oper-
ation is invoked. The solution to this problem is already contemplated in the
implementation of PikeOS (Section 2.3.5.5) by breaking kernel memory into
subsets, and associating each partition to one subset. In our implementation
this means that each subset would contain a pool for each kind of object,
and when performing an operation on behalf of a partition, the kernel would
only use the pools associated with that specific partition. This number of
kernel memory subsets, their sizes and associated partitions would have to
be configurable. Ultimately, we would have a subset per partition. In this
case, only a partition itself can exhaust its kernel memory resources.

• Our architecture creates a safer infrastructure by encapsulation non-essential
services in tasks instead of executing them directly in the kernel. However,
when such services are critical and accessed often, this might lead to high
levels of IPC traffic, thus hurting overall system performance and real-time
behavior. Our envisioned solution for this problem is to provide a config-
uration mechanism, supported by TZDL, which seamlessly allows for tasks
to be configured as either a security extension executed from user-mode or
to be included and execute in the kernel itself. This would allow the sys-
tem’s designer to trade-off performance and security. This mechanism could
not impact either the client nor the server implementation. It would have
to maintain the IPC-like interface for both configuration scenarios, so that
the service provision happens transparently, in the sense that, regardless
of where the service is placed, accessing it happens in the same manner.
We believe this could be automated as a special case of the IDL generator
which would generate server code differently, depending on whether it was
configured as a task or as an in-kernel module.

Other secondary patches to the kernel must be carried out. First, although
we followed the MISRA guidelines during the first stage of the implementation,
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the current state of the code is not fully compliant with the standard. Therefore,
code refactoring would be essential towards certification. Moreover, recent security
research findings [KGG+18, LSG+18] have unveiled that is not secure to maintain
privileged mappings active on user mode execution as data confidentiality for
these regions might be compromised by cache side-channel attacks. Therefore, the
memory manager must be refactored to deactivate kernel mappings when handing
executing to task partitions.
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